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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Moeen ureshi March 4, 1983

FROM: H.C. Hittmair/a,

SUBJECT: Deposits with Banco do Brasil, New York

On your request I talked this morning to Mr. Kafka, the Brazilian

Executive Director in the IMF, concerning the Bank's deposits with the

Banco do Brasil. I mentioned to him that on Wednesday, March 2, 1983

a discussion had taken place between the regional representative of the

Banco do Brasil in Washington and Mr. Findakly. The discussion was

scheduled on that date because an understanding with the Banco do Brasil

to maintain $50 million in overnight funds in addition to $9 million in

CD's was to expire on March 5. The purpose of the discussion was to bring

the Bank's deposits exposure with the Banco do Brasil in line with the

generally applied investment rules and guidelines and to do this in an

orderly fashion.

The agreement reached in this conversation foresees the following

steps on the basis of available deposit data:

Saturday, March 5: Understanding for $50 million overnight

funds plus $9 million CD's terminates.

Monday, March 7: Bank deposits reduced to $25 million overnight

funds ($9 million CD's); this is still well above the guidelines.

Friday, March 11: A $4 million CD matures, by applying the in-

vestment guidelines we can now justify $25 million in overnight

funds plus $5 million in CD's.

This level of deposits would then continue for the time being and can be

reviewed as further CD's mature (the next maturity $3 million on

March 28) or as the Banco do Brasil can provide statements showing an

improved deposit base.

Mr. Kafka then proposed that the Bank should consider a slower

reduction from the $50 million overnight fund level of March 5, particularly

in view of the possible improvement of the situation by the end of March.

After discussing this point with you I called Mr. Kafka back and told him

that we would rather want to stick to the above understanding:

(a) because the phasing had been agreed with the Banco do

Brasil, and

(b) because we did not want to extend the exceptional treatment

any longer than necessary, i.e. we--- rot - mt to go L'*o

t Mir-h 11 date gtlaf ZLt+8SQf te-

We would, of course, be willing to react to improvements in the deposit

base of the Banco do Brasil as the required documentation showing it

would be made available to us.



Mr. Moeen A. Qureshi - 2 - March 4, 1983

Mr. Kafka noted my reply and said he would think about it.

I am attaching an extra copy of this memorandum in case you would like

to notify Mr. Clausen about the situation.

HCHittmair:mb

cc: Mr. Rotberg
Mr. Schielke
Mr. Findakly
Mrs. Gonzaga
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THE WORLD BANK
Washington, D. C. 20433

U. S.A.

A. W. CLAUSEN
President

March 9, 1983

Dear Tony:

Thanks for transmitting the

letter from the Honorable Tancredo Neves.

It has been forwarded to the Latin American

Division and Nicolas Ardito-Barletta has

sent a reply (copy attached).

Sincerely,

Mr. Antonio V. Romualdez

Executive Director

The World Bank
Washington, D.C.

RS:tk
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Letter from Governor Tancredo Neves
of the State of Minas Gerais, Brazil
to Mr. A.W. Clausen, dated February 9, 1983

Dear Mr. Clausen:

I am taking the opportunity of the presence of Professor Aluisio
Pimenta in Washington to offer you my greetings and to reaffirm the strong

interest of my administration, which will assume office in Minas on March

15, 1983, in projects underway pursuant to agreements signed previously

with the World Bank and in this prestigious institution's support for the

new projects our administration plans to implement.

In order to ensure continuity of projects currently underway and

to better inform ourselves regarding future operations, we authorize

Professor Aluisio Pimenta, who has considerable international experience in

the projects sector and who will be in Washington until the end of March,

(at which time he will return to Minas Gerais), to contact Bank authorities

and gather the most objective information, in order that when we take
office in the Government of Minas Gerais, we are able to maintain from the

very beginning a strong presence and interest in current and future

operations which are beneficial to the people of the State.

We greatly appreciate the collaboration offered to Professor

Pimenta during this mission.

Cordially,



Luglish version of letter addressed to
"r. Tancredo Neves, Governor of the State

of ?inas Gerais in reply to his letter to
Xr. Clausen, dated February 9, 1983.

Narch 8, 1983

Lear Governor:

We were very pleased to receive your letter, addressed to Mr.

A.W. Clausen, through your representative Professor Aluisio Pimenta.

We are even more pleased in knowing ot your interest in projects

underway pursuant to agreements signed previously with the Lank, as well as

in our participation in future projects of your adaInistration.

We are looking forward to continuing a close relationship with

the State of Minas Gerais.

Cordially,

Nicolas Ardito Barletta
Vice-President

Latin America and Caribbean
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Would you please have the attachment
translated--if you feel it is not necessary
for Mr. Clausen to respond, would you
please do so.

Roy Southworth

From
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Belo Horizonte, 9 de fevereiro de 1983

Exmo. Sr.

Dr. A. W. Clausen

DD. Presidonte do Banco Mundial

Washington DC

Prezado Presidente Clausen

Tenho a satisfacio de cumprimentg-lo, muito cordialmente, por inter-

midio do ProfessorAluisio Pimenta, e reafirmar-ihe o grande interes-

se de meu Governo, que se iniciar5 em Minas, a partir de 15 de margo

de 1983, pelos projetos em execugdo, de acordo com os convxnios assi

nados anteriormente com o Banco Mundial e ademais contar com o apoio

desta prestigiosa Instituigao para os novos projetos que. a nossa Ad-

ministragao pensa implementar.

Com o objetivo de evitar solug6es de continuidade na execugao dos

atuais projetos em andamento e informar-nos melhor sobre as operag5es

futuras, credenciamos o Professor Aluisio Pimenta', que conta com gran

de experisncia internacional no setor de projetos e que estara em

Washington at6 o final da segunda quinzena de margo, quando retornara

a Minas Gerais, para que possa entrar em contato com autoridades do

Banco e recolher informag5es, as mais objetivas, para que, ao assumir

mos o Governo de Minas Gerais, possamos manter, desde o inicio, um al

to nivel de presenga e interesse nas operag5es, atuais e futuras, e

que sao de proveito comum.

Ficaremos muito agradecidos pela colaboragio que puder ser proporcio

nada ao Professor Pimenta, nesta missio.

Cordialmente

Tancredo ev s



1HE WORLD BANK
Washington, D.C. 204 3

U.S.A.

xecutive Director

February 23, 1983

Dear Mr. Clausen,

The Hon. Tancredo Neves, who is the newly
elected Governor of the State of Minas Gerais, Brazil,
has asked me to forward this letter to you. It was
handed to me by Professor Aluisio Pimenta, Director-
designate for development projects in Minas Gerais.
He visited our office recently and engaged in conversa-
tions with us regarding Bank policies and priorities.
Needless to say, among other things, we re-affirmed --as you have not tired in doing - against all sorts ofrumors -- the Bank's development orientation.

Thank you and best wishes.

Sincerely,

Anto io V. Romialdez
Ex cutive Director

Mr. A. W. Clausen
President
The World Bank
Room E-1227
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433



INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
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Boards of Governors - 1982 Annual Meetings . Toronto, Ontario, Canada

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

Prior to August 9, 1982 FROM .E. Lerdau
Mail Address.

JOINT SECRETARIAT SUBJECT Brazil - Meeting of Mr. Clausen with
IMF-WORLD BANK
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20431 U.S.A. Minister Galveas

DATE September 4, 1982
Cable Address:

INTERMEET

WASHINGTONDC JUSA) On September 3, 1982, a meeting took place in
Toronto between Mr. Clausen and Minister of Finance

Telex Addresses: Ernane Galveas. Also present were Messrs. Langoni,
(RCA) 248331 IMF UR Serrano and Kafka and essrs. Stern, Lerdau and
(ITT) 440040 FUND UI Humphrey.
(WUI) 64111 INTERFUND
)TRT) 197677 FUND UT

The principal subject of the conversation was
the international economic and financial situation and
its impact on Brazil. Minister Galveas said that whereas
previous external crises had been weathered well by

After August 9, 1982 Brazil (e.g. the Middle East, the Iran-Iraq war, the
Polish issue) the cumulative impact of all of them nad

Mail Address: made the present situation much more difficult than any
JOINT SECRETARIAT preceding one. There was no doubt that foreign bankers(ME-WORLD BANKThrfoeg
PO BOX No. 4217 were nervous. Nevertheless, there were also some positive
TNO ONT. M5W V9 features, and he expected that this would be realized by

CANADA the market. The structure of Brazil's external debt was
quite favorable; the annual amortization burden was not
too heavy. Interest this year would amount to some

CbER Addss:US$10 billion, but if the average interest rate fell to
ORONOT 12% -- instead of the 16% which he had assumed for his

CANADA planning -- a relief of some US$2.5 billion would derive
from this. Moreover, the falling real price of oil was
giving additional relief. Also important was that bank

Telex Address
06-218811 regulators and Central Banks in capital exporting countries
INTERMEET TOR were no longer leaning on commercial banks -- as they had

done until not long ago -- to restrict their foreign
lending. He and Mr. Serrano asked Mr. Clausen's view on
this last point.

Mr. Clausen commented that no country benefitted
from sudden sharp curtailments in the supply of external
funds but that of course surveillance to ensure the quality
of the commercial banks' portfolio was necessary. Brazil
in this respect was well placed since it was known that

Continued on page 2 ....



- Page 2 -

responsible economic policies had been followed
("you have bitten some hard bullets"). The Bank was
trying to be helpful in stimulating the flow of private
capital, particularly through cofinancing and through
the promotion of an international code on private
investment.

Messrs. Langoni and Galveas said that there were
two issues not directly touched by these remedies:
(a) the creditworthiness of the borrowing countries and
(b) the resource availability of the banks. They saw
real disruption at present in the inter-bank market and
hoped that this would not last. They also hoped that
the resources of the IMF would be expanded sufficiently.

C.C. VMr. Clausen's Office
Mr. Stern's Office
Mr. N. A. Barletta
Mr. H. Vander Heijden



August 34i, 19<2

bear Mr. Lsntoni

Thank you very much for your letter of August 4, 19t2,
raparding frasil'a I P capital subscription. e are very
grateful for the quicko ction which your Covernment haA
taker in subscribing so prouptly to Iit aditional shares
under tht'e ctneral Capital Increase.

e also appreciate your Government's decision to
release the local currency portion of the paid-in capital
associated with oth fraztl's Cl and Kesolution !x. 314
increpses. 6e note that you ish this release to be tied to
paysent for exports of Braziliae goods and services for
projects financed by the suk. Ue are happy to ayree to
this arraneient, although it woil be most helpful if y-w
could bear in mind the future possibility of convertlng this
tied release into a fully convertible release, should
Brazil's ecouomic circutstances so allow.

-ay I take this opportunity to thank your CoverntmtnT
for Frazil's continued support to the sank. I look forward
to heein you in Toronto.

- Sincerely,

A. L. Clausen

President

Sr. Capot Ceralno LencoGr
Presidante
Banca Gentral do Brash.
Ceixa Postal U 02/U1

bee: Ir. Antonio V. Pomualdez
Executive D4rector

Copies La: Messrs. Gabriel, Ardito-Barletta, liattari,
Scott (air),
Thahane, ivood, Ikram, Southworth
IBRD Capital Contact Group

Allumm :eok
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BANCO CENTRAL DO BRASIL
PRESIDENCIA

PRESI-067/82-C Brasilia (DF), August 4th., 1982.

Mr.A.W.Clausen
President
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
Washington, D.C., 20433
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Clausen,

In reply to your letter of March 2, 1982, I am pleased

to inform you that the Brazilian Government has already sent to the

World Bank its Instrument of Subscription to the 5,305 shares of

the capital stock which Brazil is authorized to subscribe under

Resolutions 346 and 347. The Central Bank of Brazil is taking the

necessary measures in order to make the respective payments.

I would like to reafirm that Brazil feels it is necessary

to give due support to the World Bank activities in order to increase

the Bank's participation in a worldwide scenario.

In this regard, Brazilian authorities have agreed to

release the amount of US$ 41,162,169.94 of the local currency

portion of paid-in capital with the purpose to pay export of

Brazilian goods and services for projects financed by the Bank.

On the other hand, I would like to point out that the

Brazilian Government will grant the same treatment for the amount

of US$ 18,109,704.75 related to the paid-in national currency of

the Brazilian subscription to the 1,668 shares of the capital stock

of the Bank under Resolution 314.

Sincerely yours,

Carlos Geraldo Langoni

Alternate Governor
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September 8, 1982

Dear Mr. Figueiredo:

Thank you for sending the photo album on the
construction of the Carajas Iron Ore Project. The
pictures are most interesting add aptly dipplay the
substantial progress already made on the project.

Please give Eliezer Batista de Silva my thanks
for his thoughtful gesture.

Sincerely,

A. W. Clausen

Mr. Luis Felippe Figueiredo
Managing Director
Rio Doce America, Inc.
640 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10019

Roy Southworth: dbz



TEL.: 212 265-1480 TELEx NUzxmmiss

CAnint ADDRiss, RIODOCE NEWYORK INTERNATIONAL-ITT 423103
ITT 423078

WU 666236

Rio DOCE AMERICA, INC. DOMESTIC WU 125635

640 FIFTH AvENUE

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10019

August 27, 1982
MG/RDA 124/82

World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Att: Mr. A. W. Claussen

Dear Mr. Claussen:

Mr. Eliezer Batista da Silva, president of Cia. Vale do
Rio Doce, requested us to send you the enclosed album
with photos of the construction of Iron Ore Project
at Serra do Carajis.

Mr. Batista also asked us to thank you for your support
in the loan agreement signed in Washington, D.C., on
August 13, between CVRD and World Bank which represents
an important step towards the development of the Carajis
Region in Brazil.

Very truly yours

Luiz Felippe Figu~iredo
Managi ng Director

Enc.
LFF/mh
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Mr. Henrique Brandau Cavalcante

President, Brazilian State Steel Holding Co.

is taking Dr. Silveira's place at the luncheon.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. A. W. Clausen DATE: August 11, 1982

THROUGH: Mr. Ernest Stern'l)

FROM: fique Lerdau, Director, LC2

SUBJECT: RAZIL - Briefing Notes for Meeting on August 13, 1982
with Brazil Planning Minister Antonio Delfim Netto

L Emln - VS0

1. You will be having lunn on Friday, August 13, 1982 at 1:00 p.m.

with Brazil's Planning Minister Antonio Delfim Netto. He will be

accompanied by Dr. Sergio Lemo Head of Cabinet, Secretary of Planning

(lawyer and professor); Dr. Gustavo Silveira Coordinator of Social '

Communications for the Secretary of Planning (economist and journalist);

Dr. Nestor Jos, Executive Secretary of the Greater Carajas Project -
(lawyer), also a member of the National Monetary Council and of t
Administrative Council of Banco do Brasil; and Dr. Jose Botafogo Goncalves,

Secretary of Economic and Technical Cooperation. The lunch will be

followed by the signing of the loan documents for the Carajas Iron Ore and

the Metropolitan Development Programs for Fortaleza and Salvador Projects.

It is our understanding that Minister Delfim will also meet with Mr. de

Larosiere. A biographical sketch of Minister Delfim is annexed to the

attached Annual Meetings brief.

2. The primary purpose of Minister Delfim's visit to Washington on

August 13 is apparently the signing of the Carajas loan. However, there is

no doubt he will also take the opportunity to sound out the Bank's and

IMF's reactions to the recent disquieting developments in Brazil's

economy. There is growing evidence of a rek*a1i -r it t'mny
aoAswaes, and during the first six months of 1982, exchange rate

depreciation has lagged relative to inflation, although the lag so far has
not been great. These developments, if permitted to continue unchecked

could undermine confidence in the Government's capacity to deal with the

country's pressing economic difficulties, particularly in the international

banking community.

3. Attached, please find the Briefing Paper prepared for the Annual

Meeting. However, since this was prepared, I have learned that Minister

Delfim probably will not attend those meetings.

Attachment

GPapadopoulos /cg-p
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August 4, 1982

BRAZIL

Meeting with the Brazilian Delegation to the Annual Meeting

Key Points

The Delegation will most likely wish to discuss the recent
evolution of the Brazilian economy, its short-term policy objectives,
and the Bank's lending program. Among the most immediate concerns are the
recent decline in exports and reacceleration of inflation. Our on-going
policy dialogue with the Government continues to focus on the-need-to
retse- credit and other sub444es, to define and enforce better pub&4ic
sector .expenditure priorities, to ra4aaeize -industrialand trade policy
incentives,(particularly maintaining a realistic exchange rate, and to
improv onger range policy planning, with particular emphasis on

--e oyment Although the economic team appears sympathetic, at least in
J-det tt ,' with these points, policy making is complicated by the
forthcoming national elections (Federal, Congress, State Governors, State
Legislatures, Municipalities).

I recommend that you take this opportunity to express
satisfaction that the Bank and the Government recently reached an
agreement on the actions the Government would take to comply with its
obligations under our steel loans Dmainly capital contributions and price
increases) and express the o-pe that these measures will be taken and will
suffice to complete the projects satisfactorily.

GENERAL AND ECONOMIC ISSUES

Politics

The November 1982 elections will be the first major elections in
Brazil since the mid-1960s. Consequently, political concerns constrain
the pursuit of economic policy and stabilization objectives. Despite
electoral rules intended to favor the Government party -- the Partido
Democratico Social (PDS) -- the Government appears likely to lose the
governorships of several key states and have its margin of control in
Congress substantially reduced, as the current recession and
reaccelerating inflation have already served to undermine its popular
support.

Aggregate Demand Management

Substantial progress was made in macroeconomic stabilization
during 1981, but at the cost of a severe industrial recession. Current
indications are that demand management policies have become more
expansionary in 1982, and may be contributing to an incipient
reacceleration of inflation. At the same time, the recession appears -to
have bottometiout, and a GDP growth of perhaps 1-2% appears likely for
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1982. A major factor exacerbating the trade-off between growth and
inflation are the looge-e*Yedit U-4 a -, -directed primarily to

agriculture and export industries,) which must be offset by severe
restrictions on overall credit growth. The result has been extremely high

real interest rates in the free segment of the financial market.

Despite important progress in recent years to improve the central

authorities' information and control over public sector expenditures, the

consolidated deficit, including subsidies channeled through the monetary

authorities, is estimated to have been equal to almost 8% of GDP in 1981.

In addition to the above-mentioned subsidies, a major part of the

management problem emanates from large on-going government investment

projects and programs inherited from the past, some of which were selected
without sufficient regard to economic considerations. Tighter planning

is badly needed for the future. An investment program has now been

prepared for the period 1982-85 and is being reviewed by a recently

returned Bank economic mission.

Foreign Trade Policies

For the first time in many years, Brazil's 1981 merzhaadse -trede

~me~out .& ataia -aplu&($1.2 billion), and, despite a
disappointing export performance in the first half of 1982 (down 8.6% in

current US$ as compared to the first half of 1981), the outlook is still

for a small merchandise trade surplus for 1982. With interest rates

remaining high, however, a current accountsdeficit of about US$ 11 billion

isprojected. Although Brazil has not apparently encountered difficulties

so far this year in meeting its borrowing needs, the reacceleration of

inflation and decline in exports may again cause concern among the

international bankers.

Exchange rate policy is crucial to improving export incentives,
particularly in view of the Govevament' commitment to GATT to-reduee-#.'n

subsidies for that purpse. During the first seven months of 1982,

however, exchange rate adjustments have lagged slightly (about 10%) behind

domestic inflation. The Government has indicated its intention to make up

for the lag during the remainder of the year. I recommend that you

inquire again as to government intentions and in so doing express the

Bank's concern.

Looking to the longer term, the Brazilian economy is kept

relatively closed through the exercise of restrictive trade policies.

Domestic market protection, however, also discriminates against exports,

and there is reason to believe that greater openness of the economy would

enhance economic growth and employment and improve the distribution of

income. A Bank Report just published in grey cover, has recommended,

among other things, that the Brazilian governmeat organize -an ennnomic

wor graa to-astudy the impact of its present trade regime and lay the
base for future reform. In pre-publication discussions this

recommendation met with approval by the Government. You might take the

opportunity to inquire as to the progress and future prospects of such

efforts.
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OPERATIONAL ISSUES

Loans to the Steel Sector

A major point of contention in our relations with Brazil was

removed when the Bank and the Government recently agreed on a plan of

action for insuring timely completion of the Bank-financed steel projects
and restoring the financial viability of implementing companies. This
plan calls for (i) 5see-eeeee-pe4ee.-4ncreses in the second semestar of
1980, (ii) additional government transfers (including equity

contributions), and (iii) additional external borrowing. The-eernerpiece

of thMsp-lan is the reg-omqeaded _5.1c9_ tncrqases that would allow the.
companies arzesyable.profit margj.n over costs at efficient operations.
Sic increases are not expected to impair the companies' competitive

position on domestic and international markets. A Government decision on

the expected first price increases is still awaited, and it would be worth

while to remind the Brazilian delegation of the importance we attach to

this matter.

Local Matching Funds

Execution of virtually all our projects in Brazil is being

hampered by Alays_,ud-xbartfaLs in the required local matching funds.
Strict public expenditures management being enforced by the Government,

which the Bank supports, seems to be only a partial explanatory factor.

Problems with defining priorities and burdensome bureaucratic processes
also play a role. The Government and the Bank are organizing a project

implementation review meeting this coming fall to discuss the situation

and other project implementation problems.
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BIOGRAPHIES

Antonio Delfim Netto (Minister of Planning and Governor of the
Bank). Dr. Antonio Delfim Netto, 54, who became Minister of Planning in
the Figueiredo Government in August 1979, has a graduate degree in
economics. Early in his career Dr. Delfim Netto was a professor of
Economics at the University of Sao Paulo, where he established himself as
one of Brazil's outstanding economists. From 1964 to 1967 he served as
Secretary of Finance for the State of Sao Paulo, and in March 1967, at the

age of 39, he was appointed Minister of Finance, where he remained until
1974. During the Geisel Government (1974-79) he was Brazil's Ambassador to
France. In March 1979 he was appointed Minister of Agriculture in the
Figueiredo Government, a post he left to become Minister of Planning.

Ernane Galv8as (Minister of Finance and Governor of the Fund).
Dr. Ernane Galveas, 57, who became Minister of Finance in the Figueiredo
Government in early 1980, has degrees in economics and law and did some
graduate work in economics at Yale University. From 1963 to 1965 Dr.
Galvgas was the Finance Director of the Merchant Marine Commission. In
1966 he became head of the Department of Foreign Trade (CACEX) of the Banco
do Brasil, and early in 1968 assumed the presidency of the Central Bank, a

post he held for six years. In 1974 he became president of a new pulp and
paper company, Aracruz Florestal, which he left to become President of the
Central Bank in August 1979. Dr. Galv8as was formerly Governor of the
Bank. He was recently replaced in this position by Minister Delfim Netto.

Carlos Geraldo Langoni (President, Central Bank of Brazil --
Alternate Governor of Bank and Fund). Dr. Carlos Geraldo Langoni, 36, who
became President of the Central Bank in early 1980, and was previously a
Director of the Central Bank, has a Ph.D. in Economics from the University
of Chicago (1970). Since 1971 Dr. Langoni has been on the faculty at the
Fundagao Getulio Vargas (FGV) and from 1974-79 he served there as Director
of the Graduate Program in Economics, a position which he left when
appointed a Director of the Central Bank in 1979. Since 1970 Dr. Langoni
has undertaken research on various aspects of the Brazilian economy, with
his best known work on income distribution.



ANNEX
BRAZIL

FY83-84 LENDING PROGRAM BY SECTOR

FY83 FY84 Total 2

Industrial Development

Iron Ore-Carajas 304

Development Banking II 220

Sub-Total - Infrastructure Development 524 524 25%

Power - Energy

Rural Electrification 200

ELETROBRAS Distribution II 250

Sub-Total - Power-Energy 200 250 450 22%

Transportation

Secondary & Feeder Roads 166

Highway VII: Rehabilitation/Maintenance 150

Sub-Total Transportation 316 316 15%

Urban Infrastructure & Development

Urban Development- Northeast Metropolitan 9
Engineering

Water Supply & Sewerage- Sector 250

Sub-Total Urban Infrastructure & Dev. 259

Agriculture & Rural Development

Northwest Dev. III - New Settlements 92

Rural Development Bahia II 35

Forestry Development 20

Agro Industries III 200

Rural Development - Northeast Region 80

Sub-Total - Agric. of Rural Development 147 280 427 20%

Education & Health

Primary Health Care - Sao Paulo 75

Education V - Agricultural and Technical Ed. 50

Sub-Total - Education & Health 125 125 6%

TO0T AL 119 zi M-



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
A"gust 12, 1982

TO: Mr. A. W. CIausen DATE:

FROM: Hans A. Wu e

Visit of Mini ter Delfim Netto
SUBJECT:--

1. IFC's relations with Brazil are excellent. Brazil has traditionally

been a very strong supporter of IFC. The Minister may ask about the status of

a possible IFC capital increase.

2. There is one problem: the Central Bank has just advised 
us that it will

not authorize two forthcoming IFC loans on grounds that our interest rate is too

high (16-3/4 to 17% p.a. in U.S. dollars). Only last week the Central Bank gave

its belated authorization to IFC loans approved by our Board last fiscal year.

The delay was due to the same complaint that.IFG's interest rate is too 
high.

We have discussed this issue at length with the Brazilian 
authorities. The

Minister is aware of the problem and reportedly he is sympathetic 
towards IFC.

We should take advantage of this opportunity to get 
the Minister's word that he

will settle this matter.

3. On Carajas we have agreed with CVRD to postpone further work on 
a pos-

sible convertible debenture for IFC and institutional/Middle 
East investors until

eurobond markets and rates have improved.

4. During his visit in December 1981, the Minister requested IFC to try

finding a way of assisting a 2pjm oil project in the territory of a sponsored

by the Antunes Group. Last June the Board approved a US$6 million 
oan for this

project.

5. ijht. pro Zct -ere approved by the Board in FY82 for a total amount

of US$196.6 million". Our portfolio in Brazil, as at June 30, 1982, totaled

US$598.8 million in 30 companies. This amounted to 15% of total IFC's invest-

ments for its own account, IFC's largest single country exposure.

6. Our current pipeline includes a cement project in 
Mato Grosso and a

coconut p1antation in the Amazon; both in an advanced 
stage. Other projects in

a more preliminary stage include: an expansion of a bauxite mine in the Amazon;

an aluminum smelter in the northeast; and a coa 
mining proj,ect in the south.

Because many large projects are being postponed, 
the outlook for this fiscal

year (in volume terms) is weak.

7. In the past Brazil has encouraged IFC to step up its activities in

the Capital Markets sector. Last year our Board approved investments in an

agroleasing company and in a venture capital company.

8. Brazil is again asking for help in increasing 
the number of

Brazilians i0ou sta4f.

JRuisanchez/zp



International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

SecM82-733

FROM: Vice President and Secretary August 11, 1982

SIGNING OF LOANS: BRAZIL
1. Carajas Iron Ore Project

2. Preparation of Metropolitan Development
Program for Fortaleza and Salvador

1. The following arrangements have been made for signi g the loans -

($304.5 m.) to Companhia Vale Do Rio Doce with the guaran e of Brazil for

a Carajas iron ore project and ($8.9 m.) to Brazil for t e preparation of

metropolitan development programs for Fortaleza-and Sa ador.

Date and Hour - Y riday, August 13, 1982 - -3- p.m

Place - Boara

Signing Officials - For the Borrowers: For Caraas o Project:
Dr. Eliez Batista da Silva
President, * *

Dr. Samir Zraick

Financial Director, CVRD

For Metropolitan Programs:

Dr. Cid Heraclito Queiroz
Attorney General, Ministry of

Finance

- For the Guarantor: Dr. Cid Heraclito Queiroz

- For the Bank: Mr. Lerdau

Director, Country Programs II

Latin America and the Caribbean
Seating:

4(R) Mr. Cardenas
3(R) Mr. Romualdez

2(R) Ministry of Finance

1 Country Programs Director

2(L) CVRD
3(L) CVRD
4(L) LAC Region

2. Mr. Tcheyan (Latin America and the Caribbean) will arrange for the

attendance of the signing officials. Mr. Abbott (Legal Department) will

supervise the execution of the documents.

Distribution:

Mr. Romualdez Mr. Baum Mr. Lerdau

Mr. Cardenas Mr. Gabriel Mr. van der Meer

President Mr. Hattori Mr. Vogl

Mr. Qureshi Mr. Rotberg Mr. Papadopoulos

Mr. Ardito Barletta Mr. Scott Mr. Abbott

Mr. Lari



APPETIZERS

Chitied Cvnurm mcadnitene - New Engoand CMau ChowdeA $0.75
Ftuit Juicez - Pineappte PLinrcezz $0.70
Matinated Mu.hAoms - Meton $1.15
SmoIed TOut - Devied Eagg Dan.Di.6e $1.35 '

ENTREES

OHELETTE AUX CHAMPIGNONS $3.40
(MuLhAornm OmeLet)

CORNISH HEN WITH WILD RICE $4.90
SALTIMBOCCA A LA ROMANA $5.90
(Veat Scalotpine w/Ptocuittr)

COQU7LLE AUX FRUITS DE MER $5.55
(Seajood in SheLL)

OR

FROM THE GRILL RI) MI) W)
(Cooked to Onde')

NE R2K SRLOIN STRIP STEAK $5.90
TWO BROI LED LAME COPS157

CHOPPED S TEA Z7MUSHPLOM S AUCE $4. 10

VJEGETABLES ~
(Choice o6 Two)

COLD PLATES

AVOCADO SEAFARE $3.75
EGG SALAD SANDWICH $3.40

DESSERTS

Shve-bt -< CMem , e $0.80
Chrcotate Mousse eaA Bele Yeene $1.00 -

A.6zotted Paztiez - TaUtet6 $1.25
Cakee and Piet $1.05

APERTIFS - BEVERAGES

Shavny Sxetl/DPy $0.75 Dubonnet $0.75
Coke $0.60 Gingue Ate $0.60 MiLtk $0.30
Pemtiea $0.95
CvLcer $0.30 Tea $0.30 Ezp'euo $0.45

Ftidav Augut 13,79M2



Proposed Seating Arrangement for Mr. Clausen's luncheon 
for Minister Delfim Netto and Brazilian Delegation

Mr. Enrique Dr. Nestor Mr. A. W. Ambassador Antonio Mr. S.M.L. van

Lerdau Jost Clau en Azeredo da Silveira der Meer

Dr. Sergio
Lemos

44

Mr. Alexandre Mr. Hans Minister Antonio Mr. Ernest Amb. Jose

Kafka Wuttke Delfim Netto Stern Botafogo Goncalves



FORM ND. 453 THE WORLD BANK

6-Y DINING ROOM RESERVATION REQUEST
L See reverse side for instructions. This form must be submitted in duplicate.
TO: ROOM NO.: FROM: ROOM NO.: EXTENSION:

Executive Dining Room Manager t A. W. Clausen E 1227 72001

1 request a reservation in the Executive Dining Room on: (day) Friday (date) August 13 for the

LUNCHEON EVENING FUNCTION

following (No.) - people, of which (a) 8 "i will be Representation Charges
(No.) (No.)

(b) will be Staff Hospitality Charges

(c) will be Staff Activities Charges

(d) will be Personal Charges to Host

(e) will be Personal Charges to Individual

NAME TITLE ORGANIZATION CHARGES (Check one)

Representation Hospitality Activities Host Individual

HOST:
A. W. Clausen President World Bank X

OTHER BANK GROUP STAFF: Acting VP
Suitbertus van der Me r LAC X

Director

Enrique Lerdau LC2 X

Frnpt qtSrn SVP Operations X

OTHERS: Min. of FinancE
Antonio Delfim-Netto Brazil X

Head of
Dr. Sergio Lemos Cabinet Brazil X

Coordinator foil

Dr. Gustavo Silveira Social Commun. Brazil X
Exec. Sec. for

Dr. Nestor Jost Carajas Proj. Brazil X
Sec. o_ Econ.__

Joseph Botafogo Tech. Coop. Brazil X

DEPARTMENT TO BE CHARGED FOR REP., STAFF HOSP., DEPT. NO.: DIV. NO.: SIGNATURE OF HOST(S): DATE:
STAFF ACTIVITIES: / /
Office of the President 103 99 8/6/82



THE WORLD BANK
Washington, D C 20433

U.SA

Office of the President

July 28, 1982

Dear Dr. Franceshi:

The enclosed letter was returned
recently to our office and we are indeed sorry
to learn that you obviously never received
Mr. Clausen's thanks and appreciation for all
your kindnesses. We are now trying a slightly
different address, suggested by the Brazil
division in the Bank, in the hope that the

letter, although late, will finally reach you

and your family.

Sincerely,

Helen Higgins
Executive Secretary

Dr. J. Franceshi e Familia
Ayrosa Galvao
Dist. de Potundava
Municipio de Jahu
Sao Paulo, CEP 17200
Brazil



FORM NO.75 THE WORLD BANK
(9-78)

DATE:

ROUTING SLIP

NAME ROOM NO.

Mrs. Helen Higgins 7-2001

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON

CLEARANCE PER OUR CONVERSATION

COMMENT PER YOUR REQUEST

FOR ACTION PREPARE REPLY

INFORMATION RECOMMENDATION

INITIAL SIGNATURE

NOTE AND FILE URGENT

REMARKS:

Helen:

This is the detailed address which I

found:
AYROSA GALVAO
DIST. DE POTUNDAVA
MUNICIPIO DE JAHU
SAO PAULO, CEP 17200
I hope this one will work out.

FROM: ROOM NO.: I EXTENSION:

Dominique Lallement IE-928 7-2472



July 16, 1982

Dear Antonio:

Just a brief note to tell you how sorry I
am that I will miss you during your visit in
Washington. We are leaving today for the West
Coast for a little vacation.

I enjoyed the visit we had together in
March. These are difficult times for all countries
and we certainly applaud the good job you are doing.

Though we will miss one another this trip,
I look forward to seeing you during the annual
meetings in Toronto.

Warm regards.

Sincerely,

A. W. Clausen

His Excellency
Antonio Delfim Netto
Ministro de Estado Chefe

da Secretaria de Planejamento
Esplanada dos Ministerios
Bloco L, 7* Andar
70.063 Brasilia, DF, Brail

bc: H. van der Heijden (for hand delivery)

HH: MR



7-15-82

Mr. van der He den doesn't think Mr. Delfim Netto

will come to the Bank but, nevertheless, thinks

a note from you is a good idea. He had nothing

to offer other than what you had suggested to

me for the letter.

HH

P.S. He will see that Mr. Delfim Netto received

the letter.



INFORMAL TRANSLATION

MR. CLAUSEN'S FILE

Answer to Mr. Delfim Netto's Acting Minister's letter

dated June 14, 1982

We thank you for letter dated May 12, 1982 addressed to Mr.

Alden W. Clause, President of the World Bank confirming that

Secretariat of Planning concurs with the priority of the Agricultural

Deyelopment Project of the Amazonas,

Sincerely

Hendrick van der Heijden



.14 de junho de 1982

Exmo. Sr. Antonio Delfim Netto
Ministro de Estado Chefe da
Secretaria de Planejamento
Esplanada dos Ministerios, Bloco K,

79 andar
70000 Brasilia, D.F.,Brasil

Prezado Senhor Ministro:

Agradecemos carta de 12 de maio de 1982 mandada ao Senhor
Presidente do Banco Mundial, Dr. Alden W. Clausen, confirmando a con-

correncia da Secretaria'de Planejamento com a prioridade do Projeto
de Desenvolvimento Agricola do Amazonas.

Aproveitamos a oportunidade para renovar a V. Exa. protestos

de elevada estima e consideragao.

Atenciosamente,

Hendrick van der Heijden
Chefe, Divisao do Brasil

America Latina e o Caribe
Escrit~rio Regional

FAguwh/cfk

ca: Mr. Clausen's office
Mr. Senner, LCP
Mr, Saes, LEG (with original

of incoming)

V -



INFORMAL TRANSLATION

FOR MR. CLAUSEN'S FILE

Letter from Dr. Flavio Pecora, Acting Minister of Planning

Mr. President,

I wish to refer to the State of Amazonas' request of priority

for the Integrated Agricultural Development Project 
in the State of

Amazonas, for which a proposed Bank Loan of US$ 24,6 million is being

considered.

The proceeds of this loan, together 
with the national

matching funds, will help finance the said Project 
which has an

estimated cost of US$ 77,7 million and the objectives of:

a) improving the social and economic conditions 
of some

9.500 farm families operating farms of and up to 100 hectares,

b) improving food supply and promoting a 
rational

development of agricultural productivity,

c) improving production support services, 
including social

infrastructure and services, and

d) expanding the state of Amazonas capability 
to, plan and

execute similar projects.

In this regard, I am pleased to inform Your Excellency that

the Secretariat of Planning, in accordance with the existing legislation

recognizes the priority of the Project, 
for purposes of the loan referred

to.

Sincerely

Jose Flavio Pecora

Acting Minister



CARTA/n9 m6
Em,

Exmo. Sr.

Doutor ALDEN WINSHIP CLAUSEN

DD. Presidente do Banco Internacional para Reconstruqao e

Desenvolvimento - BIRD

Senhor Presidente,

Tenho a honra de referir-me a solicitaqao do

Estado do Amazonas relacionado com os aspectos de prioridade

do Projeto de Desenvolvimento Agricola do Amazonas, com vis

-tas a contratagao, pela Rep~blica Federativa do Brasil, de

operaqao de cr~dito externo junto a esse Banco, no montante

de US$ 26,4 milh5es, a serem aplicados no referido projeto.

Os recursos provenientes da mencionada opera

go, adicionados a contrapartida nacional, possibilitario 
o

financiamento do mencionado projeto, orgado em US$ 77,7 mi

lh6es e cujos objetivos abragem: a) melhoria das condiq6es s6

cio-econ6micas de 9.500 familias de produtores rurais que ex

ploram area inferior a 100 hectares, b) aumento da produqao

de alimentos e promogao do desenvolvimnento racional da produ

tividade agricola, c) melhoria das atividades de suporte

produqao, incluindo infra-estrutura soci.al e de servigos, e

d) capacitaqao do Estado do Amazonas na elaboraqao e execuao

de projetos sidlares.



A prop6sito, apraz-me comunicar a V.Exa. que esta So

cretaria de Planejamento, nos termos da legislagao em vigor, reco

nhece a prioridade do Projeto para fins de contratagao da referida

operagao de cr6dito.

Aproveito a oportunidade para renovar a V.Exa. pro

testos de elevada estima e consideraqao.

Jos6 avio P cora
Ministro In rrino



INFORMAL TRANSLATION

FOR MR. CLAUSEN'S FILES

Answer to Mr. Delfim Neto dated June 14, 1982

We thank you for your letter of May 31, 1982 addressed to

Mr. Alden W. Clausen, President of the World Bank confirming that

Secretariat of Planning concurs with the priority of the Integrated

Rural Development Project in the State of Maranhao.

Yours sincerely,



14 do junho de 1982

Exmo. Sr. Antonio Delfim Netto

Hinistro de Estado Chefe da

Secretaria de Planejanento

Esplanada dos llinisterios, Bloco K,
79 andar

70.000 Brasilia, DF, Brasil

Prezado Senhor Ministro:

Agradecemos a vossa carta de 31 de 
maio de 1982 mandada ao

Senhor Presidente do Banco Mundial, Dr. Alden 
W. Clausen, confir-

mando a concorrencia da Secretaria de PlanejaCento 
com a prioridade

do Projeto de Desenvolvimento Integrado do Estado 
do Maranhao.

Aproveitamos a oportunidade para renovar 
a V. Exa. protestos

de elevada estima e consideragao.

Atenciosamente,

Enrique Lerdau
Diretor

Departamento de Programas da-

America Latina e do Caribe
Repartigao Regional

VAgwsh/cfk

ect Mr. Clausen'B office
Mr. Sennar, LCP
Xr. Saez, LEG (with original of incoming)



INFORMAL TRANSLATION

FOR MR. CLAUSEN'S FILE

Letter. from Mr. Delfim Netoo to Mr. Alden W. Clausen

Mr. President,

I wish to refer to the Ministry of Interior's request of
priority for the Integrated Rural Development Project in the State
of Maranhao, for which a proposed Bank Loan of US$ 42,400,000 to
the Federative Republic of Brazil is being considered.

The proceeds of this loan, together with the national
matching funds, will help finance the said Project which has an
estimated cost of US$ 122,9 million and the objectives of providing:

- access to land and security of tenure for 39.000 small
scale farmers in Maranhao with a view to improving
agricultural production,

- production support services to 24.000 small-scale farmers,
of which 19.500 will receive intensive assistance, the
remaining 15.000 receiving the type of assistance provided
to farmers already settled in the areas of Alto Turi and
Merim Pindare; and

social and physical infrastructure for the Project area's
communities.

In this regard, I am pleased to inform Your Excellencv that
the Secretariat of Planning, in accordance with the existing legislation,
recognizes the priority of the Project, for purposes of the loan refer-
red to.

Sincerely,

Antonio Delfim Netto'
Minister



Carta n9 O 95 Em, S /s/g

Exmo. Sr.
Doutor ALDEN WINSHIP CLAUSEN
DD. Presidente do Banco Internacional para Reconstrugao e De-

senvolvimento - BIRD

Senhor Presidente

Tenho a honra de referir-me a solicitagao do
Ministirio do Interior relacionada com aspectos de prioridade
do Projeto de Desenvolvimento Rural Integrado do Estado do Ma
ranhao, com vistas a contratagao, pela Repiblica Federativa
do Brasil, de operaqao de cr~dito externo, no montante de US$
42,700,000.00, junto a esse Banco, destinada a aplicagao no
referido Projeto.

Os recursos provenientes da mencionada operaqio
adicionados 5 contrapartida nacional, possibilitarao o finan-
ciamento do aludido Projeto, orgado em US$ 122,9 milh6es e
cujos objetivos, em sintese, abrangem: a efetivagao de aces
so mais seguro a terra cerca de 39.000 pequenos produtores
no Maranhao, visando o'melhoramento agricola; prestagao de ser
viqos de apoio direto a 24.000 desses produtores, dos quais
19.500 receberao assistencia mais intensiva, e os restantes

15.000 pequenos produtores receberao o tipo de apoio prestado
aos colonos mais antigos das areas do Alto Turi e do Mearim -
Pindar6; e a dotagao de infraestrutura social e fisica para
atender as maiores comunidades das areas do Projeto.

A esse respeito, apraz-me comunicar a V.Exa. que
esta Secretaria de Planejamento, nos rmos da legislayao em



vigor, reconhece a prioridade do Projeto, para fins de contratagao

da referida operaqao de cr6dito.

No ensejo, renovo a V.Exa. protestos de elevada esti

ma e bonsideraqao.

Antonio Delfim Netto

Ministro

4n



14 do junho do 1982

Exmo. Sr. Antonio Delfim Netto
Ministro do Estado Chefe da

Secretaria de Planejamento
Esplanada dos Ministirios, BEoco K,

79 andar
70.000 Brastlia, DF, Brasil

Prezado Senhor Ministro:

Agradecemos i vossa carta de 31 do maio do 1982 mandada ao

Senhor Presidents do Banco Mundial, Dr. Alden W. Clausen, confir-

mando a concorrencia da Secretaria do Planejamento com a prioridade

do Projeto do Desenvolvimento Integrado do Estado do Maranhao.

Aproveitamos a oportunidade para renovar a V. Exa. protestos

de elevada estima e consideragao.

Atenciosamente,

Enrique Lerdau
Diretor

Departamento do Programas da

America Latina a do Caribe

Repartigio Regional

FAgueh/cfk

ee: Mr. Clausen's offiee
Mr. Sonner, LCP
Mr. Sas, LEG (with original of incoming)



Carta n9 0 Em, S

Exmo. Sr.
Doutor ALDEN WINSHIP CLAUSEN
DD. Presidente do Banco Internacional para Reconstrugao e De-

senvolvimento - BIRD

Senhor Presidente

Tenho a honra de referir-me 5 solicitagao do

Minist~rio do Interior relacionada com aspectos de prioridade

do Projeto de Desenvolvimento Rural Integrado do Estado do Ma

ranhio, com vistas a contratagao, pela Rep~blica Federativa

do Brasil, de operaqao de cr6dito externo, no montante de US$

42,700,000.00, junto a esse Banco, destinada a aplicagao no

referido Projeto.

Os recursos provenientes da mencionada operagao

adicionados a contrapartida nacional, possibilitarao o finan-

ciamento do aludido Projeto, orgado em US$ 122,9 milh6es e

cujos objetivos, em sintese, abrangem: a efetivagao de aces

so mais seguro a terra cerca de 39.000 pequenos produtores ,

no Maranhao, visando o melhoramento agricola; prestagao de ser

vigos de apoio direto a 24.000 desses produtores, dos quais
19.500 receberao assistancia mais intensiva, e os restantes

15.000 pequenos produtores receberao o tipo de apoio prestado

aos colonos mais antigos das areas do Alto Turi e do Mearim -
Pindar6; e a dotagao de infraestrutura social e fisica para

atender as maiores comunidades das areas do Projeto.

A esse respeito, apraz-me comunicar a V.Exa. que

esta Secretaria de Planejamento, nos Vrmos da -legislagao em



vigor, reconhece a prioridade do Projeto, para fins de contrataqao

da referida operaqao de crsdito.

No ensejo, renovo a V.Exa. protestos de elevada esti

ma e consideragao.

Antonio Delfim Netto

Ministro



14 de junho de 1982

Exmo. Sr. Antonio Delfim Netto
Ministro de Estado Chef* da
Secretaria de Planejamento
Esplanada dos Ministirios, Bloco K,

79 andar
70000 Brasilia, D.F.,Brasil

Prezado Senhor Ministro:

Agradecemos carta de 12 de maio de 1982 mandada ao Senhor
President* do Banco Mundial, Dr. Alden W. Clausen, confirmando a con-
corrincia da Secretaria de Planejamento com a prioridade do Projeto
de Desenvolvimento Agricola do Amazonas.

Aproveitamos a oportunidade para renovar a V. Exa. protestos
de elevada eastima e consideraeio.

Atenciosamente,

Hendrick van der Heijden
Chefe, Divisio do Brasil
America Latina e o Caribe

Escrit6rio Regional

VAgwah/etk

et Hr. Clausen's office
Mr. %nvwr, LC?
Mr. SMO, LG (with Original

of incoming)



CARTA/n9 Em,

Exmo. Sr.

Doutor ALDEN WINSHIP CLAUSEN

DD. Presidente do Banco Internacional para Reconstrugao e
Desenvolvimento - BIRD

Senhor Presidente,

Tenho a honra de referir-me a solicitagao do
Estado do Amazonas relacionado com os aspectos de prioridade

do Projeto de Desenvolvimento Agricola do Amazonas, com vis
tas A contratagao, pela Repiblica Federativa do Brasil, de
operaqao de cr6dito externo junto a esse Banco, no montante

de US$ 26,4 milh6es, a serem aplicados no referido projeto.

Os recursos provenientes da mencionada opera
9io, adicionados a contrapartida nacional, possibilitarao o
financiamento do mencionado projeto, orgado em US$ 77,7 mi
lh5es e cujos objetivos abragem: a) melhoria das condig6es s6
cio-economicas de 9.500 famflias de produtores rurais que ex
ploram area inferior a 100 hectares, b) aumento da produgio

de alimentos e promogao do desenvolvimento racional da produ
tividade agricola, c) melhoria das atividades de suporte a
produgao, incluindo infra-estrutura social e de servigos, e
d) capacitagao do Estado do Amazonas na elaboragao e execugao
de projetos si 1lares.



A prop6sito, apraz-me comunicar a V.Exa. que esta Se

cretaria de Planejamento, nos termos da legislagao em vigor, reco

nhece a prioridade do Projeto para fins de contratagao da referida

operagio de cr6dito.

Aproveito a oportunidade para renovar a V.Exa. pro

testos de elevada estima e consideraqao.

Jos6 avio P cora
Ministro In rino



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Olivier Lafourcade EXC DATE: June 17, 1982

FROM: Dennis Koromzay, LC2 DECLASSIFIED
SUBJET BAPR O 7 2011

SUBJECT: BRAZIL - Mr. Mario Garnero CONFIDENTIAL
WBGARLTCUIVES

Mr. Mario Garnero is President of BRASILINVEST, a promotional
group based in Sao Paulo to promote investment in Brazil. He has also
been a director of Volkswagen do Brasil and a director of the Brazilian
Automobile Manufacturers Association. Togetherfith Mr. Alejandro Orfila,
Secretary General of the OAS, he has started Wgroup known as the "Forum
of the Americas," to promote hemispheric dialogue and improved inter-
American relations (this group is perceive by some as primarily
"Brazilian" rather than truly representa ve). He is regarded by many
in Brazil as a rising star -- young, brght, flamboyant, and controversial.
He is said to be close to Governor Ma 'f of Sao Paulo. We have had no
direct dealings with him, although nk staff (Mr. Quijano) have
addressed a meeting of the Forum the Americas. Mr. Garnero probably
met Mr. Clausen at a dinner in Sib" Paulo on March 12. We see no
particular reason why Mr. Clausn should meet with Mr. Garnero, and
there may even be some risks in his doing so. Some Bank staff who have
had contact with Mr. Garnero have felt one should be "careful" in dealing
with him.

cc: Messrs. van der Heijden
Quijano

DKoromzay:nps



Mr. Clausen: March 10, 1982

Original is with Mr. Qureshi.

OL



L

BANCO CENTRAL DO BRASIL
PRESIDENCIA

PRESI-017/82-C Brasilia, March 04, 1982.

Mr.A.W.Clausen
President
International Development Association
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Clausen:

I refer to Resolution N9 117 of the Board of

Governors of the Association authorizing the Sixth Replenishment

of the Association's resources and to the Chairman's Summary

Note of the IDA Deputies' meeting in Washington, D.C. on

September 27-29, 1981.

Paragraph 11 (a) and (b) of the Resolution

referred to above set forth certain limitations on the use by

the Association of the subscriptions and contributions

authorized thereunder for purposes of credit commitments.The

Government of Brazil hereby notifies the Association that it

waives these limitations in respect of 62% of its total

subscription and contribution to the Sixth Replenishment(the

first and second "commitment tranches").

Carlos Geraldo Langoni
Alternate Governor
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Tom,

Attached is the CPP we discussed yesterday.
The basic document is prepared by the Region,
with extensive consultation and a final review
by the Regional Vice President in which all
interested Departments, plus the IMF,
participate. The memoranda from P & B and
DPS are intended to serve as points for
discussion during the meeting with the
President. The postscript is prepared
after the meeting to reflect the
decisions taken.

Ernest Stern

Attachment
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DAT: May 29, 1981

FROM: Mahbub ul Haq, Director, PPR%-

SUBJECT: BRAZIL CPP: Major Policy Issues

1. The IBRD's exposure in Brazil, as measured by debt outstanding
and disbursed, is greater than in any other country. So is the balance of
committed but undisbursed IBRD loans. And the proposed FY82-86 lending
program, at $6.4 billion, is by far the largest. Brazil's total foreign
debt, approaching $60 billion, exceeds that of any developing country and
any major default could have serious implications for the international
financial system. Despite recent improvements in economic management,
some favorable developments affecting this year's balance of trade and
continued progress toward a more democratic political system, Brazil's
future is more clouded by uMdertainty than at any time since 1964. Two
major issues are posed by thiI excellent CPP:

(i) the need for structural'adjustment reforms to
underwrite Brazil's creditworthiness for the
proposed level of lending; and

(ii) the volume and composition of economic and sector
work.

These two issues are closely interrelated.

Measures to Strengthen Brazil's Creditworthiness

2. The CPP notes a number of areas in which there has been notable
improvement in Brazil's economic management since the last CPP was reviewed.
Among them are enhanced control of public enterprises and "autarkies", a
gradual shift of expenditure programs from the monetary to the Treasury
budget and some reduction in subsidies on petroleum products. But serious
problems persist. Inflation in the past 12 months was over 120 percent, the
highest level in Brazilian history. In 1980 agricultural credit subsidies
alone were equivalent to 5 percent of GDP. While the agricultural credit
subsidies may be reduced somewhat this year, they will still be huge, and
credit subsidies for exports have been expanded. The cruzeiro has become
increasingly overvalued since the major devaluation of November 1979. This
has been compensated by ad hoc measures such as subsidized credit and tax
incentives for exports, import taxes and ever more pervasive direct import
controls.

3. The CPP explains that a number of measures are under consideration
to deal with this and other problems, but they have not yet been carried
out. Furthermore, the CPP's thorough economic analysis demonstrates con-
vincingly that the Brazilian economy has become very vulnerable to any new
external or internal shock. The CPP's political analysis, however, does not
accurately reflect the fragitLf the Government's political position.
The narrowness of the Government's current political base is presently off-
set by the effective fragmentation of the civilian opposition and the Govern-
ment's monopoly on military force. But 1982 is an election year and, as the
,CPP points out, economic policy reversals have been common in recent years
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for essentially political reasons, even when the political system was less
open than it is today.

4. Continued deficiencies in economic management, including Brazil's
strong focus on short-term issues to the detriment of medium- and long-term
planning, have caused increasing operational problems for the Bank. Without
any deliberate slowdown in the lending program, there has in fact been a
decrease in IBRD commitments in real terms over the past two years. More-
over, the disbursement rate has fallen for the last three years to only 14
percent in FY80, slightly more than half the average rate for the LAC Region
and below the Bankwide IBRD/IDA average by almost 30 percent - this despite
Brazil's obvious need for new capital inflows. The last two CPPs projected
steadily rising lending.

5. These problems warrant early action to reduce credit subsidies and
to attack the complex of issues related to the trade regime. In addition, a

? major tax reform in Brazil is long overdue; this is needed to mobilize more
fund ior~the flagging attack on poverty, to reduce taxes on labor use and
subsidies to caypit-l',ana--td-encourage-the production of basic wage goods
while discouraging the production of luxury goods for the domestic market.
Without more decisive action along these lines we question whether Brazil
remains creditworthy for the amounts of lending now proposed.

6. If Brazil does not experience any major new external or internal
shocks, it is possible that the second scenario outlined by the CPP (para-
graph 62) would 'warrant lending of the level proposed. However, the
potential for better performance is so clear and the economy so vulnerable
to shocks that simply sustaining the improvements recently observed without
some further significant improvements over the next twelve months would not
in our view provide a sufficient basis for this high a lending program,
particularly since a large part of itb res.ce.etransferas its primary
objective and little -po icy impact. The Region should- be asked to define a
range of actions which the Bank could take to encourage the Brazilians to
proceed with the needed reforms.

7. The Region has proposed adding $1.2 billion to the FY82-86 lending
program to finance structural adjustment loans totalling $2.1 billion over
the critical FY82-84 period should major policy improvements be achieved
across the board (scenario 4). The Region's expectation is that the Bank's
SAL would be parallel to a large-scale IMF operation. In our judgment
Brazil is not likely to approach the Fund unless forced to do so by a deteri-
oration of its economic situation and a slowdown of lending by private banks
and by official lenders. The real problem is how to persuade Brazil to
approach the Fund and the Bank for needed structural adjustment support
before deterioration in the economic outlook proceeds very far. If $1.2
billion of additional funds earmarked for SAL operations totalling $2.1
billion over a three year period were to prove decisive in an effort at
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persuasion, we would certainly support. this additional allocation. 1/ While
not large in relation to Brazil's capital requirements, the increase would
be significant, raising the Bank's share in projected net MLT disbursements
from 5.7 percent without structural adjustment lending to about 11 percent
with structural adjustment lending.

8. While we cannot support the Region's request for an extraordinary
60 percent cost sharing formula for projects benefitting the poor, as an
additional incentive for a tax-reform with built in poverty reduction charac-
teftstics' we would'tecommend accepting the Region's proposal, if and only
if a SAL conditioned upon such a tax reform is approved and then only for
the duration of the SAL.

Economic and Sector Work

9. Although Bank lending to Brazil is not insignificant, much more
important is the contribution which the Bank can make to policy formulation,
since this can affect not only the use of the Bank's limited resources, but
also those of other international lenders and, even more importantly, the
allocation of Brazil's domestic resources.

10. But a necessary condition for a wide ranging and effective policy
dialogue is a well planned, broad based and timely economic and sector work
program. Clearly there have been deficiencies in the macro-economic policy
dialogue with Brazil, but there are indications that the Bank's economic
and sector work is respected and has had 'an influence in the thinking of
Brazilian policy makers. The magnitude of the Bank's exposure in Brazil and
the seriousness of the economic problems the country faces suggest that the
economic and sector work program be expanded and some studies advanced.
Today the Bank is not adequately prepared to make detailed recommendations
for a structural adjustment program because the necessary economic work has
not been done.

11. The attached tables comparing the number of country economists and
the volume of economic and sector work for Brazil and nine other countries
with populations over 40 million and FY81-85 lending, programs over $1
billion show clearly that Brazil is relatively understaffed with country
economists and that economic and sector work planned is well below the Bank-
wide average for comparable countries. They are critically low given the
amount of IBRD funds at risk in Brazil. We recommend that the number of
country economists working on Brazil be increased as soon as possible. If
the Region's budget is constrained, and the economic and sector work
programs for other countries cannot easily be reduced, one option to be
considered would be the switching of staff resources from other activities

1/ Assuming additional resources could not be found, the major part of such
an increase for Brazil might come from a temporary reduction of lending
(say by 10 percent) below presently planned levels to the Bank's oil
exporting borrowers.
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within the Region, as has been done in East Asia and Pacific Region. This
increase should permit the more timely completion of the planned economic
and sector work program, which is on the whole well suited to Brazil's needs,
accelerating the tax incidence study so that it can be completed in FY82 and
pursuing some additional work on important development issues related to the
strategic questions of energy demand and supply.

12. There is a need to examine in a broader sense the energy question
in order to follow up on the excellent energy sector report now being
finalized. One central issue which should be analyzed is whether there are
alternatives to the extrapolation of past development trends, alternatives
which would have considerably lower energy demands or require a mix of
energy sources more atuned with Brazil's resource endowment. Also the
Region should study the impact of biomass energy schemes on land use
patterns, the concentration of land ownership, employment opportunities,
poverty reduction objectives, and the environment. Both studies could
involve active participation by Brazilian consultants and draw on the data
generated by the Alcohol Program's monitoring and evaluation unit as well as
the results of the 1980 agricultural census. They should be completed
before the second alcohol loan or any other biomass energy loan is presented
to the Board.

Attachments

cc: Management Review Group



Table 1

Program Economists,

Economic and Sector Work and Economic and Sector Work Norms:

Brazil and Selected Countries with Major Lending Programs

(Staffyears per billion dollars annual average lending program, FY81-85)

Annual Annual Average
Program Average ESW Proposed ESW FY82

Country Economists a/ FY78-80 b/ FY81-82 c/ ESW Norms d/

Brazil 2.7 5.8 6.8 8.0

Egypt 6.5 13.8 15.2 12.1

Indonesia 7.8 17.6 15.6 9.8

Mexico 4.7 7.5 8.5 9.3

Philippines 8.1 13.0 9.9 10.7

Thailand 6.5 13.0 12.9 10.9

Turkey 7.5 7.7 15.1 9.8

Bangladesh 17.0 25.7 28.5 24.7

India 4.3 5.5 6.4 8.8

Pakistan 21.7 21.6 27.8 29.1

Mean for
Ten Countries 8.7 13.1 15.6 13.3

Brazil as Percent
of Mean for
Ten Countries 31.0 44.1 43.9 60.2

a/ As of May 1980, including those in field offices.
b/ TRS, excluding DPS research.
c_/ As proposed in FY82 indicative statements, excluding DPS research.
d/ Calculated by PPR on the basis of population, size of lending program and a

measure of receptivity to Bank ESW.
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Table 2

Program Economists, Economic and Sector Work and Related Indicators:

Brazil and Selected Countries with Major Lending Programs

Approved
FY81-85 Annual Annual Average

1979 Lending Program Average ESW Proposed ESW FY82

Population IBRD and IDA Program FY78-80 c/ FY81-82 d/ Norms e/

Country (millions) ($ millions) a/ Economists b/ (Staffweeks) (Staffweeks) (Staffweeks)

Brazil 115.8 f/ 5600.0 3 337.2 398.5 j/ 467.0

Egypt 40.9 2315.0 3 332.9 367.0 292.0

Indonesia 138.9 4500.0 7 823.0 732.0 458.0

Mexico 67.6 3200.0 3 250.4 283.5 310.0

Philippines 46.8 3100.0 5 420.2 317.5 346.0

Thailand 45.5 3100.0 4 419.0 414.5 350.0

Turkey 44.3 2675.0 4 214.2 419.5 273.0

Bangladesh 87.0 1770.0 6 473.0 525.0 455.0

India 658.0 10580.0 9 610.0 706.5 973.0

Pakistan 78.5 115O.0 5 258.8 332.5 348.0

a/ 1980 Review Group Decisions.
b/ As of May 1980, including those in field offices.
c/ TRS, excluding DPS research.
d/ As proposed in FY82 indicative statements, excluding DPS research.
e/ Calculated by PPR on the basis of population, size of lending program and a measure of

receptivity to Bank ESW.
f/ Mid year 1979 population estimated on basis of 1970 and 1980 census data.

g/CPP.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Mr. Robert S. McNamara (:1 June 3, 1981

Heinz Vergin, Director, PAB

BRAZIL CPP - Outstanding Policy and Program Issues

1. The CPP presents--a frank analysis of the problems which beset the
Brazilian economy and the solutions the Government is pursuing. Since the
last CPP review in November 1978, the economy has continued to grow at a
fast rate. The policy pursued by Government has stimulated domestic demand
which in conjunction with recent increases in oil prices and with weak
controls over credit and public expenditures has led to a 1980 inflation
rate which is over 110%, the highest ever recorded in Brazil; by April
1981, prices were rising at an annual rate of 120%. The overheating of -the
economy, the rising current account deficits, and the threat of a serious
balbnce of payments crisis are the major economic problems confronting the
Government.

2. Against this background we do not think that the proposed
"flexible" Bank assistance strategy which envisages a $6.4 billion lending
program in response to a "more of the same situation" (paras. 61 and 62)
constitutes an adequate Bank response to the difficult circumstances of its
major borrower.

The Overheated Economy

3. The structural adjustments which are being pursued by the
Government (paras. 17 through 38) are aimed at dampening inflationary
pressures without damaging the economy's medium and long term growth
prospects. It is likely 3 v.e~er, that, as in the past, short term problems
and politicaf~cTThsrtnces will force~e-trFeat from forceful application of
these policies. One danger tTit tO~~b~eT e aen into account is the
growing voice of opposition to the regime. While the regime is "firmly in
command" (para. 3) at the present time, a coalition of Church, % hich is
targetting its concern at the continued neglect of the poor, Labor which
opposes changes to the wage adjustment system, and Intelligensia could
zorce concessions regarding pace and extent of required reforms. This may
z2ean that forceful pursuit of structural adjustment will require trade-offs
wiTh the ongoing democratization of Brazil's polarized politics.

Balance of Payments and Current Account Deficits

4. There are five major assumptions which shaped the "base case" among
the alternative balance of payments and debt service projections presented
in the CPP (para. 40). At least two of these assumptions--the projected
spread over LIBOR for Brazilian borrowing and the projected growth of I
manufactured exports--appear too'optimistic in the current general
environment.
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5. ' At present Brazil is borrowing heavily on the international
financial market at an interest rate close to 15% annually; a lower
borrowing rate of 13% has been assumed in the projections. In the closing
the months of 1980, the international banking community was expressing
serious concerns about the creditworthiness of Brazil and was showing
growing reluctance to extend additional credits. However, in the early
months of 1981, based on the strong growth performance of the economy and
Brazil's acquiescence to substantially larger margins (averaging about 2-
1/4% over LIBOR), the smaller international banks have come forward with
loans to Brazil. When these banks reach their lending limits, which have
already been reached by many of the larger banks, the Brazilian authorities
could once again experience difficulties in attracting the required
finance. In our view the margin above LIBOR will have to be maintained at
a relatively high level in order to sustain the necessary inflows. Thus,
the projected borrowing rate of 13% plus an average margin of 1.5% above
that rate appear unrealistically low.

6. With respect to the projected 16% real growth of manufacturing
exports, this projection does not seem to make adequate allowance for
recent developments in international trade. With declining growth rates
projected for the deveoej Lc~aQqs during the 1980s, there is already
growing pressure in these countries for the imposition of curbs on their
imports of manufactured goods and for the protection of domesatic
industries. To the extent that these countries buy about 80% of Brazil's
manufactured exports, any rise in the protectionist tide will have an
adverse effect on Brazil's export growth. Brazil's exports to the
developing countries are small but rising; however, most of these countries
will experience only very limited growth during the early 1980s and will
not be major markets for Brazil's exports. Under these circumstances it
would appear prudent to employ a lower rate of growth of manufactured
exports in the "base" scenario.

7. Because of both of these considerations, it is our view that the
"base case" does not capture the most likely set of conditions under which
the Brazilian economy will have to be managed in the 1980s. In so far as
the "base case" is used to assess the external financing requirements and
debt management problems, the economic management problems confronting the
Government would appear to be more urgent and more formidable than the
Region's "base case" implies. If our assessment is correct, this would
have significant implications for the urgency and content of the Bank's
policy dialogue with the Brazilian Government and should affect the thrust

f thengditionalities which should be attached to the Bank's lending
program. In our view, the program-should aim at accelerating the pace of
policy and institutional reform as well as improving domestic resource
allocation and economic managegient to achieve the sometimes conflicting
goals of stability, growth, and equity.
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Lending Program

8. The Region proposes a "base" lending program of $6.4 billion for
FY82-86, which exceeds the FY81-85 lending program approved at the
Allocation Review of April 1980 by 13%. Currently planned lending to
Brazil over the period FY81-85 constitutes 10.5% of total IBRD lending; thQ
present proposal would increase Brazil's share of the program only
marginally to 10.7%. We support the proposed lending program, its
increased emphasis on agriculture and energy, And its focus on the low
income groups (paras. 74 ahnd 75). However, we consider the uncertainty
over Brazil's creditworthiness such that only a two-vear trnche of the
program should be approved by Management; the remainder should b
consi dered as ndtionafor p-annng and -programming purposes pending
Government's response to the policy conditions which will have to be
pursued in order to ensure the efficient utilization of the resources whic2
are to be provided by this lending program and which have already been
committed 'but are as yet undisbursed. In this context, we agree with the
Region that, given the size of available IBRD resources relative to
Brazil's stated resource requirements and given overall political
constraints, the thrust of the Bank's lending cannot take the form of
explicit structural adjustment lending. However, we consider it essential
that the Region establish in consultation with the Government an explicit
program o po c con 0tio0naIities -h ich it ; d rmi tself to pur',e(
n mutually reinforcing manner through the lending operations proposed

under te flexible~ lending strategy. The coincidence of the IMF's and
uBrazi's creditworthiness suggests informal but

close collaboration in the development of these conditionalities would be
desirable.

9.- The level of lending projected under the Region's scenarios (c)
and (d) (para. 70) represents shares of IBRD lending (16% and 26%
respectively) higher than we can support at this time considering the
already large share of loans to Brazil in the IBRD portfolio and the
anticipated level of IBRD resources available. Should it become feasible
to proceed with SAL, it would appear that only very limited additionalitycould be envisaged. In this context, we questi tn 7nd r e
extensive list of reserve projects (Attachment 1) totalling 22 projects
with lending value of $1.9 billion for a base lending program of $6.4
billion comprising 49 projects.

Cost Sharing

10. There is only one country (Fiji) at Brazil's income level for whichthe Bank finances more than 35% of project costs; in fact, in most of thehigher middle income countries (Group IV) the Bank does not finance any
local costs. Therefore, we cannot, support the proposal to raise total
project financing from 35% to 60%, even for projects that benefit low-
income groups. We recommend that the present 35% coverage be maintained.
Although we note that the disbursement rate has been falling steadily since1977, we do not support the idea of disbursing a higher percentage of
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project funds in the early years since in our view it is doubtful that the
Brazilian budget system and policy framework can generate the rising share
of local funding which such an IBRD disbursement profiTe woulfrquire.

Economic and Sector Work

11. Attachment 4 describes the ESW program and the rationale for the
proposed studies. The issues which are to be examined are relevant to the
proposed assistance strategy. It is disturbing, however, to note that,
given the high priority which should be accorded to the Brazil work program
in the Region's total budgeted program, staff constraints might jeopardize
the timely completion of some of the studies.

12. In the light of the uncertain international environment, its impact
on Brazil, and the need to constantly monitor developments in the economy
of the- Bank's largest borrower, we recommend that the next CPP be presented

- before the end of FY82.

Annex 1 shows the program proposed in the CPP compared with
previously approved programs for Brazil.

The Country Program Review Meeting is scheduled for Friday,
June 5, 1981 at 11:00 a.m. in Room E-1227.

Attendance: LAC Regional Office:

Messrs. McNamara Messrs. Ardito-Barletta, RVP
Stern Pfefferman, Chief Economist
Qureshi van der Meer, Director, Projects
Baum Lerdau,.Director, Programs
Chenery L,ZSkillings, Division -Chief, 2A
Haq Levy, Senior Economist
Horsley Agueh, Loan Officer
Gabriel
Vergin

LaFourcade
Landell-Mills
Robless

cc: Mr. Paijmans
Ms. Pratt



Brazil 
Annex I

FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY76-80 FY79-83 FY81-85 FY82-36

Opeatio~ns_ rrram_(No.)
Approved, Septembur 1978 10 7 9 13 14 7 11 12 13 .. 53 57
Proposed, may 19 81 10 7 9 9 7 8 9 13 6 9 11 42 46 45 47

Lending Program (No.)
Approved, September 1978 10 7 9 11 11 12 11 12 13 .. .. 48 57
Std. Table IVi, February 1981 10 7 9 . 7 7 8 10 10 11 .. 42 41 46
Proposo, May 1981 10 7 9 9 7 7 9 10 10 9 11 42 42 45 49

Lendin Program_(Cur. sm)
Approved, September 1978 498 425 705 800 865 925 990 1070 1170 .. .. 3293 4550
Std. Table IV, February 1981 498 425 705 674 695 828 , 947 1055 1310 1430 .. 2997 i199 5570
Proposed, May 1981 498 425 705 674 695 815 994 1120 1320 1400 1520 2997 4298 5649 6354

Lending Program (Const. FY81 $m)
Approved, September 1978 800.6 602.0 898.1 931.3 930.1 925.0 924.4 937.8 965.3 .. .. 4162.1 4648.6
Std. Table IV. February 1981 .800.6 602.0 898.1 784.6 747.3 828.0 884.7 924.6 1080.9 1112.0 .. 3832.6 4168.7 4829.7
Proposed, May 1981 800.6 602.0 898.1 784.6 747.3 815.0 928.1 981.6 1089.1 1088.6 1115.2 3922.6 4256.6 4 90 2 .4 5202.6

Commitment Deflator (FY81 - 100) 62.2 70.6 78.5 85.9 93.0 100.0 107.1 114.1 121.2 128.6 136.3

PAB/CP
6/3/81
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Postscript

136. The Country Program Paper for Brazil dated May 5, 1981 was reviewed

at a meeting chaired by Mr. Stern on June 5, 1981.

137. Some participants outside the Region asked whether the Bank needed

a more clearly articulated set of objectives to be achieved through its

economic policy dialogue with the Brazilian Government and a clearer rela-

tionship drawn between those objectives and the size and direction of the

lending program. In the Region's view, the macro-economic dialogue had

been more productive in fact and, at the same time, was more limited in

potential influence than commentators had implied. The lending program

proposed was focussed on priority sectoral needs and policy objectives and

would also serve to maintain support for poverty-oriented programs despite

the resource constraint affecting the economy as a whole. A questicn was
also asked regarding the Region's view of what might be the most important

issues to be dealt with by a SAL if such an operation were to be considered.

138. The following decisions were taken:

(a) An interim two-year lending program for FY82 and FY83 of $1650

million was approved. The Region was instructed to work toward

a clearer understanding with the Government on interest rates,

the size of its public investment program and other issues. It

was agreed that the Region could propose that the level of lending

and any additionality for non-project lending be reconsidered when

there was evidence of substantial improvement in the priority

areas of economic management.

(b) The sector's composition of the lending program, as proposed

in the CPP was endorsed including the Region's proposal that

it would not present additional power projects until the out-

standing issues on power tariffs were settled. It was agreed

that the number of projects in the Reserve category should be

reduced.

(c) The present cost-sharing level (35%) should be maintained, and

skewed disbursement schedules would be considered only in ex-

ceptional cases.

139. A revised Lending Program is attached.

Attachment

LAC Regional Office
July 23, 1981
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BRAZIL - PROPOSED REVISED LENDING PROGRAM (1982-86)

1982 US$ Million

Northwest I - Highway 280

Northwest I - Rural development - Rondonia 70

Northwest I - Health 10

Northwest II - Rural development - Mato Grosso 30

Rural development - Maranhao 40

Urban development - Recife 70

Carajas 300

800 (7)

1983S

Secondary and Feeder Roads III 150

Water supply and sewerage - Sao Paulo 200

1983

Rural development - Amazonas 30

Rural development - Bahia II 30

Urban development 20

Forestry I 70

Education V 50

Fuel alcohol II 200

Power - ELETROBRAS I 100

850 (9)

1984S

Northwest III - INCRA 100

Health - Sao Paulo 30

Water and sewerage - Sector I 250

1984

Northeast rural development I 150

Shale oil 200
Power - ELETROBRAS II 150

Highways VII - Rehabilitation and maintenance 170

Energy conservation - Steel 150

Urban development - Small cities 100

Gas pipeline 150

1,4500 (10)
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1985 US$ Million

Ceara - Phosphates and uranium 150

Medium and small industries - BNDE 150

Power - ELETROBRAS III 200

Rural development - CODEVASF III 50

Rubber development 130

Sewerage treatment - Sao Paulo II 250

Forestry - Sector 120

Urban development - Medium cities II 150

Education VI 100

Urban transport IV 200

1,500 (10)

1986

Northeast rural development II 200

Power - ELETROBRAS IV 250

Northwest development - Second phase 100

Secondary and feeder ro'ads IV 200

Pollution control 100

Rural electrification 100

Agricultural extension II 150

Water and sewerage - Sector II" 300

Health - Northeast sector 100

Coal gasification 100

1,600 (10)
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Reserve Projects

FY83 US$ Million

Railways - RFFSA III 150

Urban transport - Belo Horizonte 90

FY84

Energy saving - Fertilizers 100

Petroleum development 200

Rural development - Rio Grande do Norte II 30

FY85

Soil erosion control - Parana 60

Rural development - Alagoas 80

Coastal and inland shipping 50

Rural development - Pernambuco II 100

FY86

Agricultural research I. 150

Sites and services II 200

Education VII 100

Urban transport V 200
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1980 Population 119.0 million 1/
Growth Rate : 2.5%

1980 per capita GNP $1,908 2/

Current Exchange Rate
(April 27, 1981) : Cr$80.9 5 = US$1.00

LENDING PROGRAM

ACTUAL APPROVED PROPOSED

FY76-80 FY81-85 FY82-86
--------- USS Million-----

IBRD 2,997 5,645 6,354

IDA

Total 2,997 5,645 6,354

No. of Loans/Credits 42 50 49

No. of Loans/Credits
per million population .35 .42 .41

Average lending per capita

per annum
Current-US$ 5.0 9.5 10.7

(Constant FY81 US$) (5.4) (8.2) (8.7)-

The FY81-85 lending program proposed in this CPP compares with the program

for the same period approved in the April 1980 Bank Allocation Review,

as follows:

APPROVED PROPOSED % CHANGE
FY81-85 FY81-85 Prop/App

No. of Loans and Credits 50 45 -10.0

Current US$ Million 5,645 5,649 0.0

Constant FY81 US$ Million 4,892 4,902 0.0

Average lending per capita

per annum

Current US$ 9.5 9.5 0.0

(Constant FY81 US$) (8.2) (8.2) (0.0)

1/ This figure is based on 1980 Brazilian census data and shows the esti-

mated September 1980 population.

2/ Preliminary national accounts estimates for 1980 were divided by the

census population and converted at the average annual exchange rate.

This document has a restricted distribution and may be used by recipients only in the performance of
their official duties. Its contents may not otherwise be disclosed without World Bank authorization.



INTRODUCTORY NOTE

1. Many useful comments and suggestions were made during the working

level and Regional Vice President review process, and most of the suggestions

have been incorporated. However, there are two comments which, after consider-

able reflection, the Region has decided it would be preferable not to pursue.

One suggestion was that the base-case lending program should contain less

project lending for infrastructure and more quick-disbursing sector or struc-

tural adjustment lending, to intensify and enhance Bank influence in the

macroeconomic policy dialogue. Lending for social sectors and for energy

would not be affected. The second suggestion was that one additional scenario

be added (in paragraph 62): namely, a situation in which economic policy

management deteriorated from its present level such as to cause us to reduce

our lending but not so seriously as to justify a complete cessation of Bank

lending. The proposal included the suggestion that "trigger points" be

identified; i.e., specific policy or performance events that would justify

such a reduction in lending.

2. The Region feels that in present circumstances the receptivity

of the Brazilian Government to an intensified macroeconomic policy dialogue,

as pointed out in paragraph 64, is limited, while in fact the Bank has been

and can continue to be effective in achieving important policy and institu-

tional reforms through project lending of the type that has been carried on

in recent years and that is proposed 'in the base-case scenario for FY82-86.

The alternative scenarios involving quick-disbursing sector or structural

adjustment lending are in fact predicated on a more receptive government

attitude toward a macroeconomic policy dialogue (whether caused by a more

relaxed attitude towards Bank advice or rather by the imperatives of a

deteriorating economic situation). While we will continue to seek to induce

a better dialogue, we are not confident that it will come about, and we

do not therefore build it into our base-case program. In any event the

institution-building which the Bank will seek through lending for the

traditional infrastructure sectors is extremely important in attaining more

effective resource allocation in Brazil.

3. Also, after due consideration, we have not added a fifth scenario

for the lending program involving a reduction in lending, but not its complete

cessation, should economic management deteriorate. For one thing, we are not

quite as pessimistic as some of the commentators that the political environment

in Brazil may deteriorate to the point that economic management becomes less

effective. Moreover, should it do so, and the Bank responded with a reduced

lending program, the response of the Brazilian Government would probably be

such as to reduce rather than strengthen the effectiveness of our macro-

economic dialogue. Finally, it would be unrealistic to try to identify

"trigger points" specifically, since any decision as important as the decision

to reduce or stop lending could be made only after due consideration to the

many different aspects of the situation as it existed, and not simply to one

or a few specific events. This is not to say that we will not continue to be

attentive to the quality of economic management, and to suggest changes in

the Bank's posture if this seems warranted.
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I. BACKGROUND

1. The most recent Country Program Paper on Brazil was reviewed by

management in September 1978. Last year an Interim Program Memorandum dated

November 2, 1979, was presented in lieu of a CPP, since a new Government,

whose economic policies and priorities had not yet been fully established, had

taken office earlier in the year. The most recent Economic Memorandum on

Brazil (2283a-BR) is dated March 19, 1979, and was circulated to the Executive

Directors. The findings of an economic mission which visited Brazil in April

1980 and February 1981 have been included in the paper, and a new Economic

Memorandum will be circulated shortly.

Political Situation

2. An increasingly difficult economic situation and the need to under-

take unpopular stabilization measures have to some degree weakened the political

position of the Figueiredo Government over the past year. This continues a

general pattern since the oil crisis in 1973, in which the Government supported

by the military establishment has faced increased political difficulties,

precipitated in part by persistent problems with inflation, the balance of

payments, and slower economic growth. At the same time, the present Govern-

ment's movement toward political liberalization, the "opening", has resulted

in broader and more open popular debate. Press censorship has disappeared,

and political opposition parties have become increasingly vocal.

3. Despite its difficulties, however, the Government remains firmly in

command. It seems to have dealt successfully with its right wing extremist

critics and benefits from the fact that the opposition on the left is fragmented

and relatively weak, and lacks both a coherent strategy and an institutional

framework strong enough to threaten seriously the Government party's dominant

position. Notwithstanding occasional popular manifestations of defiance

such as the metalworkers strike in Sao Paulo early in 1980, the possibility of

persistent widespread social unrest which could rapidly alter the political

structure for the time being appears remote.

4. President Figueiredo seems determined to continue on a course toward

direct free elections in 1982 for a broad range of officials including state

governors and the federal congress. The present Government has done more than

any of its military predecessors to move toward a more democratic system and,

at least in public statements, stress the importance of a more equitable

society. However, the pace at which President Figueiredo is able to realize

these goals may depend upon how the country's economic problems are handled.

A return to the more repressive policies of the mid- and late 1960s is unlikely,

but the democratization process could experience a slowdown. Nonetheless,

the medium-term prospects are for further political opening. The next presi-

dential elections are scheduled for 1985, and present expectations are that a

civilian may be elected. Even then, however, the military would be likely to

continue to play a vital behind-the-scenes role.
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Economic Situation

5. Introduction. During the period 1967-73, Brazil demonstrated its
capacity to sustain rapid growth and diversification of its economy, based

largely on domestically mobilized resources, and to compete successfully in
international markets with a wide range of increasingly sophisticated products.
Although these developments greatly enhanced Brazil's ability to adjust to

externally generated shocks, the quadrupling of oil prices at the end of 1973
struck the economy at perhaps its weakest point: the heavy dependence of its

industrial and transport sectors on theretofore cheap, foreign petroleum.

Few, if any, large nations are apparently as deficient in fossil fuels as is
Brazil. Despite a major exploration effort, more than 80% of its petroleum
consumption is supplied from abroad, and petroleum now accounts for nearly

half of total imports.

6. Consequently, successive governments since 1973 have had to confront

the implications of the reversal of the nations's terms of trade. Pressed by

the growth expectations awakened by the "miracle" years and the need to

provide jobs for the rapidly growing labor force, the authorities have been,

until recently, reluctant to restrain aggregate demand. Moreover, a strong

international reserve position, continued rapid growth of manufactured
exports, the liquidity of world financial markets and widespread confidence

in Brazil's creditworthiness, and the opportunities offered by its large
domestic market for efficient import substitution combined to encourage and

sustain the continuation of a rapid growth strategy.

7. Taking full advantage of the foregoing factors, the economy has

maintained a growth rate in excess of 7% per annum, albeit with wide annual

fluctuations, since 1973. The balance-of-payments and price level implications

of this growth, in the face of the worsened terms of trade and exacerbated by

a succession of poor harvests, have been attacked largely through raising

import barriers, ad hoc price and supply interventions in the goods and

financial markets, and large investments aimed at import substitution,

particularly in the intermediate goods industries. Although an aggressive

and innovative effort was also launched to substitute domestic energy resources

for imported petroleum, any significant reduction in Brazil's petroleum

dependence necessarily involves a long gestation period. Meanwhile the rapid

build-up of external debt, the reduction of imports relative to GDP, a fall in

domestic savings as a share of GDP, the steady intensification of domestic

inflationary pressures and the impact of these developments on perceptions of

Brazil's creditworthiness increased the economy's vulnerability to further

external shock. That vulnerability is now being severely tested by the

additional sharp increases in petroleum prices and international interest

rates that occurred in 1979 and 1980.

8. For the next several years, Brazilian policymakers will be tightly

constrained: on the one hand, by a difficult balance-of-payments situation,

dependence on large amounts of external financing, and intense inflationary

pressures; and, on the other, by pressures for continued output and employment

growth and improved income distribution, which have been heightened by the

process of political "opening". The gradual relaxation of these constraints

will depend heavily on the ability of the economy to reduce its dependence on
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petroleum, continue the rapid expansion of exports and strengthen domestic

savings. Important to this process will be the increased efficiency of

resource allocation throughout the economy, which implies a progressive

restoration of the role of the market and a re-opening of the economy to

international competition.

9. Poverty and Income Distribution. The long-term objective, of course,

is a higher living standard and improved distribution of the fruits of produc-

tion among Brazil's large population. Despite the impressive growth of the

Brazilian economy since 1967, a significant proportion of the nation's families

remain in poverty, with particular concentration in rural areas and in the

Northeast. 1/ It is estimated that in 1974-75 some 27% of all families and

61% of all rural families fell below the poverty line. The northeast, with

about 28% of total families and 41% of rural families, accounted for 54% and

60%, respectively, of the nation's poor in these two categories.

10. While there is general agreement that poverty is widespread in Brazil,

there is considerable debate over both the trends and determinants of income

distribution. Several studies published in the early 1970s purported to show

a marked increase in income inequalities between 1960 and 1970, sparking

considerable controversy in Brazil and in international circles regarding the

merits of the Brazilian post-1964 economic and political model. While more

recent estimates of trends in income distribution are still imprecise, it

appears that the earlier estimates tended to exaggerate the extent of income

concentration occurring over the 1960s and early 1970s, and that tke real

incomes of the poor did improve substantially during the period. Moreover,

some convergence of the Northeast per capita income with the national average -

has apparently occurred since the mid-1960s, though the former remains at less

than one-half of the latter. 2/

11. Demographic Development. The preliminary results of the 1980 census

have been released recently, and, although it is not yet possible to analyze

the demographic trends of the 1970s in detail, certain broad tendencies are

manifest. Most importantly, there appears to have been a significant decline

in the fertility rate since 1970. While the national population grew at an

average annual rate of 2.9% between 1960 and 1970, the rate fell to less than

2.5% per annum during the last decade. This abrupt decline in the growth rate

came as a surprise to most demographers, and the actual national population in

1980 (some 119 million) was about five million less than that predicted. This

decline in fertility is undoubtedly beneficial to Brazil, but its impact on the

composition of the labor force should lag by approximately 15 years. Thus, in

the near term, about 1.5 million new jobs per year will continue to be needed

in order just to maintain current employment levels.

1/ These aspects of poverty are illustrated in the Brazil Human Resources

Special Report (Report No. 2604-BR) and the Pfeffermann-Webb study

(IBRD Staff Working Paper No. 356) of income distribution in Brazil,

both published by the Bank in 1979.

2/ Ongoing and planned economic and sector work will further investigate

issues pertaining to poverty, income distribution (including tax incidence)

and the Northeast, employing the results of the 1980 census and existing

household studies when they become fully available.
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12. Recent Economic Performance. During the period 1967-73, Brazil
had one of the fastest growing economies in the world, with GDP rising at an
average annual rate of more than 10%. Industrial growth was particularly
rapid, averaging 13% per year, but agricultural growth was also unusually
high at 5%. Rapid export expansion, particularly of manufactures, and improv-
ing terms of trade had by the early 1970s moved the merchandise trade account
into surplus despite substantial liberalization of import policies. This
rapid economic growth was achieved, moreover, with only a modest increase of
foreign debt, with an increase in international reserves, and with a steady
decline in the rate of domestic inflation.

13. The deterioration in Brazil's terms of trade and balance of payments
after 1973 was exacerbated by excess aggregate demand and a succession
of poor agricultural harvests which contributed to the balance-of-payments
problem and the reacceleration of inflation. After a sharp increase in 1974,
non-petroleum imports were tightly constrained permitting, along with the
rapid growth of manufactured exports, the reappearance of a small trade
surplus in 1978, as compared to a US$5 billion deficit in 1974. Non-fuel
imports in 1978 were reduced to about 5% of GDP as compared to 9% in 1974 and
an average of 6% in 1970-73.

14. Despite efforts to contain aggregate demand and dampen inflationary
expectations, growth of GDP in 1979 and 1980 exceeded 6% and 8%, respectively,
and inflation in the latter year accelerated to over 110%, the highest rate
ever recorded for a 12-month period in Brazil.' Although rapid export growth
was sustained, the new round of petroleum price increases in 1979 and 1980 and
the resumed real growth of non-fuel imports resulted in merchandise trade
deficits of almost US$3 billion in each of the past two years. Combined with
the sharp jump of LIBOR rates, to which almost two-thirds of Brazil's external
debt is tied, the current account deficit in 1980 rose to US$12.2 billion, or
almost 6% of GDP.

15. By the end of 1980, medium- and long-term foreign debt had reached
over US856 billion, a more than fourfold increase since 1973, the increment
coming largely from private financial institutions. After large additions to
international reserves had been accumulated during 1976-78, heavy drawdowns
in 1979 and 1980 reduced reserves to almost the end-1973 level, or about three
months' coverage of projected 1981 merchandise imports. The net debt service
burden in 1980 re'ached 61% of goods and non-factor receipts. Net medium- and
long-term borrowing requirements in 1981 are expected to reach USS12 billion,
an increase of USS6.5 billion over 1980 when US$2.8 billion in reserves (net
of revaluation adjustments) were used. During the first three months of 1981,
Brazil borrowed about US$4.7 billion in the Eurocurrency market with average
spreads over LIBOR of 2 to 2-1/4%.

16. The Brazilian economy is sufficiently resilient to avoid an external
payments crisis, gradually reducing its debt service burden and current account
deficit, while still maintaining an acceptable rate of growth. The projections
and sensitivity analysis described in paragraph 40 illustrate this flexibility.
The base projection, however, is predicated on a number of important assump-
tions: (a) some moderation of future petroleum price increases; (b) stabiliza-
tion of LIBOR rates significantly below their present level; (c) continued
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absorption of Brazilian exports in world markets; (d) success in reducing

inflationary pressures; and, finally, (e) the continued confidence of private

international lenders, from whom, even under the most positive of assumptions,

large amounts of new financing will be needed in the years to come. In 1980,

this confidence eroded somewhat among many of the largest international banks

heavily exposed in Brazil, and reports were frequent that they were pressing

the authorities to enter into an agreement with the IMF as a condition for

increasing their exposure in Brazil. Policy changes since November 1980 seem

to have revived the banks' confidence to a great extent (see paragraphs 25

and 26). An agreement with the Fund is politically difficult for the Govern-

ment -- mainly for symbolic reasons -- but it could occur within the current

year.

17. Economic Management. As noted above, economic policies since 1973

have given primary emphasis to the maintenance of economic growth, dealing

with the resultant balance-of-payments and inflationary pressures through

increased import protection, ad hoc price interventions and the promotion of

large investments in import-substituting and export industries. Prior to 1980

intermittent efforts to cool off the economy were shortlived, and little

attention was paid to the resource allocation distortions being introduced by

the increasing administration of the economy.

18. The formulation and execution of economic policy was complicated,

moreover, by the increasing size and complexity of the public sector itself

and the fragmentation of economic decision making and control. An increasing

proportion of public sector programs were financed through the monetary budget

and from a large number of special funds,'over which little fiscal control was

exercised, and whose ultimate source of financing was the Central Bank. Almost

half of the revenues which were channeled through the fiscal budget in the

latter half of the 1970s were legally earmarked, thus weakening further the

discretionary control of the economic authorities. Finally, an increasing

share of public sector investment and borrowing was accounted for by the

proliferating state enterprises and autarkies which enjoyed considerable

de facto autonomy from the Central Government.

19. Since its inauguration in March 1979, the Figueiredo Government has made

important progress in reforming the structure of economic policy making and execu-

tion, improving both the information available to, and the power exercised by,

the central economic authorities. After considerable vacillation regarding

the ends and means of short-term management (see below, paragraphs 23-25) and a

number of reversals of policy direction, this authority is now being applied

in a concerted effort to reduce aggregate demand through both monetary and

fiscal measures. Somewhat more tentative steps have also been taken in the

direction of the long-term liberalization of domestic and foreign trade in

recognition of the distortions introduced by past policies. This progress has

been disrupted, however, by a continued tendency toward ad hoc administrative

intervention in the management of short-term problems. The new oil price and

interest rate shocks of 1979 and 1980 made these problems more pronounced.

20. Reform of. the Policymaking Machinery. Progress in institutional

reform has been impressive. The Planning Secretariat (SEPLAN) has extended

and consolidated its budgetary authority over the public enterprises and

"autarkies", through the creation in October 1979 of the Special Secretariat
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for Control of the State Enterprises (SEST), with increasingly effective

power over their total expenditures and revenue sources. SEPLAN's post-audit

authority over the other ministries and the enterprises and autarkies has also

been strengthened. A Presidential Decree issued in December 1979 established

a schedule for eliminating most tax earmarkings, except those forming the

revenue-sharing program with the state and local governments, by 1983.

21. Monetary and fiscal controls have been further enhanced by the gradual

shift of expenditure programs from the monetary to the treasury budget where

they can be more vigorously and publicly monitored, and the expenditures do not

result directly in monetary creation. 1/ Among the items transferred thus far

are the subsidy programs for wheat, beef, and milk, buffer stock financing for

coffee and cocoa, certain outlays for the minimum price program, and interest

payments on the domestic public debt. Some improvement in the coordination of

price interventions has also been achieved by the creation in SEPLAN of the

Special Secretariat for Supply and Price (SEAP) with policy setting authority
over the various price control and monitoring agencies of the Government.

22. Under discussion, but yet to be adopted, are: (a) the further

reduction of the development promotion responsibilities of the Central

Bank, executed through its subsidized credit lines, and the money-creating

power of the Bank of Brazil, where additional credit subsidies originate

outside the fiscal budget; (b) the reduction and rationalization of the

extensive fiscal incentives available for the encouragement of a wide variety

of economic activities, many of whose present priorities are questionable; and

(c) the institutiQn of a multi-year public sector investment and financing

program to supplement the year-by-year effort now being made by SEST. Progress

in these areas would greatly enhance the ability of the authorities to conduct

monetary and fiscal policy and to direct the allocation of public sector

resources in accordance with current national priorities.

23. Liberalization of Domestic Markets and Foreign Trade. The reduction

of domestic price and supply interventions and the opening of the economy to

international competition is desirable to improve the efficiency of resource

allocation, encourage private sector savings and investment, assure the

long-term export capacity of Brazilian industry, and increase the effectiveness

of macroeconomic management tools. (A discussion of specific recommendations

is contained in paragraphs 47-60.) The Government has explicitly recognized

the need for liberalization and has made some tentative progress in that

direction. Reversals have been frequent, however, and progress has been

limited by political considerations and by a perceived conflict between this

objective and the demands of short-term price stabilization and balance-of-

payments management. Measures introduced since November 1980 suggest that the

Government may now be prepared to act more aggressively to reduce distortions

in the domestic market. Foreign trade policies, on the other hand, after a

significant move toward liberalization, have become more protective in response

to Brazil's increasingly serious balance-of-payments difficulties.

1/ The monetary budget itself has been published for the first time in 1981.



24. In December 1979, a 30% devaluation of the cruzeiro was accompanied

by the elimination of most tax subsidies to exporters (some of them since

restored) and the removal of the prior deposit requirement on imports. The

longstanding Law of National Similars was abolished, and a technical group was

formed to prepare recommendations for the reduction of tariff and nontariff

barriers to trade. This move toward apparent liberalization was quickly

reversed, however, under the pressures of the new oil price increase, the

sudden jump of LIBOR, and accelerating inflation. In an effort to dampen

inflationary expectations and attract increased capital inflows, the total

exchange rate adjustment to be carried out over 1980 was pre-announced at the

beginning of the year at a rate considerably below the current rate of infla-

tion. Widespread skepticism regarding the Government's ability to achieve its

inflation targets and maintain the announced policy, however, undercut (and

perhaps reversed) the intended impact on expectations. The result was a

gradual real appreciation of the cruzeiro that potentially threatened the

continued expansion of exports.

25. This policy was abandoned in November 1980, and exchange rate adjust-

ments are once again fully reflecting the differential between domestic and

international inflation. Indeed, some real depreciation can probably be expected

over the course of 1981. On the other hand, import protection has continued to

rise with the imposition of a tax on foreign exchange transactions for imports,

first set at 15% in April 1980 and recently raised to 25%. Administrative

controls on imports have been progressively tightened, including large cutbacks

in authorized public sector imports. At the same time, subsidies to exporters,

particularly through the credit system, again appear to be increasing. 1/

26. Frequent changes have also marked policies affecting the financial

markets. 2/ As a consequence of the large volumes of heavily subsidized credit

moving through government-administered programs, an otherwise restrictive

monetary policy instituted in early 1979 resulted in extremely high interest

rates in the non-administered segment of the market. In order to avoid

recession, reduce cost pressures, and lower inflationary expectations, the

Government introduced interest rate ceilings throughout the market in

September 1979. Then, in December 1979, an important step was taken in the

direction of eliminating credit subsidies, when all administered credits,

except those applying to the special development programs for the Northeast

and Northwest regions, were made subject to partial monetary correction.

While still permitting a substantial interest differential between adminis-

tered and commercial markets, this measure did represent a breaking away

from fixed nominal interest rates which had allowed subsidies to balloon

as a function of inflation. But, this intention, too, was quickly undercut

in January 1980, when the monetary correction index was prefixed for the

entire year well below current inflation rates, once again in an effort

1/ These measures have been introduced to compensate for the overvaluation

of the cruzeiro recognized to have occurred during 1980. The Government

hopes to phase them out as the real exchange rate is brought back to a

more realistic level.

2/ The study entitled Brazil: Financial Systems Review (Report No. 2790a-BR),

dated November 18, 1980, reviews these policies in detail.
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to dampen inflationary expectations. The result instead was a rapid disinter-

mediation of the financial system, and this policy was abandoned, along with

pre-fixed exchange rate adjustment, in November 1980.

27. The Government now intends over the course of 1981 to reduce the gap

between monetary correction and the actual inflation rate; this process has

already begun. In January 1981 ceilings were removed from interest rates on

regular commercial bank credits to industry and commerce; these are now market

determined and have reached effective nominal rates of 130% or more to pro-

ducers and 200% to consumers. Moreover, effective nominal interest rates were

increased for most administered credit programs with lower borrowing limits

for the largest borrowers in many of the programs and the removal altogether

of several activities -- e.g., agricultural marketing -- from the official

credit programs. The Government has indicated its intention to reduce interest

subsidies over time and, toward this end, will review the schedule of rates at

mid-year. Nevertheless, it continues to view credit subsidies as an important

incentive device, particularly for the agricultural sector.

28. A similar evolution has been traced by pricing policies in the goods
markets. After a brief flurry of freeing products -- particularly agricultural

products -- from price controls and "catch-up" adjustments of public sector

tariffs during the second half of 1979, controls were again tightened and

tariffs allowed to lag as anti-inflationary measures during 1980. Also,

despite contrary intentions expressed in late 1979, the major consumer subsidy

programs -- wheat and petroleum -- increased in magnitude over the course of

1980. In November 1980, however,-the Government drastically reduced the

subsidy on petroleum products, with especially large price adjustments for

theretofore heavily subsidized diesel and fuel oils. The monetary budget for

1981 forecasts a slight surplus in the "petroleum account" for the year. The

wheat subsidy, now funded primarily through the ordinary treasury budget, is

to be reduced by about a third in nominal cruzeiro terms. Beginning in late

1980, price controls are being lifted from a growing list of manufactured

goods. Finally, the Government has begun to allow public utilities, including

power and water supply companies, to increase tariffs more rapidly.

29. In summary, the Government espouses the liberalization of domestic

goods and financial markets and of foreign trade as long-term objectives.

However, this desired long-term tendency has been frequently disrupted and

reversed by ad hoc interventions intended to deal with immediate stabilization

and balance-of-payments difficulties. A move toward liberalization, at least

in domestic market policies, has again become evident in recent months, and

the Government has indicated its intention to continue this progress at a pace

consistent with the economy's (and political system's) ability to absorb the

perceived costs in terms of short-term price and balance-of-payments objectives.

In the meantime, serious distortions continue to exist, particularly in the

financial markets and foreign trade regime, and these issues will continue to

be central topics of the Bank's policy dialogue with the Brazilian authorities.

30. Short-term Policies. Aside from the price control and subsidy

policies noted above, important short-term policy measures have been taken

in the monetary and fiscal areas, whose cumulative dampening effect on

aggregate demand should become evident in the current year. The principal
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tool of monetary restraint, currently, is the placement of direct controls on

the quantity of new credit which can be extended by commercial banks. 1/

During 1980 total credit extension for the year was not to exceed 45% of loans

outstanding at the end of 1979, but foreign financial loans intermediated

through the banks, production credits to agriculture, and export financing

were not charged against the ceiling. The money supply (Ml) did contract in

real terms over the course of the year, largely as a consequence of the loss

of international reserves and the disintermediation referred to above. The

primary squeeze apparently fell on commercial and industrial enterprises

lacking access to external resources. That production was not seriously

affected may reflect normal impact lags but also suggests that a rising

proportion of credit needs were being handled through informal channels,

presumably at market rates of interest.

31. The monetary budget for 1981 calls for a total nominal credit

expansion of 56% (including "open accounts" not included in the calculation

of the stipulated ceiling of 50%). A larger share of credit expansion than

in the past is to be accounted for by the private commercial banks -- as

opposed to the Bank of Brazil -- as a consequence of an increase in the

former's mandatory allocation of credit to agriculture from 15% to 20% of

demand deposits. 2/ Monetary control should also be enhanced by the attrac-

tion of resources back to the banking system by the freeing of commercial

interest rates and the reduction of the percent of total costs to be financed

by the various administered credit programs. As a consequence, the credit

squeeze beginning to be evident iin a number of industries in the second half

of 1980 should become increasingly generalized in 1981.

32. A number of important short-term fiscal measures were also introduced

in 1979 and 1980. These included increases in the highest marginal tax rates

applicable to personal and corporate incomes, a new withholding tax on rental

and professional service incomes, and the imposition of a compulsory loan of

10% of non-wage and non-salary incomes in excess of Cr$4 million. This "loan"

amounted to the introduction of a capital gains tax and is expected to be

formalized as such in the near future. While the lag of tariff adjustments

continues to be a problem, on the expenditures side the enhanced budgetary

control over public enterprises and autarkies is now being vigorously applied

to reduce the overall public sector deficit. The budgeted increase in enter-

prise expenditures for 1981 is significantly less than the expected rate of

inflation, and no new investment projects are to be approved. The impact of

the public investment cutback was already evident in the domestic capital

goods industry during the second half of 1980. With the National Savings Bank

1/ Except for agricultural credits and other special programs, commercial

bank interest rates were freed in January 1981.

2/ Production credit for agriculture from the Bank of Brazil is the largest

of the "open accounts." To the extent that the Bank of Brazil is replaced

in this financing by the commercial banks, therefore, overall monetary

control is strengthened. A recently issued regulation of the Central

Bank reinforces this effect by eliminating marketing credits to distribu-

tors and processors from the calculation of the 20%.
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(Caixa Economica Federal) required to transfer about US$1 billion to the

Monetary Authorities in 1981, private construction activity will also feel

the pinch. Finally, a public sector employment freeze imposed in mid-1980 is

to remain in effect at least through the end of 1981.

33. Long-term Public Expenditure Priorities. Brazil's changed terms of

trade and short-term economic difficulties have brought about a realignment of

sectoral investment priorities, with highest priority being accorded to export

industries, agriculture, and the development of domestic energy resources.

These areas have been at least partially exempted from the constraints being

imposed on credit and fiscal expenditure. Specific efforts in these sectors

are further discussed below in the context of the proposed Bank lending program.

34. The Government is cognizant of the need to improve the distribution

of income and one of the principal objectives of the Third National Development

Plan, 1980-85 (III PND) is to reduce absolute poverty and to increase the

welfare of the poorest elements of society. Ultimately, the most important

factor in this regard will be the Government's effort to assure an adequate

rate of growth of employment opportunities -- and to this it is firmly committed.

In addition, according to the III PND, measures are needed to improve the

access of the poor to basic social services such as education, health and

housing and to help the poor indirectly through tax reforms, adjustments in

wage policy, support of small- and medium-sized enterprises, and expanded

developmental initiatives in the Northeast. A number of programs in the areas

mentioned above were first established in the 1970s and it is the intention of

the present Government to continue, or expand, som'e of them. Among the more

important of these poverty-oriented measures which are expected to continue

include: PIASS, a primary health care program directed to the rural Northeast;

PRONAN, a national nutrition program; and POLONORDESTE, a program to provide

integrated packages of economic and social infrastructure and services to

smallholders in the Northeast.

35. New initiatives by the Figueiredo administration include: a national

immunization campaign against polio; Zonas Canavieiras, a program to improve

the housing and social services available to the poor of the Northeast's sugar-

producing areas; and PROMORAR, a national program to upgrade urban slums. In

addition, the current administration has proposed a new health program, called

PREVSAUDE, that would cover all rural areas of the country with a PIASS-type

primary health care system; extend such a system to urban areas, especially the

peripheries of metropolitan areas; and integrate this primary health care

system with the urban curative system, thereby increasing the efficiency of the

overall system while decreasing average health costs. Planned surveys of the

urban, health and education sector will emphasize the recent evolution of basic

needs strategies and programs and will update, as necessary, the findings of the

Human Resources Special Report. The planned study of state and local finances

will explore the fiscal implications of expanding basic social services.

36. As highlighted in the Human Resources Special Report, the Government

has been slowly moving toward the establishment of a national family planning

policy. The Brazilian delegation to the 1974 World Population Conference at

Bucharest and the Second National Development Plan 1975-79 (II PND) both

asserted that access to the means of family planning should not depend upon
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people's ability to pay for them. The implementation of this policy began in

the late 1970s through a modest program to provide family planning services

in instances where pregnancy would involve a high health risk. It is expected

that the Figueiredo administration will continue the gradualist approach to

family planning adopted by its predecessor, despite continued opposition by

the Church and by elements who cite the results of the 1980 census as evidence

that official family planning programs are not necessary.

External Capital Requirements

37. In the past year, very significant advances have been made in the

institutional framework for economic decision-making in Brazil, potentially

strengthening the management capacity of the economic authorities. In recent

months, and after some false starts, the authorities have also taken increas-

ingly determined measures to restrict the growth of aggregate demand while

eliminating, rationalizing, or loosening many of the ad hoc administrative

interventions previously introduced into the economy. At present, they appear

resolved to overcome their difficulties and retain the support of the interna-

tional financial community without resorting to the IMF. Although no medium-

term public sector investment program has been formulated and none is expected,

most of the measures now being introduced are consistent in direction with

what an IMF-approved program would be likely to consist of. Provided that the

domestic political reaction is manageable, the eventual negotiation of a Fund

program might face fewer substantive difficulties than opponents of such a

move seem to assume. Under an Extended Fund Facility arrangement, Brazil

could have available to it some US$5-6 billion over a three-year period.

These amounts are not included in the projections that follow.

38. Under the most favorable of assumptions, Brazil will require large

additional amounts of external financing over the next several years, particu-

larly 1981-83, and the bulk of that financing will have to be provided by the

private, commercial banks. The terms of such borrowing have been highly volatile

over the past year. The country will remain vulnerable also to any changes in

world petroleum prices. At the same time, policymakers will be under pressure,

magnified by the opening political process, for continued output and employment

growth. Crucial to Brazil's ability to weather this difficult period will be

the sustained rapid growth of exports and success in restraining the demand

for petroleum imports through energy conservation and substitution.

39. Given the inherent uncertainties of the situation, the danger of an

external liquidity crisis and/or a severe recession will persist for at least

the next two or three years. Beyond that period, however, assuming success

in energy conservation and substitution, the picture should improve rapidly.

Several projections have been run, varying assumptions with regard to the

growth of manufactured exports, the price of imported petroleum, borrowing

costs, and possible limits on the availability of commercial bank financing.

The "most likely" or "Base Run" is described in the following section,

followed in turn by a summary of the results of the "sensitivity" runs.

40. Base Run. Both base and sensitivity runs posit a GDP growth rate of

5-6% per annum, about 2% below the average rate sustained since 1973. In the

Base Run, national savings rise from 24.6% of GDP to 26.3% of GDP from 1980

to 1985, a marginal savings rate of 0.31. In addition to the macroeconomic
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performance indicators summarized in Table 1, the Base Run assumes that petroleum

prices will rise 3% per year in real terms; that LIBOR will average 13% per year,

with Brazil paying a spread of 1.5%; that manufactured exports will grow 16%

per year in real terms; and that Brazil will succeed in reducing its oil

imports to 800,000 b/d by 1985. This latter figure compares to imports of

about 930,000 b/d in 1980, which were below 1979 imports despite industrial

growth of more than 8%. (The Government's announced target is to reduce

imports to 500,000 b/d by 1985.) Combining the price and volume assumptions,

petroleum's share in total merchandise imports would fall from 44% in 1980 to

39% in 1985. Other imports grow at an average annual real rate of almost 6%. 1/

Table 1: MACROECONOMIC PERFORMANCE AND PROJECTIONS - BASE RUN

(Annual Real Growth Rates - %)

Actual Estimated Projected
1973-78 1979 1980 1981-85

GDP 7.0 6.4 8.5 5.4

Agriculture 4.7 3.2 8.1 4.7

Industry 7.7 6.9 8.3 5.4

Services 6.8 6.5 8.7 5.5

GDY 6.9 5.7 8.0 5.4

Consumption a/ 6.4 6.1 8.5 4.9

Fixed Investment 8.3 7.3 8.7 .5.4

Savings (GNS) 4.2 4.4 8.5 7.1

Imports 4.2 7.8 4.0 4.9

Petroleum 7.1 9.7 -9.7 -2.9

Exports 6.0 7.4 15.0 10.1

Manufactures 20.0 21.4 22.3 16.0

M&LT External Debt 13.3 0.2 -2.0 6.1

a/ Includes changes in stocks.

41. Under the conditions outlined, the trade balance would improve

rapidly, becoming positive in 1983 and thereafter. As a consequence of

growing debt service payments, however, the current account deficit would

remain in the range of US$10-12 billion through 1983 before beginning to

decline. By 1985, the current account deficit would have fallen to about

US$3.5 billion, or less than 1% of projected GDP.

1/ A more detailed discussion of the assumptions underlying the balance-

of-payments projections of the Base Run is contained in Attachment 3E.
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42. Gross external capital requirements and their financing are shown in

Table 2. Some US$20 billion per year of gross inflows will be required over

the projection period, with an average US$15.4 billion coming from private

sources. Viewing the period as a whole, this would represent an increase in

private lending, including suppliers' credit, roughly equal in percentage terms

to the projected increase in private lending for all oil-importing LDCs. The

major growth would occur in 1981 and 1982, however, when the needed increases

in borrowing from the private market would amount to approximately 20% and 16%,

respectively. Total external debt outstanding would reach US$103 billion, or

26% of GDP, by 1985. However, the projected favorable export performance

would help to reduce the debt service ratio from 65% (61% net) in 1980 to

below 49% (43% net) by 1985.

Table 2: EXTERNAL FINANCING REQUIREMENTS - BASE RUN

(US$ Million)

Actual Projected

1978 1979 1980 a/ 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Requirements

Current deficit 5,927 9,757 12,179 11,748 11,371 9,924 7,104 3,541

Amortization 5,286 6,551 7,000 7,449 8,514 9,321 11,604 13,212

Brazilian export
cre~its abroad 358 596 689 1,082 1,442 1,918 2,521 3,336

Reserve additions 4,262 -3,218 -3,499 898 739 755 799 1,053

Total 15,833 13,686 16,369 21,177 22,066 21,918 22,028 21,142

Sources

Direct Investment,
net 906 1,505 1,202 1,736 1,967 2,226 2,514 2,832

Official and
suppliers' credits 2,973 2,729 3,704 3,794 3,948 4,173 4,060 4,064

Private financial
credit 11,954 9,452 11,463 15,646 16,151 15,519 15,454 14,246

Total 15,833 13,686 16,369 21,177 22,066 21,918 22,028 21,142

a/ Preliminary.

43. Sensitivity Runs. Table 3 (Runs II-VII) summarizes the end-year (1985)

implications of varying the Base Run's assumptions regarding the rate of growth of

manufactured exports, real petroleum prices, and the average LIBOR. In the worst

alternative case tested (Run VII), manufactured exports grow only 10% per year,

half the rate achieved in the 1970s, LIBOR averages 15% per year, and the cost
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of imported oil rises 6% per year in real terms. Under these assumptions, the

current account deficit would remain in the range of US$14-16 billion through-

out the projection period and be equivalent to almost 4% of projected 1985

GDP. The gross DSR would rise slightly to about 66% of exports, and total

debt outstanding would rise to US$133 billion, or 34% of GDP. To sustain this

projection, private commercial debt would have to grow about 18% per year,

representing a significant increase in Brazil's share of total private inter-

national lending. Such a situation probably would not be acceptable to

Brazil's foreign creditors and would have to be met by further reductions in

the overall rate of economic growth.

Table 3: BALANCE OF PAYMENTS SENSITIVITY RUNS

1985

Average Current Gross

1981-85 Rate Real Rate of Account Debt External

of Growth of Petroleum Deficit Service Debt - %

Manufactured Price Average - % of Ratio 1985

Run Exports - % Increase - % LIBOR - % GDP 1985 - % US$b % GDP

I (Base) 16 1 13 0.9 48.6 103.4 26

II 10 6 13 3.4 60.0 124.9 32

III 16 6 13 1.6 50.4 110.7 28

IV 16 6 10 1.0 44.5 103.1 26

V 20 3 10 - 37.7 85.7 22

VI 10 3 10 2.1 51.3 109.8 28

VII 10 6 15 3.9 66.2 133.0 34

VIII a! 16 3 13 3.1 52.3 120.9 31

a! Assumes rising petroleum imports.

44. Runs I-VII, as previously noted, all assume that oil imports are

reduced to 800,000 b/d by 1985. Given the importance of this assumption,

an additional projection (VIII) was run proposing instead an annual growth

of oil imports of 6.7% per year, implying an elasticity of demand with

respect to industrial output of 1.1 and no significant conservation or

substitution of domestic energy sources. Under this pessimistic assumption,

coupled with the other parameters of the Base Run, the current account deficit

would hold in the range of US$10-12 billion throughout the projection period,

equivalent to about 3% of 1985 GDP. An additional US$10 billion of petroleum

would be imported in 1985 as compared to the Base Run. Total external debt

would rise to 31% of GDP in 1985, with the gross DSR falling slowly to reach

52% in the same year. The implicit growth of debt to private external sources

would be about 16% per year over the five-year period.
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45. Finally, all of the above runs assume that substantial increases

in private external resources will be made available in 1981 and 1982,

inasmuch as once over this "hump", external requirements would quickly

moderate, and the expansion for the entire five-year period would be more

or less in line with overall expectations regarding the liquidity of inter-

national capital markets. An additional set of runs was performed, therefore,

to test the growth impact of constraining the availability of private external

financing to 12% per year over the five-year period. Although the model

used is not well constructed for this purpose, the results suggest that such

a constraint in 1981 and 1982 would cause a severe recession, probably

requiring an absolute decline in gross output. On the other hand, reducing

GDP growth to 3% per annum would still require that private external credit

grow by 16% per year during the "hump" period, a reduction in net lending

of only about US$1-2 billion annually compared to the previous projections.

46. It is, therefore, critical that external lenders be willing to

increase their relative as well as absolute exposures in Brazil over the

next year or two if Brazil is to avoid external financial difficulties and

rising social unrest. Given the progress being made in the energy sector

and the priority being given to continued export growth, the external

constraint should ease considerably after 1983.

Stabilization, Structural Adjustment and Long-Term Growth

47. The economic policies that would help improve resource allocation

and promote a general strengthening of the economy over the medium and longer

term are outlined below. Particularly important are policies affecting the

foreign trade and financial markets and impediments to the effective utiliza-

tion of monetary and fiscal control mechanisms.

48. Stabilization. The Brazilian government is in the midst of a compre-

hensive campaign to bring down inflation and it will be important to continue

to pursue policies to reduce aggregate demand pressures in the economy. The

recent raising of interest rates in the administered markets, the freeing of

interest rates in the non-administered markets, the loosening of price controls,

and the proposed tight limits on increases in the money supply and the monetary

base in 1981, with strict controls on credit expansion to both the public and

private sectors, should help to achieve this objective, after a period of cor-

rective inflation. Also the marked institutional improvements which permit

authorities to monitor and control public expenditures better should soon begin

to show positive results. Efforts to increase domestic savings through higher

rates of monetary correction should also help temper domestic consumption.

49. The continuing enforcement of strict monetary and fiscal restraint

will be a cardinal element in reducing inflationary pressures in the economy.

Further progress in relieving the Central Bank of its development banking

responsibilities would facilitate that effort. The ongoing shift of items

from the monetary budget to the fiscal budget, where spending can be better

controlled and more open to public scrutiny, will also be helpful. Finally,

the expenditures of the public sector, particularly those of the state

enterprises and autarkies, must be kept in line with available resources.
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50. The fragmentation of financial markets is a serious problem in

Brazil. A highly differential interest rate structure in the administered

and free markets has produced serious implications for potential resource

allocation distortions. In 1980 agricultural credit subsidies alone amounted

to over US$12 billion and, despite the recent increases, real interest rates

in the administered markets remain highly negative. The fact that commercial

banks must channel a fixed portion of demand deposits into the agricultural

sector at highly subsidized rates means that non-controlled credits must carry

extremely high interest rates in order for the banks to cover their costs,

thereby raising the possibility of a more serious industrial recession than

might otherwise be necessary. This differential should be reduced and interest

rates charged for all types of administered credit should become more market

oriented.

51. The allocation of resources in the economy would be improved by

modifying the system of price controls, and rationalizing pricing for public

sector services. Although price controls have been relaxed in recent months,

tight control is still exercized over a number of primary and manufactured

products. Increasing minimum prices on agricultural products would facilitate

the reduction of credit subsidies. Also, pricing policies for public sector

services should reflect the need to cover both operating costs and investment

requirements.

52. Wage policy has also been an important obstacle to reducing infla-
tionary pressures in Brazil. 1/ This would be corrected if the present system

of wage adjustments, which was initiated in October 1979, were modified so

that automatic increases occurred less frequently and were somewhat lower

relative to inflation. The current semi-annual adjustment of wages in line

with movements in the consumer price index plus negotiated "productivity"

increases has a strong built-in inflationary bias which is difficult to

reverse. It is also likely that this system has become a disincentive to the

employment of labor.

53. Structural Adjustment. The medium-term resolution of Brazil's balance

of payments and external debt difficulties requires fundamental structural

changes in the economy. The most critical of these include continued progress

in the substitution of domestic for imported energy, with further reductions

in the share of petroleum in total energy consumption, and an increase in the

ratio of exports to GDP. At the same time the economy should be increasingly

opened to the forces of international competition.

1/ Wage adjustments are made semi-annually on a sliding scale ranging from

1.1 times the change in the consumer price index for individuals earning

0-3 minimum wages to 0.5 times the change in the index for those earning

15-20 minimum wages. No automatic adjustments are made for workers

earning more than 20 minimum wages. Since this policy has been in effect

only since late 1979, it is not yet possible to estimate its impact on

income distribution. Also, the close link between wage increases and

movements in the index of consumer prices is an important obstacle to

reducing inflationary pressures.
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54. With regard to energy, it is particularly important that the

government implement existing conservation and substitution programs along the

lines outlined in its national energy development program. A decrease in the

share of petroleum in total energy supply is a cardinal element of the Brazilian

energy strategy and this implies a very large increase in the share of hydro-

electricity during the next five years with significant increases also coming

from alcohol, coal, and shale oil.

55. Energy pricing policies must also be adjusted to ensure the desired

substitution of domestic for imported energy. Although substantial progress

has been made in increasing the prices of petroleum derivatives, further rises

are still required for LPG, diesel, and fuel oil. At the same time, care must

be taken to ensure that tariff policies for other types of domestic energy,

particularly electricity, be geared toward covering costs and ensuring increased

generation of financial resources for investment.

56. A continued commitment to rapid growth of exports, particularly

manufactured exports, will be essential to the structural adjustments required.

Toward this end the system of import protection and export promotion should

be revised in order to open the economy more to world market forces. This

implies reduction in non-tariff barriers, lowering and evening out of the

tariff structure, progressive elimination of credit subsidies and rationaliza-

tion of fiscal incentives for exporters. As these policies are introduced,

some real devaluation of the cruzeiro through an acceleration of the crawling

peg would likely be required.

57. Long-Term Growth and Employment. Brazil's longer-term prospects

for growth depend importantly on the levels and types of investment which are

undertaken. Particular emphasis should be given to investments which will

help the country to meet its priority needs -- namely energy, projects which

help to save or generate foreign exchange, and projects to reduce poverty.

58. The public sector accounts for about 60% of total investment in the

economy with the bulk being made by the public sector enterprises. In the past

these entities have enjoyed considerable autonomy in making investment decisions.

While annual total spending levels are now under effective control, the government

still does not have a comprehensive public sector investment strategy. This calls

for the formulation of a multi-year investment program with outlays related to

financial resource availability.

59. Although the dimensions of the problem have not yet been investigated,

the allocation of functional responsibilities and revenue raising powers among

the federal, state, and local governments are not properly balanced. This

problem is most prevalent in the poorer areas of the country where state and

local governments are frequently unable to finance recurrent costs of public

services, particularly health and education. Means should be sought to redress

this fiscal imbalance so that these levels of government may be more effective

in carrying out basic needs programs. A study addressing this issue, with

particular attention to the financing of health and education, is planned for

FY82.
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60. Employment generation, which is ultimately the most important
consideration in efforts to improve the lot of the poor, is likely to be
a major issue over the next few years with the expected reduction in the rate
of growth of economic activity. In order to help ensure that job opportunities
increase as rapidly as possible, the Government should move toward modifying
its incentive policies (including interest rate policies) which tax the
employment of labor and encourage the use of capital. This would involve a
revamping of certain fiscal incentives and changes in the financing of the
social security system which now occurs through payroll taxes and acts as a
disincentive to employment.

Bank Lending Strategy

61. The immediate outlook for Brazil's financial and balance-of-payments
situation and for the principal thrust of economic policy is especially uncertain
at the present time. In these circumstances any projection of the Bank's
lending over the next five years must itself be fraught with uncertainties,
and in fact full flexibility should be retained in order to adjust the lending
program to the ongoing situation and thus enable the Bank to make the maximum
contribution to Brazil's development at a time when Bank support is especially
needed or, conceivably, to reduce it if Brazil proves unable to use Bank
financing effectively.

62. The base-case lending program set forth in this paper assumes a
"more of the same" situation. That is, it assumes thatpn the one hand,
Brazil's economic situation and policies do not deteriorate so much as to
call for a major reduction or suspension of lending and, on the other hand,
that there are no improvements in economic policies so great that one could
predict with assurance that the economy would in the medium term adjust
fully to its large and expensive petroleum import requirements and heavy
debt service, while at the same time maintaining a growth path that assures
rising incomes and employment opportunities for the growing labor force.
Four general scenarios can be identified:

(a) A situation of extreme difficulty in which economic policy
deteriorated, the cruzeiro became highly overvalued, controls
over monetary and fiscal expansion were ineffective, exports
failed to expand and the balance of payments became unmanage-
able. In such a situation - which would imply a reversion to the
policies of the populist regimes of the early sixties - Brazil
would be uncreditworthy, and the Bank should probably stop its
lending altogether or limit it to the amount of current amorti-
zation on old loans. In fact such a scenario is most unlikely to
occur with Brazil's present competent economic management.

(b) The second scenario, the base case reflected in the lending
program set forth in this memorandum, would be that in which
the present mix of policies would continue, sustaining the
improvements recently observed but without major further
improvements. Priority would continue to be given to export
expansion; the exchange rate would continue to be moved in
line with the difference between domestic and foreign infla-
tion; there would be moderately effective controls on credit
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expansion and the public sector deficit, but inflation would

continue, expansionary credit and other subsidies would

continue at a high level, and the present highly protective

import regime would be maintained.

(c) A third scenario would be that in which some further important

policy improvements were achieved, as well as the present strong

points maintained. If the authorities were willing and able

to move toward a situation in which they could in one or two

years begin to open the industrial sector to international

competitive forces, thus strengthening the competitive posi-

tion of manufacturing for export, and if at the same time

interest rate subsidies were eliminated in the industrial

sector, then the Bank would be justified in supporting these

developments by making one or a series of large quick-disbursing

sector loans. For example, it might be possible, in return

for policy undertakings relating to industrial interest

rates, the continuing competitiveness of exports and the

gradual rationalization of the protective system, to make

a large quick-disbursing sector loan to finance the import

content of manufactured exports. The cruzeiro counterpart

of such a loan could be used to help finance Brazil's system

of export credits for capital goods and construction and

consultancy services sold abroad.

(d) A final scenario would be that in which major policy improve-

ments were achieved across the board. Agricultural subsidies,

including interest rate subsidies would be sharply reduced or

eliminated, monetary and fiscal management would be further

strengthened by the formulation of a mulTi-year investment program.

Such a policy would probably also have to include a more restrained

wage setting system and it would involve the gradual dismantling

of direct import controls and the revision of the import tariff

system in order to expose industry to international market forces.

Finally the government should consolidate its management of public

investment by putting together and implementing a good and credible

investment program addressed to priority tasks such as energy

substitution and the reduction of poverty, and limited to available

financial resources. Were such a combination of policies to be

pursued, a situation would exist in which Brazil would easily

qualify for a large operation with the IMF and the Bank could

seriously consider a structural adjustment loan.

63. In the situation of the third and fourth of these scenarios the

improved performance of economic management would justify the Bank's

increasing its lending to Brazil in the next three years or so over and

above the level presently planned. In the case of scenario three, sector

loans of, say, US$500 million a year for three years would be justified,

and should be partly additional to the program, perhaps to the extent of

US$200 million a year. In the case of scenario four -- the major policy

improvement situation -- all or most of the structural adjustment lending

(say, US$400 million out of US$700 million a year for three years) should

be additional. The resulting total lending is shown in paragraph 70 below.
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64. In considering which scenario is likely to be most appropriate,

or which the Bank should prefer, the special nature of an economic policy

dialogue should be recognized. That dialogue has been extensive, frank

(on both sides) and friendly. The Bank's views are certainly taken into

account when shaping many of the changes in economic policy. However, it
must be recognized the extent of our influence has limits -- and many of
our recommendations are not in fact acted upon. This results from at least

four factors: (a) domestic political limits on unpopular economic measures;

(b) the highly personalized nature of the economic decision-making process in

Brazil; (c) a traditional unwillingness to follow (or acknowledge the influence

of) foreign advice; and (d) the fact that the Bank's financial contributions

represents only a minor part of Brazil's requirements.

65. In planning the future composition of the Bank's lending program, the

present economic difficulties need to be taken into account. The Government's

need to limit public investment expenditures, in order to secure better

control over the growth of aggregate demand and thus dampen inflation, makes

it more than ever necessary that investment priorities be thought through

carefully and applied rigorously. Obviously, in a situation in which the

balance of payments has become a binding constraint on the country's economic

growth, economically justified projects that will earn or save foreign exchange

assume prime importance, and the Bank should seek as many opportunities as

possible to assist such projects. High importance also attaches to projects
that will promote the more efficient use of investment resources through

institutional reforms and improvement in planning methods, as well as through

more realistic prices and interest rates. Increased domestic savings art 'an

essential component of aggregate demand and balance-of-payments management,

and public enterprises, which conduct a significant portion of Brazilian

economic activity, will often find the Bank's support useful in gaining

government acceptance of adequate pricing policies. At the same time, the

Bank can help improve overall economic management by encouraging better

project evaluation and investment programming at the enterprise and sectoral

levels. Finally, Brazil continues to be plagued with large local and regional

pockets of urban and rural poverty. In the past few years we have worked with

the authorities to create an ample pipeline of urban and rural development

projects addressing the problems of poverty, and it would be a pity to inter-

rupt their preparation and implementation, since they are of great importance

for the long-run economic and social health of the country. During the

present effort to curtail public expenditures in Brazil, there will be a

strong temptation to cut back on socially oriented investment, even though

the absolute sums involved are relatively small. Continued Bank presence in

these sectors -- which the Brazilians themselves desire -- can help to ensure

the continuance of some of the most important of these social programs.

66. This diagnosis suggests that the basic objectives of Bank

lending over the past several years should remain: development of

alternative energy sources and other means of strengthening the balance

of payments, institutional and policy reform, and the alleviation of

poverty. But the implementation of the program may require different

emphases than in the past:
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(a) The Bank should recognize the Government's wish to reduce

public investment in the short term and to concentrate it

on sectors and projects that it regards as highest priority;

this may mean delaying or eliminating from the lending pro-

gram some projects on which preparatory work has already

been invested;

(b) An increased effort should be made to identify projects

that will reduce Brazil's dependence on imported petroleum.

The lending program proposed in this paper includes more

energy projects outside the electric power sector than in

previous years, but it may be possible to expand lending

in this sector further; and

(c) As long as the Government continues its present vigorous

efforts to reduce its budgetary expenditures and those

of public agencies the Bank should respond by increasing

its share of project expenditures covered by Bank loans

for programs that benefit low-income groups, from 35%

at present to, say, 60%. This higher cost-sharing

formula should be applied as long as strong expenditure

controls are being applied and until Brazil has been

able fully to adjust its economy to the new level of energy

costs. The Bank should also continue and extend the

practice, initiated with the second Ceara rural develop-

ment loan, of financing a higher.percentage of project,

costs in the early years, falling to a lower percentage

in the final years of project execution.

67. It is particularly appropriate for the Bank to demonstrate its

support for Brazil at this critical time. Although the Bank's share of the

country's total external financing requirements is small, Bank lending helps

to improve the country's overall debt profile. More important, a continued

high level of Bank lending can exert a considerable influence on the percep-

tions of the international financial community and have an important catalytic

effect on private lenders. Of course, such support can only be extended in

the context of a close dialogue with Brazilian economic officials, encouraging

them to adopt appropriate aggregate demand and balance-of-payments policies to

stabilize the economy. With such policies, although Brazil's debt would

continue to grow-and be heavy, it should be manageable and progressively less

burdensome over the next five years.

The Proposed 1982-86 Lending Program

68. Amounts of Lending. A lending program of about US$6.4 billion is

proposed for FY82-86. For FY81-85 the proposed lending would amount to

US$5.6 billion; or about 10.5% of total Bank lending as projected by the

Review Group in April 1980. The Review Group suggested that lending to

Brazil in FY81-85 should be US$5.6 billion. Under the proposed new program,

lending would increase from about US$700 million a year in FY78, 79, and 80,

to US$815 million in FY81, and thereafter rise gradually to US$1,520 million

in FY86. This represents an annual percentage increase of 12.9% from FY81 to

FY86 in nominal terms, or 6.1% in real terms, using the Bank's commitment

deflator.
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69. The proposed lending would be as follows, compared to the lending

suggested in the Interim Program Memorandum dated November 2, 1979:

Table 4: LENDING PROGRAMS - 1979 INTERIM AND NEW PROPOSED

1979 Interim Memo New Proposals

US$ Million No. of Projects US$ Million No. of Projects

1981 1,160 12 815 7
1982 1,175 10 994 9
1983 1,205 9 1,120 10

1984 1,280 9 1,320 10

1985 1,320 10 1,400 9
1986 n.a. n.a. 1,520 11

1981-85 6,140 50 5,649 45

1982-86 - - 6,354 49

70. The increased levels of lending that should be contemplated if

there were major improvements in economic management so that large sector

or structural adjustment loans were possible (as contemplated in paragraph 63)

would be as follows:

Table 5: ALTERNATE LENDING SCENARIOS

FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 Total
------------------------------- US$ Milli--

Base Case 994 1,120 1,320 1,400 1,520 6,354

Scenario Three

Sector loan 500 500 500 - - 1,500

Project loans 720 820 1,020 1,400 1,520 5,480

Total 1,220 1,320 1,520 1,400 1,520 6,980

Scenario Four

Structural adjustment loan 700 700 700 - - 2,100

Project loans 720 820 1,020 1,400 1,520 5,480

Total 1,420 1,520 1,720 1,400 1,520 7,580
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Such increased lending would bring Brazil's share of total Bank new commit-

ments up to around 12.5% (scenario three) or 14.5% (scenario four) in fiscal

years 1982 to 1984. At the end of the latter year, the Bank's total exposure

in Brazil would be about 12.5% of the Bank's disbursed and outstanding loans

as table 6 shows, and the exposure would begin to decline thereafter.

Table 6: NET DISBURSEMENTS - BRAZIL AS A % OF BANK TOTAL

(US$ Millions)

FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85

IBRD TOTAL

Annual 3,866 4,063 5,230 5,773 6,150

Cumulative 25,494 30,097 35,327 41,100 47,250

Brazil
Base case

annual 300 469 553 690 725

as % of total 7.8 10.2 10.6 12.0 11.8

cumulative 2,240 2,709 3,262 3,952 4,677

as % of total 8.8 9.0 9.2 9.6 9.9

Scenario 3
annual 300 669 753 890 725

as % of total 7.8 14.5 14.4 15.4 11.8

cumulative 2,240 2,909 3,662 4,552 5,277

as % of total 8.8 9.7 10.4 11.1 11.2

Scenario 4
annual 300 869 953 1,090 725

as % of total 7.8 18.9 18.2 18.9 11.8

cumulative 2,240 3,109 4,062 5,152 5,877

as % of total 8.8 10.3 11.5 12.5 12.4

71. The proposed base-case lending to Brazil is compared to that

projected for the LAC region and for the Bank as a whole in the following

table:
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Table 7: PROJECTED BANK LENDING TO ALL COUNTRIES, LAC REGION AND BRAZIL

(Current Commitment US$ Million)

FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85

Bank a/ 7,644 8,600 9,600 10,700 11,900 13,200

LAC Region 2,595 3,009 3,078 3,387 3,832 4,196

Brazil 695 815 994 1,120 1,320 1,400

Brazil as % of Bank 9.1 9.5 10.4 10.5 11.1 10.6

Brazil as % of Region 26.8 27.1 32.3 33.1 34.4 33.4

a/ Source: Review of World Bank Group Financial and Operating Programs
and FY81 Administrative Budgets, May 16, 1980, Annex Table 1.

72. At the end of 1979 Brazil's indebtedness to the Bank constituted

3.4% of its total external indebtedness, down from the 5% levels in the

mid-1970s. This falling trend is expected to be reversed over the forecast

period and by 1985, assuming the level of lending of the base case, the Bank's

share is projected to rise to 5.2%. The proposed US$6.4 billion prograpm

for FY82-86 includes 49 projects as compared to the US$5.7 billion program

with 45 projects for FY81-85. We have also tentatively identified 22 addi-

tional (reserve) projects which might be included in the program.

73. The main changes in the sectoral distribution of lending would

occur in agriculture (up from 16.4% of lending in 1977-81 to 27.1% in 1982-86)

and energy other than electricity (up from 7.5% to 17.2%). There would be

reductions in the proportions going to water and sewerage (down from 23.7%

to 11.3%) and electric power (down from 18.5% to 11.6%). Details of these

changes are dealt with in the following sector sections. The growth of

agricultural projects reflect the extensive preparation work devoted in the

past two or three years to rural development projects in the Northeast and

Northwest, as well as the expectation (which may or may not materialize) that

in the second half of the five-year period institutional strengthening proceeds

to the point where the Bank can make rural development sector loans, as well

as interest rate charges that would permit the Bank to support agricultural

credit. A case could be made for maintaining a higher level of electric power

lending if the present sector financial problems are addressed realistically.
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74. Sectoral Distribution. Lending by sector in 1982-86, as compared

to expected lending in 1977-81, would be as follows:

Table 8: SECTORAL DISTRIBUTION OF LENDING a/

1977-81 Proposed 1982-86

US$ % of US$ % of
Million Total Million Total

Agriculture and
rural development 576 17.4 1,704 26.8

Education 64 1.9 150 2.4

Health and nutrition 0 0 100 1.6

Energy 864 26.1 1,840 29.0

Electric power (614) (18.5) (740) (11.7)

Other (250) (7.6) (1,100) (17.3)

Water and sewerage 699 21.1 720 11.3

Urban development 500 15.1 690 10.8

Transport 224 6.7 550 8.7

Industry and mining 387 11.7 600 9.4

TOTAL 3,314 100.0 6,354 100.0

a/ In Table 8 the line "other energy" includes certain loans processed

by agricultural and industrial projects divisions. In Attachment 1,

the classification is in accordance with the division responsible for

processing. Attachment 1 D lists all energy loans.

75. Breaking down the proposed lending in accordance with the principal

objectives sought to be achieved gives the following picture:

Table 9: DISTRIBUTION OF LENDING BY OBJECTIVE a!

Percent of Lending

Proposed
1977-81 1982-86

Assistance to low-income groups 52.2 53.9

Support of institutional and

policy reform 16.8 17.1

Support of export promotion
and import substitution 20.0 22.8

Resource transfer 11.0 6.2

TOTAL 100.0 100.0

a/ All loans aim at several objectives. The classification in this table

is weighted by objectives considered to be important for each loan.

See Attachment 1A.
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76. An increasing proportion of the Bank's lending would be flowing
to the less-developed, low-income, regions of Brazil -- the northeast, the
north and northwest -- as shown in the following table:

Table 10: REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF LENDING

FY1977-81 Proposed FY1982-86
USS % of US$ % of

Million Total Million Total

Northeast 900 27.2 2,334 36.7

North/Northwest 205 6.2 1,280 20.2

South/Southeast 2,209 66.6 2,740 43.1

Agriculture, Rural and Regional Development

Actual Proposed
1977-81 1982-86

No. of loans 12 16
Amount (US$ Million) 576 1,704

% of lending 17.4 26.8

77. Brazil's agriculture sector is dualistic in nature with modern
mechanized farming practiced in parts of the south, and traditional, low-
productivity methods enduring in poorer areas of the northeast and northwest.
This phenomenon helps to explain performance statistics which may otherwise
appear contradictory. Agricultural products make up 56% of total export

earnings, and Brazil is the world's largest exporter of coffee and orange
juice, the largest producer of sugarcane, and the third largest producer of
soybeans. The average real annual agricultural growth rate during the
1970s was a healthy 5%. Agriculture contributes about 12% of Brazil's GDP,
while employing nearly half of the economically active population.

78. The excellent aggregate performance of Brazilian agriculture masks
some serious market distortions and inequities introduced by government
policies toward the sector. 1/ Several decades of policies favoring import-

substitution industrialization have included an overvalued exchange rate,
high protection against imported inputs, price controls on basic foodstuffs,
and export taxes and restrictions on farm products. Compensation for these
policies has been provided largely in the form of subsidized credit, whose

1/ A Bank report entitled A Review of Agricultural Policies in Brazil
(Report No. 3305-BR) examines these policies in detail. This report
is in green cover for discussion with the Government in early May.
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benefits, along with those of other farm-oriented programs, have gone primarily
to the larger producers of grains and export crops. The production response
of these farmers has been very positive, as reflected in the aggregate data,
but the output of many basic good crops, produced largely by smaller farmers,
has lagged behind. Yields on some of these, such as black beans and manioc,
have declined over the past decade.

79. While the intrasectoral distortions are still substantial, many of
the discriminatory policies against agriculture and some of the "compensating"

subsidies have been reduced over the past year. In addition, the Government
has taken a number of steps to improve the opportunities of small farmers.
Among these measures have been: (a) increased research and extension aimed
at small farmers and at basic food crops; (b) special rural development
programs, such as POLONORDESTE in the Northeast and POLONOROESTE in the

Northwest; and (c) special efforts to increase the access of small farmers

to institutional credit and to the minimum price program. Against this

backdrop, the Bank has primarily attempted to assist low-income farmers
through integrated rural development projects. A series of rural development

projects in the northeast starting in FY76 (Rio Grande do Norte, Ceara,
Paraiba, Bahia, Sergipe, and Pernambuco) has begun to bring about substantial

changes in the selected project areas, and in planning capabilities at the

state level. We have been less successful in pressing for policy changes,
which are difficult to achieve by means of small, multi-component rural
development projects.

8f. Our proposed strategy in agriculture is to combine the regional

approach, focussed on poor rural areas in the northeast and northwest,
with a functional approach which should strengthen our impact on broad
policy matters. We plan to continue to focus attention on the northeast
region, due to its relative poverty, its substantial population (30% of

the country) and the uneven income distribution related to severe land
tenure problems. The proposed lending program in the northeast includes a
mix of sub-area, statewide and regional rural development projects. While
we would prefer to shift the scope of all these projects from sub-areas to
a regional basis, in order to increase the efficiency and volume of our

lending and to strengthen regional planning, this cannot yet be assured.
We are presently assuming that administrative improvements in regional

programs sufficient to allow direct lending for time slices of these
programs will only occur in the latter half of the five-year planning
period. Individual state projects are shown as reserve projects at that

time, in case the regional approach proves impractical.

81. The Bank is currently engaged in efforts to help bring about these
necessary improvements. We are planning to add a second higher level staff
member to the Bank's Recife office to assist in project preparation and

institution-building at state and regional (SUDENE) levels. We continue to

encourage better staffing, management and funding for POLONORDESTE; we are

analyzing the efficiency of POLONORDESTE fund transfer mechanisms, and the

possible application of revolving funds to provide liquidity. An economic

mission went to Brazil in FY81 to review and evaluate the major northeast rural

development programs and projects over the past few years. This study, the
first stock-taking exercise since the initiation of Bank lending for northeast
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rural development five years ago, will make recommendations concerning the

Government's and the Bank's approach to the region's problems which will help

to refine the design of our lending in this area.

82. A second regional emphasis proposed for Bank lending is the Amazon

region, particularly the northwest area (Territory of Rondonia and part of

Mato Grosso State). The further settlement and economic development of the
Amazon region is a high government priority, with goals of raising agricultural

production and absorbing migration from other parts of Brazil. 1/ Our strategy

is to support the Government's efforts to assure orderly occupation of selected

areas and to strengthen the institutions charged with implementing settlement

programs. The focus of our involvement will be to promote rational land use

patterns and social equity, while protecting the natural environment and the

Amerindian population.

83. Our proposed lending for the Amazon region consists largely of

time-slice financing of the POLONOROESTE program, specifically established

this year to support productive activities and provide social and economic

infrastructure. We are including three of these tranche loans over the

FY82-86 period, each centered on settlement and agricultural development

but also including a key highway link, feeder roads, and environmental

protection components. We are also proposing two rural development

projects in Amazonas State.

84. Our lending emphasis on the northeast andcnorthern regions will

be complemented by several agricultural projects designed along functional

lines. These include a planned agricultural credit project for the

northeast, and several focussing on agricultural extension and research.

This functional approach is important in allowing the Bank to help promote

needed policy changes and institution-building. A major objective of the

agricultural credit projects, for instance, is to link interest rates

more realistically to the inflation level, to unify rural lending terms,

and to simplify the administrative procedures for extending credit to

small farmers. While reaching agreement with the Government on such

policy changes is difficult and time consuming, the impact goes well beyond

normal project level financial and technical assistance. Proposed projects

in the education, health and nutrition sectors can also be expected to

influence policies affecting the rural population.

85. The lending program planned for agriculture, rural and regional

development (excluding the Carajas export corridor loan) over the FY82-86

period totals about US$1.7 billion, or 27% of total Bank lending to Brazil.

This would represent a substantial increase in the proportion of Bank

resources devoted to the sector, up from about 16% over FY77-81. Achieving

this program depends on our success in packaging suitable large projects

aimed at entire regions (the northeast and northwest) or functional

areas (e.g., credit). In order to overcome the institutional, fiscal and

1/ See Bank Report No. 3042a-BR entitled Brazil: Northwest Region Economic

Survey, December 23, 1980.
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policy barriers involved, it would be particularly useful to be able to

finance a higher proportion of local costs than we have so far. Approval

for Bank funding of up to 60% of net project costs (instead of the current

35% limit), in cases with high local costs, would greatly facilitate our

efforts to carry out the lending program in agriculture.

Education
Actual Proposed
1978-81 1982-86

No. of Loans 2 2

Amount (US$ million) 64 150

% of lending 4.5 2.4

86. Deficiencies in education, especially for the poor, are a major

constraint on labor mobility, productivity, and incomes in Brazil. Overall

educational performance is among the worst in South America. Less than

3% of GNP and only 12% of public expenditure are devoted to education.

Illiteracy remains high at 36%. Primary and secondary enrollment rates

are, respectively, 88% and 26%. Both Peru and Colombia, with per capita

incomes roughly half as large, are more advanced by all these educational

yardsticks. This generally poor situation is exacerbated by vast internal

differences: inequities among regions, and between rural and urban areas.

Rulal areas of the northeast, north, and center west are particularly

disadvantaged with dilapidated facilities, untrained teachers and insuf-

ficient textbooks and other learning materials. The result in the rural

northeast is that fewer than one child in twenty receives as much as

five years of schooling. In the sprawling peripheries of the major cities,

the children of migrants and poor workers encounter conditions in the

public primary schools which are almost as inadequate.

87. In this context, the Government's Third National Educational

Development Plan (1980-85) centers on appropriate education sector policies:

basic education for rural areas and for the urban poor, functional literacy/

numeracy for disadvantaged adults, strengthening of planning and management

capabilities, and reform of the mechanisms for capturing and allocating

financial resources for education. However, current government fiscal con-

straints are hampering the achievement of the proposed goals. Wage demands

(backed up by politically sensitive strikes of primary teachers in early 1980

and of university academic personnel later in the year) and widespread dis-

satisfaction with public schools and universities among the vocal middle-class

urban population have brought tremendous pressures to bear upon the Ministry
of Education and Culture (MEC). New subsector programs aimed specifically at

extending and improving basic education in rural areas and in the low-income

peripheries of the large cities have been launched on a pilot basis, but their

extension will clearly be limited by financial constraints.

88. Bank involvement in the sector has focussed on basic education

(in part through education components in six northeast rural development

projects) and on vocational training. A major effort was recently made

to address basic schooling concepts and policies in rural areas throughout

the northeast, with an FY80-project. This is the fourth since initiation
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of education lending to Brazil a decade ago, and is broad enough in scope

to enable us to support worthwhile policy changes, including improvements

in teachers' conditions. In the 248 project municipalities, teachers'

charters will be adopted, covering certain tenure and wage scale rights.

As part of its new rural basic education subsector program the Federal

Government has also adopted a salary supplement program applying to rural

primary teachers in the nine northeast states.

89. Compared to the substantial needs in the education sector, the

Bank's involvement has been very minor. The financial constraints now

present in Brazil make it hard for MEC to provide the 65% counterpart
funding required for Bank loans to the sector. Difficulties also arise

because education entails heavy recurrent expenditures which are largely

borne by states and municipalities often unable to pay for federally-

determined objectives. The Brazilian Government has been somewhat reluctant

to use foreign borrowing for education projects, and has refused the Bank's

offer to include recurrent costs in projects. Finally, sector work by the

Bank has been sporadic in the past, with the result that the lending pipeline

has not been developed to its full potential.

90. For the future, we propose continued involvement in Brazil's educa-

tion sector, on the grounds that lending can directly support basic needs and

regional equity goals as well as increasing labor productivity in both urban

and rural areas. Indeed, in this period of fiscal stringency, Bank support

is pqrticularly needed in the priority basic education subsectors. Bearing
in mind the existing constraints, however, our program for FY82-86 includes

a modest two projects of US$150 million or 2.4% of Bank lending. We also

propose to continue to finance education components of rural development

projects planned for the northeast and northwest.

91. Recent discussions with the Government have focussed on education

priorities and needed sector work in order to rebuild the project pipeline.

We have agreed that sector work will proceed during FY81 and FY82, mainly

by Brazilian institutions, to generate projects in FY83 and FY85 supporting

basic education programs for the urban poor and rural areas. As a component of

our next loan in the sector, it will be important to finance the development of

the management information systems and analytical services at both federal and

state levels which are required for more adequate evaluation of ongoing programs

and planning of future ones. The third project, proposed as a reserve project

in FY86, would probably focus on specific middle and high level manpower needs

to be met by expansion of selected programs at post-secondary technical and

university levels. A continuation of sector lending focussing on basic education

policies and programs for the urban poor and for rural areas would be programmed

beginning in FY87.

92. The educational authorities in Brazil have made it plain in recent

weeks that the Government may not be willing to borrow for educational devel-

opment unless the Bank responds to the special situation presented by the

fiscal stringency required in the foreseeable future. The extent to which our

lending targets are feasible is thus in significant measure a function of Bank

flexibility in adopting measures to increase the attractiveness of its loans

for education. Most important among the necessary measures is an increase in

the disbursement percentage from 35% of total costs to 60%.
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Health and Nutrition

Actual Proposed
1977-81 1982-86

No. of loans 0 1

Amount (US$ million) 0 100

% of lending 0 1.6

93. Comparative statistics indicate that the health and nutrition

situation in Brazil is unfavorable in relation to its income level. The

Brazil Human Resources Special Report (1979) shows that the country's

infant mortality rate is twice as high as the average for countries at

the same level of GDP per capita, and that only one-third of all

Brazilians consume a diet adequate in calorie content. This is partly

related to the inequitable distribution of incomes and services among

different regions of the country, and between rural and urban areas.

94. In the health sector, the Government has addressed rural health

and sanitation problems through the PIASS program, established in 1975

to provide basic health services in rural areas of the northeast. The

Bank has supported this program through modest health components in

several rural development projects. PIASS is being expanded to nationwide

coverage, and seeks to reach 29 million rural inhabitants by 1985. A new

program, PREVSAUDE, is planned to expand the PIASS activities to urban

beneficiaries. This program would combine the financial resources of

Brazil's social security system with the technical capabilities of the

Federal Ministry of Health and the state health secretariats. However,

substantial problems remain in organizing this ambitious program and

integrating public health services into the private medical care system

now operating in the cities.

95. The Government inaugurated the National Nutrition Program (PRONAN)

in 1976 to provide food supplements for low-income pregnant and nursing

women and preschool children. A Bank-financed nutrition research and

development project (FY76, US$19 million) has supported PRONAN in various

pilot efforts to improve nutrition levels. Due to interest rate problems

with one of the components, remaining loan funds are being reallocated to

help finance a simplified wholesale and retail food distribution network

for low-income areas. We are not planning a second nutrition project during

the FY82-86, because the several experimental programs underway will require

further time and evaluation. However, a sector survey is planned for FY82-83

to review work on health in the Northeast, and expand and update the work on

health in the "Brazil Human Resources Special Report." 1/

96. Our objective in FY82-86 is to support one free-standing health

project, in addition to further health components of rural development

projects in the northeast and northwest. Health problems are especially

1/ Report No. 2604-BR of July 13, 1979.
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serious in the latter region, and the northwest regional lending will contain

an important component for control of malaria. By deepening our involvement

in the health sector, we hope to achieve a policy dialogue and impact which

has not been possible in the context of modest project components. The area

under active consideration is a multi-state rural health project, possibly in

the northeast. This project would bring the Bank into the major controversial

issues surrounding the health sector in Brazil today. The Government does

not at present wish to promote family planning components in these projects,

preferring to pursue this delicate subject without the participation of an

international agency.

Energy
Actual Proposed
1977-81 1982-86

No. of loans

Electric power 6 5

Other energy 1 8

Total 7 13

Amount (US$ million)

Electric power 614 740

Other energy 250 1,100

Total 864 1,840

% of lending

Electric power 18.5 11.7

Other energy 7.5 17.3

Total 26.0 29.0

97. Energy consumption has expanded at 10% annually over the past

decade and the consumption of imported petroleum has been growing at an

even faster rate'-- 13.3%. Although Brazil enjoys an abundance of hydro-

electric resources it is apparently seriously deficient in fossil fuels

and it produces only about 15% of domestic petroleum needs. The Government

has articulated a three-pronged strategy for addressing the oil import

problem including: (a) an acceleration of domestic oil exploration, with

the participation of foreign firms operating under risk contract; (b) pro-

motion of fuel conservation through higher domestic prices for derivatives

and other incentives; and (c) the progressive substitution of petroleum

derivatives by domestically produced fuels such as mineral coal, charcoal,
and ethyl alcohol.

98. The ambitious PROALCOOL (alcohol substitution) Program, is the

most visible of Brazil's efforts to reduce its dependence on imported

energy. While large-scale commercial production of alcohol has been

undertaken in Brazil for the last 60 years, major increases in alcohol
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production and use as automobile fuel have occurred only during the past

four years. Since the inception of PROALCOOL in late 1975, domestic

alcohol production has increased fivefold, increasing the average alcohol/

gasoline blend ratio from 1% in 1975 to about 20% 
in 1980. At present about

250,000 cars are being manufactured annually with modified 
engines capable of

running on straight alcohol. Efforts are also underway to find technically

and economically feasible means of substituting diesel fuel with alcohol.

Future production targets have been set to ensure that all of 
Brazil's future

incremental gasoline demand over the 1973 consumption level will be met by

alcohol. This strategy would increase alcohol production to 10.7 billion

liters in 1985 (over 5% of total energy supplies) compared to 2.0 
billion

liters in 1978 (1.5% of total energy), excluding any substitution for 
diesel

or fuel oil. A loan of US$250 million in support of Brazil's fuel alcohol

program is included in the FY81 lending program.

99. Notwithstanding this effort, Brazilian energy policies still are

deficient in several areas due to: (a) continued sub-economic pricing of

certain forms of energy, especially diesel oil, cooking gas (LPG), fuel oil,

and electricity to some consumers; and (b) incomplete integration of the

electric power sector into the Government's long-term planning for 
domestic

energy development and inter-fuel substitution. Progress on both the pricing

and planning issues has been slow. A series of Bank missions have examined

policies and development prospects in each of the major energy sub-sectors:

petroleum, alcohol, biomass, hydro and nuclear power, coal, and solar power.

The findings of these missions are now being integrated into an overall

Energy Sector Review, which is at an advanced phase of preparation.

100. The Government's targets for domestic energy production by 1985

are highlyambitious. In the coal sector, the official production target

for that year is 25 million annual tons (washed basis) up from 4.7 million

tons in 1978. Only half of this target is likely to be attained. Similarly,

the target for domestic oil production of 500,000 bpd by 1985 probably is

over 50% too high. With these revisions of official production targets,

together with some reservations concerning the impact of conservation

measures, crude oil imports of 800 thousand bpd appear to be possible for

1985. This oil import figure is roughly 10% below present import levels,

and some 40% above the government's target.

101. The proposed energy sector lending program, in addition to the

US$250 million loan for fuel alcohol development in FY81, would include a

loan for reforestation and charcoal production (US$80 million in FY83),

a gas pipeline project (US$150 million in FY84), a second fuel alcohol

project (US$250 million in FY83), a coal gasification project (US$70 million

in FY84), and an unidentified energy project (US$150 million in FY86).

Additionally, we would continue to support the electric power sector,

although on a reduced scale, through loans for power distribution (US$160

million, US$130 million, and US$150 million, respectively, in FY82, FY83,

and FY84), and for rural electrification (US$100 million in FY86). We

intend to continue to seek new possibilities for lending for indigenous

energy development in both the traditional and non-traditional areas,

including petroleum exploration and development, coal gasification, oil

shale development, hydroelectric development in the Amazon (conventional

and mini-hydro), fuelwood development, and biogas and solar power development,

as and when the economic merits of investment in these areas are established.
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102. The gas pipeline project would transport natural gas from the

Bolivian border to the industrial southeast. The project is tentative

until Bolivia's gas reserves are proven and the cost of utilizing the gas

in Brazil has been established. In June 1980, IDA granted a US$16 million

engineering credit to Bolivia whose object is to finance the studies needed

to confirm the gas reserves.

103. The reforestation and charcoal project would finance private sector

investments in reforestation, mainly in the less developed regions of the

State of Minas Gerais (the center of Brazil's iron and steel industry), and in

charcoal production facilities to substitute for imported coal for the steel

sector and for imported petroleum for the cement industry, as well as for

possible household use. The project is expected to have a significant energy

import substitution effect as well as social impact by increasing the incomes

of small farmers and providing new employment in the state's least developed

areas with high concentrations on unemployment and poverty.

104. The further development of Brazil's hydroelectric potential will

require a sustained annual level of investment of US$5 billion over the next

five years in generation, transmission and distribution works. The Bank can

continue to play an important role in support of the Government's energy

policy by providing a portion of this requirement. The main rationale for

our lending for power is to enable us to maintain a policy dialogue on

sector issues, in the economic,,financial, and technical areas.

105. By focussing our future lending for power primarily on the

distribution sub-sector, and on rural electrification, we will be supporting

institutional development, particularly of the weaker companies serving

Brazil's less developed areas. Additionally, we would continue to support

programs to expand electricity connections to lower income groups. Our

continued presence in the sector will encourage and support least-cost

investment decisions, help strengthen the planning and management of power

companies, assist the Government in the review and development of overall

energy policies and investment programs, and help to mobilize additional

external capital through co-financing.

106. Power sector tariffs have been declining in real terms over the

last several years, and a number of our borrowers did not achieve in 1979

or 1980 a remuneration of 10% on remunerable investment as provided in

the Brazilian legislation and in the various loan covenants. In recent

months, the sector has not been allowed to increase tariffs sufficiently

to keep pace with inflation. In connection with our recent loans to CEEE

and ELETROSUL, we agreed with the Government that beginning in 1981 a 10%

remuneration would be assured.

107. Combined lending for energy-related projects of all types (including

electric power) would amount to US$1,840 million, or 29% of the total FY82-86

lending program, of which the electric power would account for about 40%.

In the approved FY81-85 program, lending for electric power would account

for about 13.8% of total lending. The corresponding figures for FY77-81 was

18.5%.
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Water Supply and Sewerage

Actual Proposed
1977-81 1982-86

No. of loans 6 4

Amount (US$ million) 699 720

% of lending 21.1 11.3

108. The Government accords high priority to its innovative water supply

and sewerage program which was launched in 1971 as PLANASA (the National

Sanitation Plan). The Bank has been assisting the Government with the imple-

mentation of PLANASA since its inception and has made nine loans totaling

US$772 million to Brazil for water supply and/or sewerage. All but the first

two loans were made to the National Housing Bank (BNH) with onlending to one

or more state water companies for specific sub-projects under Planasa. The

proposed FY82-86 lending program includes four operations totalling US$720

million. Two of these operations would be full sector loans.

109. Despite the progress made since 1971, only 71% of the population is

served by house connections to water has access to adequate water supplies,

and only 34% have sewerage connections. The Third National Development Plan

emphasizes the provision of water supply services and adequate means of water

disposal to urban areas, especially the peripheries of the largest cities.

To hold down escalating costs of sewerage services, the Government's strategy

calls for the application of simple low-cost technologies. BNH is now experi-

encing difficulties in allocating adequate financial resources to meet the

needs of the state water companies, and in supplementing state contributions

where necessary. BNB has assured the Bank that adequate counterpart financing

will be provided for all Bank projects.

110. The Bank's lending for water supply and sewerage helps to improve

the living conditions, including the health, of the low-income population in

both urban centers and small communities. The Bank's strategy supports

provision of adequate services to as many persons as possible for the least

cost, with special emphasis on the poor who do not yet have access to adequate

supplies of safe water and means of waste disposal. To ensure that these

services are provided to the poor at affordable prices the Bank supports water

and sewerage cross-subsidization which has been adopted by the Government.

High priority is also accorded to recovering investment and operating costs 
of

water supply and sewerage networks, and contributing to the expansion of these

networks by 1983 when the Brazilian tariff legislation will come fully into

effect. Substantial tariff increases will be required to enable the SWCs to

comply with the minimum requirements of the legislation. The initial tariff

increases approved for 1981 and discussions with the authorities in Brazil

give grounds for confidence that, after lags in 1979 and 1980 more adequate

tariff adjustments will be permitted in the future. Institutional strengthening

of BNH is essential and the Bank is providing technical assistance to strengthen

its appraisal and supervision capabilities. This should enable the benefits of

our lending to be applied to an increasing number of states and eventually to

the entire sector. The Multi-States Project presently being processed is

geared to ehlp BNF prepare itself for full sector lending. Appraisals of

three of the six water companies are being carried out by BNH, and as much as

possible of the supervision work will be turned over to BNI.
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Transport

Actual Proposed
1977-81 1982-86

No. of Loans 2 4

Amount (US$ million) 224 550

% of lending 6.7 8.7

111. Brazil's transport strategy aims at a maximum integration of the

national transport system, providing adequate transport for growing production

(especially exports), and saving and rationalization of the use of fuel. The

investment program calls for the maintenance and re-equipment of existing road

and rail infrastructure, and improving the system of ports and their equipment.

Priority is also accorded to investments which will increase highway capacity,

integrate well into the existing system, and make possible the evacuation and

marketing of agricultural products from the interior. One loan totalling

US$150 million is proposed for the federal railway (RFFSA), but is predicated

on important prior measures, including slowing down the construction of the

so-called "Ferrovia do Aco" between Belo Horizonte and the coast, investment

in which appears to be premature. If this and other issues are resolved the

Bank could consider financing various other capital investment by RFFSA that

are economically justified. Apart from the investments themselves, there

would also be an important institution-building'role for the bank.

112. Disbursements on a 1'975 loan to FEPASA, the Sao Paulo State Railway,

were informally suspended in 1980 because of FEPASA's unsatisfactory financial

performance under the third railway project. The situation is now much

improved, and disbursements have resumed.

113. Three loans are proposed for highways -- one for the federal

network and the other two for feeder roads. The loan for the federal

highways would support the rehabilitation and maintenance program of the

Government. Under this program, upon completion of rehabilitation of a

federal highway the maintenance responsibility is delegated to the

corresponding state. This financing would be a follow-up to the loans

already made for this purpose in recent years. The two secondary and feeder

roads projects would help the Government concentrate investments in roads

for the evacuation of agricultural products from the interior. They would

follow the first and second feeder roads loans which are expected to be

committed by early FY82. Major subprojects under the third project are

foreseen for Mato Grosso and the Territory of Rondonia and would form

part of the Northwest Integrated Development Program (POLONOROESTE), in

which we also propose to help finance the construction of the highway

between Cuiaba (Mato Grosso) and Porto Velho (Rondonia) as part of the

regional development loan. We also propose to include feeder road components

in various other rural development projects, as appropriate.

114. At present no loan for port development is included in the FY82-86

lending program. The first ports project to rehabilitate the left bank of-

Santos Port is almost completed after long delays and cost overruns. Should
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the Government decide to make port development a priority for Bank lending,

consideration might be given to a port project which would have important

institution-building and export-promotion objectives.

115. The Bank's knowledge of the transport sector as a whole has

become somewhat out of date, and we are planning a sector economic mission

in FY82. The mission's findings should enable us to revise and refine our

transport sector lending program. It may, inter alia, be possible to prepare

a coastal and inland shipping project -- this being a subsector that is still

very underdeveloped in Brazil. Development of coastal and inland shipping --
in combination with intermodal facilities (such as roll-on, roll-off)--could

have important energy-saving benefits.

Urban Development

Actual Proposed

1977-81 1982-86

No. of Loans 5 5

Amount (US$ million) 500 690

% of lending 15.1 10.9

116. Brazil's urban growth continues to be rapid. The urban popula-

tion is now estimated at approximately 50 million compared with 25 million

in 1960. Over the pa'st decade rates of urban growth have averaged around

5.5% (compared with a national average of 2.9% and are expected to be on

the order of 4.5% over the next decade. The highest growth rates have

occurred in medium-sized cities and on the periphery of the major cities

where poverty is serious. The proportion of families living in relative

poverty ranges from 55% in the southern cities to 77% in the northeast.

117. Brazil's urban strategy was first articulated in the Second

National Development Plan (II PND) for the period 1975-1979 and has been

reiterated in the III PND. It is based on the belief that recent urbanization

trends have introduced serious distortions in urban structure and spatial

organization thereby exacerbating problems of poverty, underdevelopment and

infrastructural deficiencies in Brazil's urban centers. The Government's

program calls for the improvement of the structure and efficiency of the urban

system, and limiting further concentration of population.

118. It is proposed that the Bank should continue to support projects

that will imporve the living conditions and incomes of the urban poor, through

the provision of housing services and employment opportunities, and strengthen-

ing institutions at the federal, state, and municipal levels. Given the scale

of the urban problem and the relative scarcity of funds to deal with it, the

Bank is trying to develop intermediaries at the federal level as channels for

its resources. This requires close collaboration with federal institutions

to ensure improved methods of analysis, increased attention to urban poverty,

and better inter-agency coordination. To reinforce these institution-building

objectives, maximum feasible project appraisal and supervision responsibility

will be given to the appropriate federal agency, which in turn will be

encouraged to transfer this responsibility to the local agencies to promote
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their institutional and technical development. A second thrust will be the

development of a capacity to implement integrated projects in selected

metropolitan areas.

119. To achieve the twin objectives of providing housing, key services

and employment opportunities to the poor, and institutional strengthening,
five operations totalling US$690 million are planned for the urban sector

during the FY82-86 period. The first is a loan of US$70 million for an

integrated urban development project in Recife, which has strong local

agencies and will have to cope with extremely rapid growth over the next

two decades, in addition to correcting the present.inadequacy of shelter

and urban service provision to the poor. An additional loan of US$200 million

for sites and services and low-cost housing is also proposed to finance

additional housing for low-income groups and provide support for BNH's Program

to Upgrade Slums (PROMORAR). The philosophy behind PROMORAR is to improve the

area where the poor live rather than to move them to another area, which might

be more distant from the city center and employment opportunities.

120. The proposed urban program also includes a second medium-sized

cities loan as a follow-up operation to the project which is presently under-

way. Its purpose would be to attend to the needs of the rapidly growing

population in the medium-sized cities, help strengthen federal and local

institutions, and create employment opportunities.

121.. Finally, a US$200 million loan is included for a fourth urban

transport project in FY86. The third urban transport project, flor which a

loan will be presented in FY81, should help to strengthen the Brazilian

Transport Corporation (EBTU) and its successful implementation would permit

the fourth project to be a full sector operation. This would support the

Government's urban transport policy which aims to develop those systems most

adequate to meet transport demand with available resources, and use these

systems as a means to achieve a more just income distribution. Implementation

of these objectives will help to ensure a considerable strengthening of the

sector through: more efficient use of energy; improved utilization of existing

systems; expansion and improvement of transport systems through limited

physical expansion; technological and operational innovations; improved

institutional arrangements; and the integration of urban transport planning

and land-use planning. Consideration is also being given to financing a

suburban rail operation in the Belo Horizonte metropolitan area similar to the

second urban transport (Porto Alegre) project. This project is now carried as

a reserve project for FY82.

Industry, Mining and DFC

Actual Proposed
1977-81 1982-86

No. of loans 4 4

Amount (US$ million) 387 570

of lending 11.7 9.0
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122. Proposed lending for industry and mining is limited to a few high

priority projects designed to achieve economical import substitution, or to

increase exports, and where the Bank can play a significant role in institu-

tion building or as a catalyst for mobilizing other resources. Projects would

be mainly concentrated in the less developed regions of Brazil -- in parti-

cular the north and northeast.

123. The only mining project is the large Carajas iron ore project in

the north for which a loan of US$300 million is being proposed for FY83.

We are presently reviewing the feasibility study for a mine with a 35 mtpy

capacity. The Bank's presence would serve as a catalyst to bring other

financing to the US$3 billion project, including possibly foreign risk capital.

Additionally, the Bank's participation could help to achieve a more rational

industrial development in the north region, and a US$100 million loan has been

included as a reserve project in FY86 for an integrated regional development

project in the Carajas export corridor.

124. Several recent Bank missions to Brazil have attempted to develop

a suitable coal mining project in the south, but these efforts have proven

unsuccessful. However, given the possibilities of substituting coal for

imported petroleum, we will continue a dialogue with the Government on its

policies for the coal sector in the context of overall energy policies in

the hope that a suitable framework for lending can be agreed upon.

125. Other loans for this sector include a loan of US$70 million for a

coal gasification project in FY84 and a loan of US$100 million for small and

medium industries in FY86. Additionally, a loan of US$150 million for invest-

ment in energy conservation for the steel sector has been included for FY84.

Such a loan, aside from assisting in reducing consumption of imported petroleum,

would permit the Bank to continue to provide institutional support to the

steel sector, to which major Bank commitments were made in 1972 and 1975, and

which continues to be beset by institutional and financial difficulties.

126. Industrial projects provide a particularly good vehicle for attract-

ing private foreign finance, and we would expect most of our lending for

industry and mining to be in conjunction with private co-financing. The

Bank's share in total project financing would continue to be much less than

for projects in other sectors.

127. The availability of funds for industrial finance from BNDE and

other official institutions at highly subsidized interest rates has severely

limited the usefulness of several existing World Bank loans, and has made it

impractical to consider new DFC projects of the conventional type. However,

the Government has now phased out most interest rate subsidies for industry,

and we may therefore be able to prepare a loan for small industries which has

been under discussion for some time. Small-scale industry would also continue

to be supported through Bank lending for medium-sized cities development and

integrated urban development projects. 1/

1/ Other policy issues which need to be explored in conjunction with any new

Bank lending to industry are the high levels of trade protection and

investment tax incentives currently in effect. Economic missions are

planned for FY82 and FY83 to examine these issues. Also of interest in

the formulation of industrial policies is a DRC study in process to

identify the determinants of industrial location.
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128. There is a special type of DFC operation for which some interest

rate subsidization seems justified, namely, credit for industries installing

air and water pollution control equipment. Pollution is a serious and

growing problem in Brazil's industrial centers -- Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro,

and Belo Horizonte especially -- and in a number of other cities. A first

industrial pollution control loan (US$58 million) was approved in FY80 for

Sao Paulo. A loan of US$35 million has been included in the FY83 reserve

program for pollution control in Rio de Janeiro (already appraised, but

delayed because of lack of counterpart funding), and a sector loan for

US$100 million has been included for FY85. In view of current constraints

on the availability of counterpart resources, the timing of these operations

is tentative.

129. Besides the foregoing, Brazil's development banking system will

continue to receive support through Bank lending for secondary and feeder

roads development and under the proposed fuel alcohol and reforestation

and charcoal projects, which would use the development banks as financial

intermediaries.

IFC Activities

130. Through June 30, 1980, the IFC had made 44 investments in Brazil

totaling US$539.3 million. The iron and steel industry represented the

largest commitment with US$109 million followed by mining (US$108 million),

chemicals (US$77 million), and textiles (US$57 million). As of June 20, 1980,

IFC held investments in Brazil valued at US$204.3 million, or about 15% of

the total IFC-held portfolio. In FY80 IFC invested in six projects in

Brazil, accounting for a total IFC investment in loan equity of US$74 million

for its own account.

131. In an effort to support priority sectors within Brazil's development
program IFC is focusing on agriculture and agro-industry, energy, mining and

the downstream units in the new petrochemical complex in the south of Brazil,
and export-oriented projects. The reduction of regional imbalances in

industrial development has also been an important criteria for the IFC.

Since June 1975, only one project has been located in the Rio-Sao Paulo

area. The IFC has also concentrated on complex projects which need

sophisticated project financing arrangements, and/or foreign joint

ventures. Other important considerations are the need for IFC equity

and the achievement of a substantial Brazilian equity participation.

132. IFC aims to mobilize substantial amounts of foreign capital for

Brazilian private enterprise and obtain the participation of foreign finan-

cial institutions in its loan and equity investments. Up to June 30, 1980,

about 40% of IFC's total commitments in Brazil have been sold to participants.

IFC will continue to seek such participations in the future, especially in

large natural resource-based projects requiring substantial amounts of

capital.
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IDB Activities

133. The Inter-American Development Bank lent US$275 million in foreign

exchange to Brazil during 1979 (calendar year). In 1980 the lending program

is expected to reach US$316 million (plus US$92 million in local currency and

is highlighted by three integrated rural development projects totaling US$180

million in Paraiba, Minas Gerais and Parana, a US$60 million feeder roads

project, and a large electric power loan. The lending program for the

next two years is expected to average about US$250 million annually and in

1981 major undertakings include integrated rural development projects in

Bahia and Pernambuco and feeder roads construction in Mato Grosso and Goias.

During the same year the IDB also plans to help finance a program to deter-

mine the feasibility of producing energy from biomass sources, a primary

and secondary education project, and an agricultural credit project.

Summary of Recommendations

134. The principal recommendations of this paper are as follows:

(a) The Bank should plan a basic lending program of project loans

amounting to US$6.4 billion in 1982-86 (paragraph 68).

(b) If Brazil's situation develops in such a way that important

macroeconomic policy objectives could be attained through quick-

disbursing sector or structural adjustment loans, this oppor-

tunity should be pursued, with such lending partially additional

to the proposed project lending (paragraphs 62 and 70).

(c) The lending program should continue to be heavily oriented

toward projects that will raise the productivity and incomes

of low-income groups (paragraph 65).

(d) To the extent possible, the lending program should be strengthened

by the addition of further energy-related projects (paragraphs 66(b)

and 101).

(e) As a response to the Government's present strenuous effort to

compress public investment, and to underline the importance of

continuing an active program to benefit low-income groups, the Bank

should, as a temporary measure, increase its cost sharing for

projects benefitting the poor from 35% to 60%. It should also,

whenever appropriate, repeat the practice recently initiated of

disbursing a higher share of project costs in the early years of

execution, and a lower share later (paragraph 66(c)).

135. The next program paper should be prepared for review in May 1982,

in recognition of the need to follow Brazil's evolving situation closely.
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Population 119.5 million (mid-1979) ATTACIMENT 1
CNP per Capita (durrent $): US$1,633 (1979) P 1 of 2
Area: 8,512.000 go

2

BRAZIL - ACTUAL AND PROPOSED PROGRAM OF LENDING OPERATIONS 1TIROUGH FY86

(US$ Million)

Through Actual Crrent Proram Total Total
1975 FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81 Fy82 FY83 FY4 FY85 FY89 FY76-810 F8185 FY-2I

Six agricultural projects IERID 179.7
Integrated rural development

. i10 Grande do Norte IBRD 12
- Rio Croode do NortO II IRD 30
- Ceara I IBRD 17
- Ceara II IBRD 56

- Amzonas T 1E1D TO
- Amoonocs II IRD 80
- Paralb. IBRD 24

- lahia I TORD 37
- Nohio TI IR11 60

.. -ernambuto I I BIRD 40
- taraotto I 001 40

- SterOipe 171RD 7

-P"1f I5RD
-C(IDEVASF Ili I IRD 50
- Northeost I 1BRD 200

- Northeast II IBR 250

Minus cerais - reforestation and charcoal ISRD 80
Forest development - sector IBRD 100*

1oser co Franritco Developmrnt II TRE 28
Agriculttral Export Industrins 11 1BR 83
Mina Gerols - Rorsl Development I IBRD 42
Mina eras - Rutral Developmnt II IBRD 63
Agriculftral Research I 10R0 40

Agricultral Research IT 10RD 0
Agricclttral ReSrch III IBRD 

130

Agricltural Extension I IBRD 100

Agricultaral ExtensiOn 11 1PRO 100

iShllries - Northeaut TRD 60

Agricultural credIt - Northeast 1I 1BUD 250

Nothwest Developmett I TWO 225

orthest Develotpmont II TBED 70

Ndorthcs t Ievelopmoot III IBRD 105()

Nttri tliO I IBRD 19
Health - Northeaot sector 7RD 100

Tao edtcctloc projects IRD 31.9
Edocation III - vocational training IlRD 32
EdocatiOn IV - Northeast 10D 32

Edtcation V tORD 50

EdaLtion VI TRE 100

Urban Transport I IBRD 88

Utha Tranport III - mediam-sized cities IBRD
Urban Transport IV IBRD 200

r 11nt - m-A Iir ituls 7C
Ittegr.ted Urban Developmest I - Recife IBRD 701
Urban Developmtnt - edllet Cities II IFRD 150

lrbatt Dovelrptomtt - CURA IR 70
Sites and Services I IBRD 93
Sites and Services II IBRD 200

Three water supply and seweroge projects I1RD 73
Wae upply atd eworage - Minas Gerai II IBRD 40
Water sapply and setorage - Minas Gerais III lBRD 139
Setage treatment - San Pailo I 10BRD 110
Swage treatment - Sao Paulo II TBRD 200(S)
Woatr suppiy and sewerage - Northeast I 1BRD 100
Wator sapp1y and sewerage - austl-tte IBRD 80

Warer suppy and sceeroge - South 1PER 130
Water suppl attd sewerage - Pi de Jaceiro TBRD 150*
Water vupply and s rage - sector I IBRD 120
Water napply and sewnragn - sector IT IBRD 20

DFC - tNB IBRD 25
TFC - BNE (sna l and edi,,s indostries) 1BRD 85
DFC - Oar Patlo lodntria.l Pollution Control I IBRD) 58
DOG - pollutioc control - sector I 7R6 100

Six Idustrial and ioletg projects IBRD 359
Alumintm - VALESUL 1RD 98

Iron Ore - Carajas 1000 210(5)
Strel - CO"TFA II IIRTI 60
Petrochenicalo - COPESUL IBR) 85
Pertilizer I - ammonia 11R0 50
Oertiloer II - Pmonia cBRD 64

Fertllizer III - phosphate IBRD 82
Indastry - Fuel Alcohol I IBRD 250
Tedutry - Fuel Alcohol II IBR 250
Indtstry - coal gesifiction 1I111 70
Industrc - fertilizers - unidentified I1RD 1005
Small aud mediam indtstries BRD 100

Taenty-six power prajects IBD 978.1
Pooao XXVII - distrith in (COPEL 1) 10RD 52
Power XtVIlI - distribultia (Noctheast 1) 1InR 50
Poaer AXIx - tratrisson ooILETROUL 1) IBRD 82
Pacet XXX - dostribution (Sotlh/Soatheast) IBRD 130
POrwec X171 - diLthibution (Sooth) (CEEE/CIOPEL I) ISRD 109

sow. XNXII - distribation (CB) 5BRD 114

Otact X ,- , E- m tctrdination (ELETROiRAS) IBRD 54
Potcr XXXIV - traosolssltn (ELETROSUL 11) IBRD 125
Poas X1XV - disttibutlon (ELETR30RAS I) 1RD 160

POw, XXXVI - 0Ot t Ion (ELET5BRAq 12) IBRD 130
Pttr 7XXX11 - dIstrtttn (ILELVTOBRAS 111) IBR0 150

Poct, XXXVIII - CEEE S5RD 200

PO... r X1X - r ut l TlHcttOfic ation B0 1000
Entrcy - sceod - ettccgy taritng161100

Eserga .. g pIpelitt 1BRD 10(
Energy - unldentificd IBRD 10*

E.,&g - ildasstt cotservaticn 1150

Eloven tcaoepoot trcjcc5 I1RD 670
IightayoVI IBRD 114

lighwayn vTI - cehabilltaticr and maistenasoe 1BRD 150(S)
Secondary and Feeder Roads I IBRD 55
letcondury and Feeder Roads 11 TBRD 110
Sncdsdry and Feeder Roads III INRI 100
Setendary and Feeder coads IV TBRI 

10

Reilways - FEPASA I IRD 75
Ralway - RFA III IBRD 250
Roiwavay - trtan Iconsport IBRD 159

Leodling Progrns (i carrent US$ million) IORD 2.316,7 498 425 705 674 695 _l 04 1,120 1.320 1 40 L2 2,997 M.p 638
No. 55 10 7 9 9 7 7 9 10 10 9 11 42 4^ 49

Lending Program (in constant FY81 TS$ million) IBRD 500.6 602.0 k49t.1 74.6 747.3 c145 <18.7 91.6 1,)d..1 1,088.6 1,115.2
No.

Cues cccI deflaor (FY91.100) 6.2 70.6 78,5 65.9 93.0 101.-0 107.1 114.1 121.2 127.6 136.3
stamdlty Projcct. 29 300 600 - -Total130

(S) Standby projectu Country Programs Departtent 11
s New projects Latin America and Caribbean

Regional Office
Reserve projects are listed on next page March 11, 1981
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ATTACHMENT 1

Page 2 of 2

Reserve Projects

Belo Horizonte Urban Transportation 90(FY82)

Ceara - Phosphates and Uranium 100(FY83)

Fisheries - Northeast 20(FY83)

Agricultural Credit - Northeast 150(FY83)

Energy - Shale Oil 200(FY83)

Land Titling and Redistribution - Northeast 40(FY83)

Petroleum Development 200(FY83)
Industry - Fertilizer - Unidentified 100(FY83)
Rio de Janeiro Pollution Control 35(FY83)

Energy Conservation - Unidentified 100(FY84)
Rural Development - Sergipe II 70(FY84)
Rural Development Alagoas 50(FY84)
Sao Paulo Health 20(FY84)
Rubber Development 50(FY84)

Coal - Unidentified 50(FY85)

Rural Development - Pernambuco II 50(FY85)
Rural Development - Piaui II 50(FY85)
Integrated Regional Development - Carajas 100(FY85)

Coastal and Inland Shioping 50(FY85)

Inter-modal Transport Services &0(FY85)

Education VII 100(FY86)

Water and Sewerage - Unidentified 100(FY86)

March 26, 1981
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ATTACHKENT lA

a/

BRAZIL - CLASSIFICATION OF LENDING BY PRIMARY OBJECTIVE

Actual Proposed
FY77-81 FY82-86

Amount '. o Amount M or

USS million Total USS million Total

A. Assistance to Low-Income Groups

Agriculture and rural development 4.3 12.5 1,589 25.0

Education 64 1.9 150 2.4

Health and nutrition to.6
ergy69 211 720 11.3

Water and sewerage 509 15.1 690 10.3

Urban development 3 1.6 125 2.0

.1ransportacton -51612 .

Sub Total 1,731 52.2 j,42: 53.9

B. Institutiont Buildins
80 2.4 115 1.8

Energy 
307 9.3 420 6.6

Transportation 112 3.3 350 3.3

ndus rtry 
58 1 8 200 3.2

Sub Total 557 16.8 1,085 17.1

C. Export Promotion and Import Substitution

Agriculture 
83 2.5 - -

Energy 250 7.6 1,050 16.3

nduatry 329 9.9 400 6. 3

Sub Total 662 20.0 1,430 22.3

D. Resource Transfer

Energy 307 9.3 320 5.0

Transportation 57 1.7 75 1.2

Sub Total 364 11.) 395 6.2

TOTAL 3,314 100.0 6,354 100.0

a! In each lending program several projects have dual primary objectives. These have been divided evenly for calculating

dollar amounts, number of projecta, and percentages in order ".o more accurately depict the amount of orojecced 3ank

financing devoted to each objective.

March 16, 1981
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ATTACHMENT 13

3RAZII, S-UMMARY 07 BANE GROUP AND OTHER OFFICIAL 1801DIMG

Th h 
Current

FY75 FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY8O FY81 FY82 FY83 -yrYS FY85 F86 FY76-80 FY58-86

SECTORAL DISTRIUTION OF
RANK GR011? COlHE NTS (%) 2 42 1. 69 2.

8.3 5.4 10.4 29.4 25.3 14.0 9-1 10.1 38.3 17.9 26.5 25 34.2 16.4 26.9 7.1

-gi.Jd rural dew 
30.2 - 22.3 28.0 1.7.9 9.9 7.5 8.3 17.2

g d 
-

. ;.3 - - 26.8 7.6 7.1 6.6 11.6 8.9 9.4
tudu5tr? 15.3 22.3 39.1 34.4 12.1 14.5 16. 21.6 15.9 -6 11.4 14.3 6.6 18.5 13 8 11.

Indver 51.7 - 20.5 19.3 18.4 16.2 16- 6.6 - 13. 1..6

Pop., health & nutrition * 3.8 . . - - - -
3 . 6. 143 .6

Regional defVsl*P1Mit 
9 

-.4. .
7rgnspotatid on 20.4 66.8 26.2 - 28.6 26.7 22.9 - 24.5 . 11.4 . 9.9 6.7 14.3 8.6
Tran devalo- - . 13.8 - 16.9 6.7 6.2 - 10.7 26.2 13.7 12.0 10.3

Uater dovploane 3.9 - . 9.4 15.6 14.8 387 21.2 14.7 10.7 15.1 17.9
Water supply and sewmage -3.94' 450. 1.9 20.6 40.

!ut n.-0.4. 5.5 - 7 J_ - - 4.6 - 4.5 -- 7.10. - ...itj2.
1du.0tion 0 1". Tl00 06 100.0 6 .00.0 000100.0

BANK GROUP1 DtSURSENRS (USO)
2556 2.932 3.722 4402 4,961 5,653 6,223 7 210 8,184 9,207 10.277 18,573 34,477 41,101

IBRD a/s incL. ndisbursed 2/ 1233 1,462 1,805 2.106 2.382 2,682 3,151 3,704 4,394 5,119 5,797 8,988 19,050 22,165

S disburse 202 267 251 295 31 441 673 36 1,036 1,102 1,128 1,333 4088 4,775

lgss sr s3 6 4 73t 88 141 205 83 346 377 450 374 1,352 1..61

Iess q samnti disborunt 33 86 94 73 88 300 468 553 690 725 678 959 2,736 3,114

lass: notisti& 169 181 157 222 230 194 250 290 339 393 452 622 1,466 1,724
equals: ot disbusements33 97 122 _150 170 4 25 23 35 32 2 37 ,7 ,9

less: interest & catr 86 84 35 72 60 106 218 263 351 332 226 337 1,270 1.390

equals: not tr ne 202 267 251 295 318 441 673 836 1,036 L,102 1,128 1,333 4,088 4,775

Ieee:VA grss iu22 2 33 86 94 73 88 41 205 283 346 377 450 374 1,352 1.661
les: amortimatir t 169 181 157 222 230 300 468 553 690 725 678 959 2,736 3.114

equas: net disbursements 83 97 122 150 170 194 250 290 339 393 452 622 1,466 1,724
loe: interest & cbarg" 86 84 35 72 60 106 218 263 351 332 226 337 1,270 L,;90

equals: net trznsfec
- ,Ac-tua- Projected

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 - "1"980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1,85.

133D ELPOSURE (.)

IBRD disbursement/ total gross
disbursements 3.6 2.1 3.2 1.8 23 .25 2.9 4.8 4.8 5.7 4.1

1BRD DOD/total DOD 4.7 4.3 4.1 3.3 3.4. 37 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.7 3.2

IBRD debt service/total debt 2.4 3.2 3.7 2.7 2.2 2.0 2.3 2.7 2.7 2.8 3.0

,ervice

cC'"ITMENT FROM OFFICIAL SOURCEM (U88M)

Grants & oncessional loans 38 39 54 84 -

Onu- concessiona
1  

loans 792 1,921 893 1,343 1.331 2,558 2,525 3,000 3,280 3,.40 3,40

3ot-l hial 90 1,296 205 376 461 1,390 1,440 1,490 1,540 1,590 _-+0

Total a.1.c steral 712 625 488 967 970 1,168 1,285 1,510 1,740 1,350 2,200

T380 
538 486 319 688 67.4 828 1,020 1,120 1,320 1.400 ",520

Regional Dev. Sank 174 1' 369 279 196' 340 363 390 420 '.0 !43

Other 

-

TOTAL COMMITIEMTS 830 1,960 947 1.427 1,331 2,338 2.826 3,000 3,280 3,,40 1,4n4

1/ Coal projects should be classified in the energy sector.

/ Includes exchange rate adjustment. May 6, 1981
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BRAZIL - SECTORAL DISTRIBUTION OF LENDING

Actual FY77-81 Approved F781-85 Proposed FY82-86

US$ % of No. of US$ % of No. of US$ % of No. of

Killion Total Projects Million Total Projects Million Total Projects

Agriculture and rural development
1 / 544 16.4 12 1,516 26.9 18 1,730 27.1 16

Education 64 1.9 2 150 2.6 2 150' 2.4 2

Health and nutrition 0 0 0 80 1.4 2 100 1.6 1

Energy 864 26.0 7 1,249 22.1 11 1,840 28.8 13

Electric power (614) (18.5) (6) (779) (13.8) (6) (740) (11.6) (5)

Other (250) (7.5) (1) (470) (8.3) (5) (1,100) (17.2) (8)

'Water and sewerage 787 23.7 7 665 11.8 4 720 11.3 4

Urban development;/ 457 13.7 4 680 12.0 5 690 10.8 5

Transport 224 6.7 2 805 14.3 5 550 8.6 4

Industry and ming 387 11.6 5 500 8.9 3 600 9.4 4

TOTAL 3,327 100.0 40 5,645 100.0 50 6,380 100.0 49

1/ Including integrated regional develop"nnt.
March 16, 1981

2/ Including urban transport.

3/ Including pollution control.
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BRAZIL - ENERGY SECTOR BREAKDCWN

Approved FY82-86
FY8-85

US$ % of Energy No. of USS % of Energy No. of

Hillion Total Projects Million Total Projects

Electric Power 779 62.4 6 740 40.2 5

Eletrobras 1 110 8.8 - 160 8.7 1

Eletrobras I 
- 1 130 7.1 1

Eletrobras II 150 12.0 150 8.2 1

Xingu 180 14.4 1

Garabi 160 12.8

Eletrosul 125 10.0 1

Power Coordination 54 4.4 1

Rural Electrification 
- 100 5.4 1

BE 1--- 
200 10.81

CEEE II

Other 470 37.6 1100 -59:8

Agricultural 0 0 0 180 9.8 

Reforest/Charcoal - - - 80 4.4 1

Forestry Development I0

320 25.6 4 620 33.6 4.
Industry -
Alcohol Development 

250 13.5 1

Alcohol II
Candiota Coal 25 2.0 13. 1

Coal Gasification 70 5.6 -70 3.7

Coal (Unidentified) 0- 150 8.2 1
Steel (energy saving) - 150 8.1 1
Industry (energy saving) 

8

other 
150 12.0 1 300 16.4

Gas pipeline 150 12.0 1 150 8.2 1

Unidentified 
- 150 8.2

Total 1,249 100.0 11 1840 100.0 13

Percent of total
lending program

March 6, 1981
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BRAZIL

IBRD Disbursements

(Millions of US dollars)

1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

1. Undisbursed balance at July 1 1,031 1,323 1,470 1,913 2,296

2. Commitments during FY 498 425 705 674 695

3. Total disbursements during FY 202 267 251 295 318

4. Disbursement rate 3:1=% 19.59 20.18 17.07 15.42 13.85

Comparators (%)

a) Disbursement rate for total 24.35 22.23 19.24 18.80 25.47
of all other countries in
the region

b) Bankwide IBRD/IDA average 32.90 30.38 24.81 22.18 19.37

disbursement rate

c) Selected com;agators average
disbursement rates 2/

Argentina 26.24 7.13 7.05 7.76- 12.66
Mexico 24.48 24.15 21.65 23.35 37.71
Turkey 28.52 22.91 27.95 42.05 23.05

1/ Undisbursed balance includes credits approved but
unsigned, and signed but not effective.

2/ Excludes exchange adjustments.
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BRAZIL - SOCIAL INDICATORS DATA SHEET

BRAZIL REFERENCE GROUPS (WEIGHTED AVENCES

LAND AREA (THOUSAND So. KM.) - MOST RECENT ESTIMATE)
TOTAL 8512.0
AGRICULTURAL 2067.2 MOST RECENT MIDDLE INCGE MIDDLE INCOMF

1960 fj 1970 lb ESTIMATE A LATIN AMERICA & CARIBBEAN EUPOPE

GNP PER CAPITA (USS 320.0 570.0 1690.0 1562.9 2749.5

ENERGY CONSUMPTION PER CAPITA
(KILOGRAMS OF COAL EQUIVALENT) 332.0 474.0 794.0 1055.9 1641.4

POPULATION AND VITAL STATISTICS
POPULATION. MID-YEAR (MILLIONS) 71.5 95.2 119.5
URBAN POPULATION (PERCENT OF TOTAL) 46.1 55.9 63.3 63.4 53.9

POPULATION PROJECTIONS
POPULATION IN YEAR 2000 (MILLIONS) 201.0
STATIONARY POPULATION (MILLIONS) 345.0
YEAR STATIONARY POPULATION IS REACHED 2075

POPULATION DENSITY
PER SQ. 10. 8.0 11.0 14.0 28.1 77.2
PER SQ. EM. AGRICULTURAL LAND 44.0 49.0 58.0 81.7 129.5

POPULATION AGE STRUCTURE (PERCENT)
0-14 IRS. 43.6 42.6 41.7 41.4 30.6

15-64 TRS. 53.8 54.3 54.9 54.7 61.1
65 YRS. AND ABOVE 2.6 3.1 3.4 3.9 8.2

POPULATION GRWTH RATE (PERCENT)
TOTAL 3.0 2.9 2.8 2. 7 1.6
URBAN 5.5 4.8 4.5 4.1 3.3

CRUDE BIRTH RATE (PER THOUSAND) 40.0 38.0 36.0 34.8 22.8
CRUDE DEATH RATE (PER THOUSAND) 11.0 9.0 9.0 8.9 8.9
GROSS REPRODUCTION RATE 2.6 2.6 2.4 2.5 1.5
FAMILY PLANNING

ACCEPTORS, ANNUAL (THOUSANDS) .. 111.0 203.6
USERS (PERCENT OF MARRIED WOMEN) .. 1.6

FOOD AND NUTRITION
INDEX OF FOOD PRODUCTION

PER CAPITA (1969-71-100) 89.0 102.0 112.0 106.9 113.1

PER CAPITA SUPPLY OF
CALORIES (PERCENT OF

REQUIREMENTS) 101.0 104.0 107.2 107.4 125.3
PROTEINS (GRAMS PER DAT) 61.0 62.0 62.7 65.6 91.0

OF WHICH ANIMAL AND PULSE 34.0 34.0 35.1 33.7 39.6

CHILD (AGES 1-4) MORTALITY RATE 13.0 10.0 9.0 8.4 4.3

HEALTH
LIFE EXPECTANCY AT BIRTH (YEARS) 57.0 61.0 62.0 63.1 67.8
INFANT MORTALITY RATE (PER
THOUSAND) .. .. .. 66.5 55. 9

ACCESS TO SAFE WATER (PERCENT OF
POPULATION)

TOTAL .. 56.3 77.1 65.9
URBAN .. 77.7 88.8 80.4
RURAL .. 29.0 56.8 44.0

ACCESS TO EXCRETA DISPOSAL (PERCENT
OF POPULATION)

TOrAL .. 59.9 64.8 62.3
URBAN .. 86.1 83.7 79.4
RURAL .. 26.5 31.7 29.6

POPULATION PER PHYSICIAN 3600.0 1910.0 1700.0 1849.2 1030.1
POPULATION PER NURSING PERSON .. 3220.0 .. 1227.5 929.4
POPULATION PER HOSPITAL BED

TOTAL 309.0 262.0 253.0 480.3 289.7
URBAN .. ..

RURAL .. ..

ADMISSIONS PER HOSPITAL BED .. 18.0 .. 17.0

HOUSING
AVERAGE SIZE OF HOUSEHOLD

TOTAL 5.1 4.8 4.9
URBAN .. 4.6 4.7
RURAL .. 5.2 5.3

AVERAGE NUMBER OF PERSONS PER ROC
TOTAL .. 1.1
URBAN .. 1.0 .. -

RURAL .. 1.2

ACCESS TO ELECTRICITY (PERCENT
OF DWELLINGS)

TOTAL 38.7 47.6 63.0
URBAN -. 75.6 84.9
RURAL .. 8.4 19.2
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BRAZIL - SOCIAL INDICATORS DATA SHEET

BRAZIL REFERENCE GROUPS (WEIGHTED AVERAES
- MOST RECENT ESTIMATE) a

MOST RECENT MIDDLE INCOME MIDDLE INCOME
1960 /b 1970 / ESTIMATE /b LATIN AMERICA & CARIBBEAN EUROPE

EDUCATION
ADJUSTED ENROLLMENT RATIOS

PRIMARY: TOTAL 95.0 125.0 90.0/c 99.7 105.9
MALE 97.0 125.0 89. 61 101.0 109.3
FEMALE 93.0 125.0 90. 0/c 99.4 103.0

SECONDARY: TOTAL 11.0 26.0 24.0/c 34.4 64.0
MALE 11.0 26.0 22.0/c 33.5 71.1
FEMALE 10.0 26.0 26.0/c 34.7 56.9

VOCATIONAL ENROL. (% OF SECONDARY) 19.0 17.0 47.0/c 38.2 28.8

PUPIL-TEACHER RATIO
PRIMARY 33.0 28.0 22.0 30.5 29.4
SECONDARY 13.0 13.0 11.0 14.5 26.1

ADULT LITERACY RATE (PERCENT) 61.0 66.2 75.7 76.3

CONSUMPTION
PASSENGER CARS PER THOUSAND

POPULATION 7.0 25.0 52.4 43.0 84.6
RADIO RECEIVERS PER THOUSAND

POPULATION 66.0 124.0 155.0 245.3 192.2
TV RECEIVERS PER THOUSAND

POPULATION 17.0 64.0 93.0 84.2 118.5
NEWSPAPER ("DAILY GENERAL
INTEREST") CIRCULATION PER
THOUSAND POPULATION 54.0 37.0 39.0 63.3 93.0
CINEMA ANNUAL ATTENDANCE PER CAPITA 5.0 1. 9 2.6 . 5. 7

LABOR FORCE
TOTAL LABOR FORCE (THOUSANDS) 22872.9 30057.3 37704.7

FEMALE (PERCENT) 17.5 20.4 22.0 22.2 30.4
AGRICULTURE (PERCENT) 51.9 45.6 41.0 37.1 37.0
INDUSTRY (PERCENT) 14.8 18.3 22.0 23.5 29.3

PARTICIPATION RATE (PERCENT)
TOTAL 32.0 31.6 31.5 31. 5 40.9
MALE 52.7 50.3 49.5 48.9 55.9
FEMALE 11.2 12.8 13.6 14.0 26.2

ECONOMIC DEPENDENCY RATIO 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4

INCOME DISTRIBUTION
PERCENT OF PRIVATE INCOME
RECEIVED BY

HIGHEST 5 PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS .. ..
HIGHEST 20 PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS 60.0 63.5 62.0
LOWEST 20 PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS 3.8 3.2 2.8
LOWEST 40 PERCENT OF HOUSEHOLDS 10.8 9.0 9.4

POVERTY TARGET GROUPS
ESTIMATED ABSOLUTE POVERTY INCOME
LEVEL (US$ PER CAPITA)

URBAN .. ..
RURAL .. .. 150.0 190.8

ESTIMATED RELATIVE POVERTY INCOME
LEVEL (US$ PER CAPITA)
URBAN .- .. 465.0 474.0
RURAL .. .. 332.0 332.5 385.8

ESTIMATED POPULATION BELOW ABSOLUTE
POVERTY INCOME LEVEL (PERCENT)
URBAN .. ..
RURAL .. ..

Not available
Not applicable.

NOTES

/a The group averages for each indicator are population-weighted arithmetic means. Coverage of countries
among the indicators depends on availability of data and is not uniform.

/b Unless otherwise noted, data for 1960 refer to any year between 1959 and 1961; for 1970, between 1969
and 1971; and for Most Recent Estimate, between 1974 and 1978.

/c Beginning 1973 Drimary and secondary educations cover age groups 7-1.4 and 15-17 instead of 7-10 and 11-17
in earlier years; therefore most recent estimates are not comparable with earlier oata.

Most recent estimate of GNP per capita is for 1979, all other data are as of April, 1980.

October, 1980
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DEFINITIONS OF SOCIAL INDICATORS

S t h the d a: cr. f c rally judged the most authoritative and rlie, it shoud also be noted that they may not be inter-

Etattallt sotatahe aus are od e acofr snda d defi..tions ad concepts used by different co.trims i coilecthg hs data. The data are. none-

h e f t r asribe orders of magnitude, Indicate trends, and characterin tertin major differences between cun .

nn d (2) a c ... - group i t somewhat higher average I c m haC the country aesop

oft subjefe ct rocupttarY ( pt for api tryal grius Oil heport .s.. goup here "Middle ccome North Afioa end Middle -ast isthosen hecee of sta.sgsb

scith-cultct ..u.ty les)p. the afrs:ct grup dat the a re populaton weigttos arithmetic means for each indicator and shown only ohem at

stolul at tnit . a hes data for Chat Indicatmr. Since the coverage of iontrlem among the lodicators depends on the avalability of

data d is a t utufom cai gr he- enr ed 1n r.lating averages of one itdicetor toaoather. :hese averagee are only useful in comparing the value

of one indicator at a time among the country and reference groups.

I ttc ouhationper fhystctan -rop ation divided by numer or proacticing phy-
LAND EA toual s r i em) - Ichans qualified from a medical aschool at university level.

7o7al- Ital surf.ae ar. cop riing land area and inlandwlyer p Poncletion per turuine fereon - Populatim divided by smber of prautioleg

t ur crcpa. pastures, market and kitchen gardens om to li fallow; 1977 data. l and female graduate nurses, practical nurses, and aseistant nurmes.

POsulatimn aet Hs ital BEd - total. urba.n and rural - Population (total.

'! PP CAPITA (US) - GNP pe capita estimate& at CUerest market prIces. -ul- urban, and rural) divided by their respectve nuebe sf hoestal beds

uclassa by same conoersta me.h d as World Isn" Atlas (1977-79 beasts) 1960, &1a e n pablo end pots gses an ie s espitel ted-

.970, ua 1979 data. bebilitetien' cete. de 'it bese .etab4L:Vh"64its permaenetly staiffd

by at least one physician. fEtebilebmets pesnidieg pnciplly n.'tedia,

1NEY CO9SUMPTION PER CAPITA - Annual consumptien of aesriel energy (noel care are 05t included. Rural hospitals, however, include heith end mdil

aId and hyoo- nuclear and geothermal elec- ceter not permanen staffed y physiia ( by edicl i

tricityf 10 tlgmeccolqovltproata 01970,ad1P care idti 5.ot) which offer le-paniset aooodation and previdea
-iyi kilogram f coa equvalent per capita; 1960, 190, ad 1978 u etidf apo ub ns -

due, 
limited range of medical faohhtlee. Pe r statietical Purpoes urban beepi-

tale Locluds WHOs principal geesral and speri.lIed hospitals, sad rural

hos itals looai or tural hospitals and medial and matermity centere.
A.EATO AND -- ,AL L;TSTC m pp'. - Toa nuber of' adi.so to or diuchargs

lotul ycn.Atlo, Od-Moor (illtons) - Au of .tuly 1; I960, 1970. and 1973 Adminsions per oepital ed - Cotel oumbe ofamsim e 0dett

cata. from hospitals dioided by the tumber of beds.

rbn ooclatot (perteotuf Icea) - Ratio of urban to total population;

1ff oreot doftitti of urn areas eay affect comparability of daig OSUSING

coo ...antleia. ...hI. 0970, nd a9dta. Avrg iie ofhousehold oens tnhahld - total. uban. and comal-
lalon fouent one , , A household coentte of a grouap of individuals who share living quarters

ulO 1 omr 701 - Carent population projections are based on 1980 and their main mals. A boarder or lodger may or may not be inlUded in

cotal population by age and oex and their mortality ad fertility rates, the household for statistical aurpoe.

1r -ct-oc perameters for mortality rates comprise of three levels as.m- Average number f ersone ter roon- tonn , u s asd rural - Average

og It seepectanty at birnh increasing ih coantey's per tepita incons her of orson pee room c all urba, and rural ocupid conboeternp

10001 and female life .xpectanhy etehiliing et 77. yeers. The pars- dwellings, respectively. Dwellings exclude no-permanent structures aed

erers for fertility rate also have three levels assuming decline in unontupied parts.

fertility according to income level and past family planning performance. Acoem to Electric ty (oercent of dwellines) - total urban. aed runal

lach co.try is then assigned one of tses nine tombisatione of merisllty Cooenional dwellings with electricity in living quarters as pentage

And fertility trends for projection purposes. of total. urban., and rural dwellings respectively.

Stationary population - Dna stationary population there is to growth since

the tint ruts Is oqaal nm the death rate, and also the agestututr r- EDUCATION

e.cns conetant. This is achieved only after fertility rates decline to adjusted Erolltent atios

lte replacement level of ci net reproduction rate, when eah generation PrImary scheol - total, male and f-ale-Gross m f es

ooso replaeos itself exactly. The stationary population slee se pugnrolleeto of heypective

shibated on Ohn basis of the projected oharacterlenics of the population primary sihool-egu populatOne; esemally nclude. ohlldee agnd 6

in che year 2000, and the rate of declie of fertility eat to replace- years hot adjusted f or diffeaet lengths of primary education. for

ont nel. countries ih universal edation enrollment may excned 100 percent

Yet tationary popalation is reached - The year when stationary population sine some pupils are below or above the official school age.

rlhs onemachbed. 
"Etodar sohool tot~a l mle ed mleC, aeda hs; seds

Pari tl h es b.it' 
oducethon requires at lseat four years of approved primary intruction

Pop t o. 'am. -id-year population per square kilometer (100 hectares) of provides goeral. vocationalta t h ai in t tioe f pai

total ana 
usually of 11 no 17 years of uge; correspondsnce courses are generally

See s. 'am. icultural land - Computed as above for agricultural land .xluded.

oy. . nma ett f a r i titution.

Popula:10n Age Structure (prcent) - Children (0-14 years), working-age (15- oclade teohnita, loduotnial, or other progr i

64 ears asd retired (h5 peers aed over) as percentages of mid-year popu- dently or as departments of secondary institutions.

lesion; 9h, 190, and 190 data. 
i edtal students enrel

iopulathoo rowth Rare (percent) - total - .1neal growth rate of total mid- primary and secondary levels d yy.... ho f .. auh in he

earoplatiOs for 190-60, 190-, and 190-78. corresponding level.te adults (able to
Soulatlot roth ate (percent) -urbas- Annual growth rates of urban popu- Adult lireey rate (ercent - L tert ad fb y ea d e.

lationo for 1950-60, 196P-7O, and 1970-Pg. as a percentag o tol a p aged 1 yrs o over.

Crude 3irth ats (er thouand) - Annual live births per thousand of mid-year

coplotas; ~h, 170 end 1979 data.COM1TO
rOp Death Oat 9ousnadj I- A deaths per thousand of mid-year OSMnI Care (r thous aseng cas tea eter

population; I9hO, 1970, aed 1909 data, care seating las than ei
Gross rtrodction Rate - Average number of daughters a womean will bear in niitary vehicles.

co normal reproductive period if she experionces present age-epecifio t5C- RadIo Receivere (er toand poulatier) - Alype o

otilty ratee; uually five-year averages ondieg in 1960, 1970, and 1977. broad cast to gsneral public per thouand Of population; emou ai-

FoIuly lanice- Acceptors, Aodual Aoaal number of acceptors crned rscehvers ocotrie and 10 yeses n egieratie o ade nst

os ucth-cootrul devices coder auspices of tatlenel family planning program. as In effect; data for recant yars may fo e tmpa iu

soily lAino - arer (percn of maried omeon - Perantage of married countyrye abolisne lIbcecm.ara dcat

uonev of child-bearina ago (10-44 years) oho as birth-control devices to TV ecehove (pr thaoand oulation - eeulcn TV receiers tobedmt5

a1ll :orrlad comen io sums age groap. genoral pcblic per rhousso populailTn selude s unic nT rfecier
Incountrieand nbl ears henegistati of T

OOD A0D ,UTlT1 Seospaper Clrculattoo pet hoaed poplatlon) - Shoes the averagel

nodex f od ? oductioo ter Coita (969-71.100) - :odex of er capita ounuel '-tio uf "daily geosral Icterast neuepmper , defiue ma is didl abd

production of all food coenoditlee. Productioe eaclhdss seed aid feed aod lication devoted priemrily im rncording genetel tns. I scsiee

suoroclenldar year besia. Coendiies cuver primary goods (e.g. susartans 00 ha 'daily" If It appears at least foor times a week.

Itend of sugar) which aro odible and cootato natrionre (e.g. coffee and Clooe Anual Attendance per Capita per Y ar - ased on th roumbar o

teo are eocluded(. Aggregate production of each couetry is based Ot tikene sold duriog the yeer. Inclcdieg udisione odiei is

tetional aoerage producer prhos ceights; 19b1-h5, 1970, and 197c data. und nobilo colts.

Ler7capitaepply of c _lorles (erent of reiremeeta) - Computed from
oeegy ncucovalett of net food auppliem available it oouniry pee oapitu LAO OCEtnldn

pa r lay. voailable supplies compeisa domestic prodction. imperte lens Tord Lbororo (hocnde) - hcooomtcally active persoosn tdg

txportu, and changes hr stood. get supplies eclude animal feed, seeds, armed tortes and onemploced but ercludieg hoosewveev 6ne .

_ uoDtities uadli food prouesier, nd losees In dietribotion. Reqaire- Iofloitlone It ous cotres are tot comp etse; ,as 10 e

,entsurroestlmated hy PAl h -sed on physioiegital needs for comal ati- 17 deta. t

oIty uno health uctnidoriog environmental tempecatune body ooights, age ynmale r ercnt) -fealo labor torce us percentage of t it conidr ed

1 d e d rstoibutio of population, and allowing 10 pumsmt for rste at a dioulture (ooreot-Lahot forte it fartig fores t, bnt ad .

Iouehold level; I96I-6w , 19700 and 1907 data. flnhiog an penrotage of total labor force, 190 10 Ian 193 dn

er apita suoply of proten (rete per day) - Protein coetent of per oaptta jnduatry (ercent) - Lahot forte In mining. construis enud otrine a9d
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(BRAZIL) ECONOIMIC IND2CATOR8

Amount Annual Groeth Rates (1.)

(millioe us at projected

IndicatOr current prce AOcc.79 190.9
1979ics 1973 1974 1975 1976 977 1978 1979 0 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

NATONAI. ACCOUNTS 4 g 6 8 -.3 ;.3
Gross domestic product /* 204 476 U.9 9.8 5.7 .9

A 5;r icotr- 19 314 3.5 8.5 3.4 4.2 9.6 .1.7 3.2 9.1 30 4.2 4.2 4.2 -
rcultur 65.08 15.8 9.9 6.2 10.7 3.9 8.1 6.9 8.3 4.0 5.0 6.0 5.0 c.7

Services 86.970 14.4 9.9 5.7 8.5 4.5 5.7 6.5 9.7 4.7 5.0 5.6 5.0 5.

tncuOptiOn 163,334 11.5 10.6 1.3 10.5 5.5 4.4 6.1 3.5 4.4 4.4 5.3 5.i

ro- lnvestment 46.176 23.2 16.3 13.9 3.4 .0.6 9.4 .3 6.7 4*7 4.9 3.3 3 7.c

7xcpor t of CNFS ' 16.714 14.3 2.3 11.6 -0.3 .0.4 17.8 7. 15.0 10.1 9.3 9.9 0. , >.3

mport, of GNFSz/ 21.748 20.4 28.5 -4.5 -1.2 -7.6 9.5 7.3 4.0 7.3 4.2 4.3 .o 4.3

,roe. -ctonal savings 22.0 21.4 -12.6 2.7 1.1 11.2 4.4 9.5 5.6 5.1 7.6 9.2 13

PR ICES
GDOP deflator 218.5 289.6 410.9 584.2 809.2 1.229.6 .. ..._

Nchang. rate 6.8 8.1 10.7 14.1 18.1 27.0 53.5 -

Shar* of GDP at Market Price* (1) Average Annual Increase (1

(at current prices) / (at constant 1970 price*I
1965 1970 197, 41980 1985- . 1990 1965-70 1970-75 1975-80 1980-85 1985-90

Gross domestic product 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0. 100.0 7.7 10.6 6.9 5.4 5.8

Aricutture 13.2 8.2 8.7 9.4 5.8 5.5 1.9 5.7 4.7 4.7 42

ndUstry 27.1 29.1 32.6 31.5 31.5 31.7 9.2 11.6 7.6 5.5 (.0

0erviceas 42.9 43.0 41.3 42.9 43.0 43.0 8.0 10.7 6.8 5.3 5.8

Consumption 75.9 76.9 78.6 79.0 71.5 69.4 7.7 9.8 7.0 4.9 5.1
3m.. 1nvetmet 22.0 23.5 25.4 22.6 25.0 25.0 9.4 14.6 5.6 5.4 5.8

Enports GOS 7.4 6.6 7.4 7.8 8.5 10.5 8.2 11.2 7.9 10.1 9

I.prts GNFS 5.3 7.0 11.4 9.4 4.9 4.9 14.5 17.2 2.5 4.9 4.1

Gro. nacionel savings 22.3 22.7 24.7 26.3 25.5 12.0 6.7 6.8 9.0

As of G
1970 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

7UBUIC 1INANCE
1urrcent reoenue, 16.6 19.8 20.7 21.6 21.3 20.0

Current expenditures 14.4 1-.8 16.4 17.0 17.4 17.6
Surplus (+) or deficit (-5 2.2 4.0 4.3 4.6 3.9 3.2

Capital expenditure 2.6 3.8 5.4 5.2 4.7 3.9

Fotei.n financing 0.4 -0.2 1.1 .6 .8 .7

1965-70 1970-75 1975-79 1980-85 1985-90

OTHER DICATORS
C1T 9roewth rate M 7.7 10.7 5.6 5.4 6.0
;IP per capita growth race (7) 4.6 7.7 3.0 2.7 3.3
Energy consumption growth rate (1) 7.2 1.3 6.5

CR 2.9 3.0 3.9 4.3 4.4

Marginai savings race 20.5 25.7 22.7 31.0 32.7

:mport el&Sticitv 2.2 1.6 3.3 0.9 0.71

'c At market priceS; components arc expressed at factor cost and vill not odd due to eclusion of
nec indirect taxes and subsidies.
? 7rojected years at constant prices.

As calculated from the Brazilian national accounts data.

March 17, 1981



A TTA CHMENT '3B
Population 122.9 (mi d-1979) ___________'_

GNP Per Capita: US$1 690 (1979) - 53

(BRAZIL) - EXTERNAL TRADE

Amount Annual Growth Rates (.)

(million US$ at (t constant 1970 prices)

Indicator current prices--,- ActualPretd
1979 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 197P 1979 1980v 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

EXTERNAL TRADEi

Merchandise exports 15,244 11.7 -2.0 23.9 6.4 3.8 4.4 4.4 21.2 10.3 9.5 10.1 10,8 11.1

Primary 9,080 5.3 -12.9 30.7 8.2 -5.9 ..2.3 -2.9 20.4 6.6 4.9 r.5 6.4 6.4

Others 6,164 34.7 24.7 0.0 0.0 28.6 18.7 17,5 22.5 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16,0

Merchandise imports 17,961 11.4 49.9 -15.0 -3.7 -13.5 2.5 7.2 1.4 7.2 4,2 4,5 4.5 4,5

Food 1,710 .30.3 -28.2 9.2 39.4 -22.7 52.8 17.3 13.2 26.1 6.5 6.7 6.5 6,7

Petroleum 6,697 15.6 6.8 -3.8 14.5 -1.1 5.8 12.1 -9.8 -5.8 0,0 -3.0 -3.0 -3.0

Machinery and eouipment 3,332 3.4 15.3 9.8 -9.5 -20.9 0.0 -8.0 6.4 12.2 5.1 6,1 6.1 6.9

Other 6,222 41.9 110.8 -30.6 -7.8 -8.4 -5.3 13.9 -2.2 3,6 4.4 4.4 47 4.7

PRICES

Export price index 145 196 176 192 226 228 266 290 328 358 388 421 455

Import price index 157 213 242 255 286 317 389 431 553 582 608 631 667

Terms of trade index 92 92 72 75 79 71 68 67 9 61 64 66 68

Composition of Merchandise Trade (%) Average Annual, Increase (.)

(at curr iit prices) (at constant 1970 prices)

1970 1975 1980 1985 1965-70 1970-75 1975-80 1980-85

Exports 100,0 100.0 100.0 100.0 7,8 11.9 5.8 10,4

Primary 87,0 73,0 58.0 51,0 73 8,3 L. 5.9

Manufactures 13.0' 27,0 42.0 49,0 7.9 28.2 18.2 16,0

Imports 100,0 100.0 100.0 100,0 10.0 17.6 -1.4 5.0

Food 14.9 5.4 8.5 8.5 -'08 -6.7 17.5 9.8

Petroleum 11.4 25.3 44.5 39,5 9.3 7.6 4.3 -3,0

Machinery and enuipment 36,2 32.1 19.0 22,5 22.1 15.2 -7.5 7.2

Others 37,5 37.2 28.0 29.5 8.3 28.4 -1.9 43

Share of Trade with Share of Trade with Share of Trade with

Industrial Countries (7) Developing Countries (%) Capital Surplus Oil Exporters ()

1970 1975 1979 1970 1975 1979 1970 1975 9 1979

DTECTION O'F TRADE

Exports 80,8 69,8 68.6 17,7 22,2 26,2 1,5 8,0 5.2

Imports 80.2 69.7 50.4 13.8 9,0 17,6 6.0 21,3 32,0

a/ Preliminary

b/ Each category of imports was deflated at 1970 prices using

the price indexes elaborated by the Bank's Cormodity and

Export Division. The growth ratas for every category of

imports as well as for tlie total vere calculated using these

deflated values. The sane methodology was used for exports.
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(BRAZIL) - BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, EXTERNAL CAPITAL AND DEBT
(millions US$ at current prices)

Indicator Actual Projected
97-0 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 _980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

Exports of goods and services 3,117 10,117 11,450 13,705 14,676 17,975 21,832 26,855 32,077 38,281 145,835 '4,884
Of which Merchandise f.o.b. 2,739 8,670 10,128 12,120 12,659 15.244 20,132 24,620 29,431 35,195 42,244 50,697

Imports of goods and services 3,700 16 819 17,468 17,743 20,762 27,749 34,161 38, 644 43,498 48,255 52,990 58,475

Of which Merchandise f.o.b. 2,507 12,210 12,383 12,023 13,863 17,961 22,961 26,032 28,570 31,137 33,834 37,490

Net transfers 21 2 1 - 71 17 150 41 50 50 50 50

Current account balance 562 -6,700 -6,017 -4,038 -6,015 -9,757 -12,179 -11,748 -11,371 -9,923 -7,104 -3,541

Private direct investment 132 892 959 810 1,071 1,505 1,202 1,736 1,967 2,226 2,513 2,832

MIT (net) 767 3,963 5,033 4,630 8,845 5,122 5,451 11,991 11,585 10,370 7,910 5,098
Traditional Source 137 619 717 940 988 515 1,011 1,415 1,718 2,005 1,923 1,790

Financial Credits 630 3,344 4,316 3.690 7.857 4,607 4,440 10,576 9,867 8,365 5,987 3,308
Brazil loans abroad (net) - -203 -248 -267 -357 -596 568 -1,082 -1,442 -1,918 -2,521 -3,336
Other capital net of error and
omissions 208 1,098 1,465 -506 718 508 1,459 1 -

Change in reserve -545 950 -1,192 -630 -4,262 3.218 3,499 -897 -739 -7S4 -798 -1,052

International reserves.d/ 1,186 4,036 6,544 7,256 11,894 9,688 6,911 7,808 8,547 9,301 10,099 11,151

Of which: Gold 45 56 56 64 68 722
Reserves as months imports GNFS 4.7 3.3 5.3 5.9 8.5 5.3 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.9

EXFERNAL CAPIAT, AND DE,3.

Gross Disbursements 882 6,912 8,076 9,242 14,927 12,181 15,167 19,441 20,099 19,691 19,515 18,311
Official grants - - - - - - - - - -
Concessional loans 151 102 95 37 59 48 58 47 28 7 3 2

DAC 90 87 82 28 44 21 34 33 21 6 3 2
OPEC - - - - 2 12 17 10 6 1 - -
IDA - - -- ---
Other 61 15 13 9 13 15 7 4 1 - - -

Non-Concessional Loans 731 6,810 7,981 9,205 14,868 12,133 15,109 19,394 20,071 19,684 19,512 18,309
Official Export Credits 55 311 310 153 419 359 822 1,003 1,191 1,387 1,505 1,555
IBRD 73 ?50 173 299 275 302 380 557 755 936 1,069 1,115
Other Multilateral 47 119 112 92 137 706 202 259 310 349 371 399
Private 617 6,130 7,386 8,661 14,037 11,266 13,705 17,573 17,815 17,012 16,568 15,240

External debt
Debt outstanding and
disbursed 3,227 23.200 28,344 34,440 46,309 50,956 56,407 68,398 79,983 90,353 98,263 103,361

Public 3,227 13,608 17,211 21,434 30,157 35,092 40,049 49,931 59,188 67,765 74,680 80,622
Private non-guaranteed na. 9,592 11,133 13.006 16.152 15,864 16, 58 18, 467 20,795 22,588 23,583 22,739

Undisbursed debt 1,454 3,761 6,618 8,289 10.085 12430 7,433 7,369 7,381 7,313 7,552 7,993

Debt service

Total service payments.A/ 907 3,670 4,797 6,163 8,017 10,485 12,986 13,298 15,713 17,622 20,674 22,607
Interest (net) 234 1498 1,809 2,103 2,694 4,104 6,004 6,980 8,673 10,193 11,499 12,521

Payments as % exports GNFS 29,6 37.6 43.0 46.2 57.2 62.7 61.0 51.1 50.7 47.6 46.7 42.8

Average interest rate on

new guaranteed loans (R) 8.7 7,6 8,3 9.9 11.2
Offic4al 8.0 7.9 8.0 7.5 8.3
Private source 8.9 7.5 8.4 10.2 11,6

Average maturity of
new guaranteed loans (years) 9.0 11.2 9,9 10.0 11,5

Off cial 18.4 16,3 16.4 14.4 14.1
Private source 6.9 9.2 8.7 9.4 11,1

As % of Debt Outstanding
December 1979

Maturity structure of public debt outstanding
Maturities due within 5 years 12.4

Maturities due withir 10 years 40.7

Interest structure of debt outstanding

Interest due within first year n.a.

a/ Net of interest on foreign exchange reserves and interest and amortiration of Brazilian loans abroad.

b/ Public debt only through 1979.
March 17, 1981

c/ Preliminary

d/ Including gold and dollar valuation adjustments.
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ATTACHMENT 3D

DETAIL OF EXPORT AND IMPORT PROJECTIONS

(Current US$ Million)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1990

Exports

Coffee 2,773 2,574 2,655 2,986 3,371 3,795 6,365

Sugar 1,288 904 1,222 1,339 1,465 1,605 1,493

Soybeans and
soy products 1,843 3,321 3,883 4,802 6,059 7,831 11,356

Other agricultural
products 1,794 2,012 2,240 2,458 2,732 3,085 5,761

Iron ore 1,557 2,065 2,343 2,731 3,174 3,653 6,332

Other non-ferrous
minerals 157 175 197 217 240 253 248

Semi-processed goods 2,026 2,637 3,259 3,802 4,379 4,818 11,967

Manufactured goods 8,408 10,633 13,318 16,533 20,483 25,302 68,346

Other goods 286 300 315 329 342 356 298

Total 20,132 24,621 29,432 35,197 42,245 50,698 112,166

Imports

Food 1,240 1,720 2,107 2,423 2,787 3,205 5,975

Other consumer goods 1,355 1,443 1,567 1,689 1,816 1,948 1,392

Petroleum 10,210 10,982 12,255 13,053 13,902 14,806 39,087

Intermediate goods 5,804 6,432 6,442 6,926 7,338 8,449 13,330

Capital goods 4,392 5,457 6,200 7,046 7,991 9,082 13,330

Total 22,961 26,034 28,571 31,137 33,834 37,490 73,486

March 5, 1981
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Assumptions for Balance-of-Payments Projections (Base Run)

Exports. Overall annual export growth during the 1981-85
period is projected at slightly more than 10%. This is marginally
higher than the 9% annual average achieved during the 1970s. The
assumptions which underlie these projections are outlined below.

Manufactured exports are projected to grow at 16% annually
in real terms, down from the more than 20% average increases of the
past decade. This continued dynamic performance is based on the
diversity both of Brazil's manufactured exports and its external
markets, as well as its relatively small share of total world exports
(slightly more than 1% in 1980). These factors should help facilitate
continued rapid expansion even with potentially slower world growth.

Combined soybean and soy product exports would grow at
about 12% in real terms, recovering from two poor harvests in 1978 and
1979. A less optimistic scenario under which exports of soybeans and
soy products grow by only half of the-projected rate would reduce
merchandise export revenues by about 4% in 1985.

After reaching about 16 million bags in 1980, an increase
of 34% over 1979, coffee exports are projected to grow at a 3% annual
rate during the first half of the decade. This would result in 1985
exports still well below the 20 million bag annual levels achieved
during the early 1970s,

Sugar exports would remain constant at about 2 millions tons,
reflecting, in part, the increased use of sugarcane for the fuel
alcohol program. Other agricultural exports, which include cotton,
cacao, tobacco, and wool, are projected to grow at a combined rate of
3.5% annually.

Iron ore exports, which rebounded in 1979 and 1980 after
several disappointing years, are projected to grow at about 5% per
year. Manganese exports rise at an annual rate of 3-4%, and foreign
sales of other minerals decline slightly over the period.

Exports of semi-processed goods, which include items such
as sawn wood, cocoa butter and pig iron, grew at about 12% annually
during the 1970s. This rate is expected to decline to about 8%
between 1981 and 1985.

Imports. It is assumed that efforts to restrain imports
will continue, resulting in a small trade surplus by 1982 and
widening thereafter. Imports as a proportion of GDP would decline
slightly over the period but remain well above the compressed levels
of 1977 and 1978.
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Petroleum imports, which averaged about 930 thousand b/d
in 1980, down from 1,030 thousand b/d in 1979, would fall to about
800 thousand b/d by 1985 as a result of domestic energy substitution
and conservation efforts. This projection is well above the Brazilian
official projection of 500 thousand b/d in 1985. The total petroleum
import bill would rise from $10.2 billion in 1980 to nearly $15 billion
by 1985, although petroleum's share of total imports would decline from
44% to 39% over this period.

Other projections assume continued import substitution in
intermediate goods, an increase in food consumption in line with
income growth and historic elasticities, no real increase in other
consumer goods imports, and growth of capital goods imports at a rate
slightly higher than that of GDP. The principal import products with
assumed average annual growth rates in parenthesis are as follows:
wheat (10%), non-food consumer goods (0.7%), steel (-11%), fertilizers
(-8%), rubber (6%), paper (-4%), chemicals (6%), machinery (8%), and
transport equipment (5%).

Non-factor services. Trade-in non-factor services, primarily
transport and travel, is expected to continue historical patterns.
Exports would continue a real growth of about 6% per year, while non-
factor service imports would increase in line with the volume of
merchandise imports; during the 1970s, non-factor service imports were
about one-quarter of the value of non-petroleum imports, and the pro-
jection assumes this relation will be maintained. The non-factor service deficit
is thus expected to go from $1.7 billion in 1980 to over $3 billion in

1985. In the past, non-factor service imports have proven difficult to
constrain. Additional controls are unlikely over the next five years,
although renewed attempts to stem Brazilian tourism expenditures abroad
are not ruled out.

Factor payments abroad. Payments to foreign factors of
production, particularly interest on external debt, will continue
to be extremely important in the balance of payments. In 1980, net
factor payments were almost $8 billion and are expected to rise to
$13.7 billion by 1985. It is assumed that Brazil will pay an interest
rate on financial credits averaging 1.5% over LIBOR, while earning an
average of 1.5% under LIBOR on foreign reserves. LIBOR itself is
projected to fall to 13% in the early 1980s.

Capital account. Reserve levels are.now close to three months
import equivalent. It is assumed that they will remain at this level
throughout the period. The rate of direct foreign investment in Brazil,
net of overseas investment by Brazilians, is not expected to change
dramatically over the next five years. The projections assume it will
remain constant as a share of GDP. Brazilian lending abroad, primarily
for the purpose of financing manufactured exports, has been increasing
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rapidly in recent years. In 1979 it amounted to about 10% of the

value of manufactured exports. It is assumed that as Brazil increases

its still very small share of the world market for manufactures, it
will have to increase the proportion of exports which received
financing. Accordingly, gross export financing has been projected to

rise to about 18% of manufactured exports by 1985.
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BRAZIL

ECONOMIC AND SECTOR WORK PROGRAM, FY81-83

1. Economic and sector work form the basis for the Bank's close

ongoing dialogue with the Brazilian Government on the country's economic

policies and prospects. This work will be particularly important over

the next few years because of both the critical nature of short-term eco-

nomic policy developments and the prospective increases in the size and

scope of Bank lending to Brazil. The planned economic and sector missions

will provide important insights which will assist the Bank in meeting

its overall objectives and help focus policy makers' attention on some

critical issues related to the future evolution of the Brazilian economy.

2. Recent work on Brazil has already begun to examine some of these

issues. It has included: a survey of the capital goods industry; a work-

ing paper on the distribution of income; a special study of human resources;

an economic survey of the Northwest region to assess its development poten-

tial and to evaluate government programs; an analysis of the Brazilian

financial system and its overall macroeconomic impact, particularly the

effects of subsidized credits; and a review and evaluation of agricultural

policies.

3. Energy is one of the most critical issues facing Brazil. The

country's vulnerability to external petroleum developments and the impor-

tance of secure and expanding energy supplies to its future economic well-
being are widely known facts. An energy report, currently being finalized,

analyzes upcoming needs and alternative sources of supply and provides

a framework for ongoing discussions with the Brazilian Government. This

sector offers considerable potential for mutually beneficial cooperation

in light of the Bank's heightened interest in energy related activities

and possible additional resources for financing such projects.

4. The latest economic memorandum, now being processed for grey cover,

reviews recent macroeconomic policies and developments, and scrutinizes the

quality of economic management under the Figueiredo Government, particularly

since the ascension of the new Planning Minister in August 1979. In view

of the continuing economic difficulties, more frequent BTOR economic updates

will be prepared and an economic mission during the first half of FY82

will obtain the background information for a new economic memorandum.

5. Two additional points should be made concerning the economic and

sector work program. First, staff constraints will make it extremely difficult

to achieve this program according to the proposed schedule and virtually

impossible to bring forward some important work, such as the tax incidence

study, desirable as that would be. The total manpower requirements for

regionally-managed economic and sector work in FY82 (401 staffweeks) are 15%

above those of FY81 (347 staffweeks). This expanded work program mainly

results from the heightened need to monitor short-term policy developments.
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However, the estimated input of country economists to the proposed FY82

economic and sector work program, 167 staffweeks, represents more work than

can be handled by the present staff of three country economists. Accordingly,

if the work program proposed for FY82 is to be maintained, an additional

country economist will be required in the Brazil Division.

6. Second, the determination of priorities and resource commitments

for DPS research and economic and sector work on Brazil have not been fully

coordinated in the past. Although considerable progress has been made in

this regard, greater efforts will need to be made in the future to ensure that

both DPS research and ESW conforms to country priorities and operational needs.

Toward this end, it has been proposed by the Region, and agreed by the DPS,

that a joint review of our priorities and resources availabilities, based on

the program presented here, be initiated shortly. This type of joint review

should become a regular feature of ESW and research programming.

7. A summary of the principal economic and sector work proposed for

the FY82-83 period is shown on the following pages. Manpower requirements

are given in a separate table. The program differs slightly from that in

the most recent Indicative Statement (December 12, 1980): the study on state

and local finances has been shifted from FY81 to FY82 because of staff con-

straints, and a study on internal migration has been added in FY83. This

latter study is included because of the importance of migration for rural and

urban development patterns and their implications for the Bank's lending

strategy in Brazil.
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SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL ECONOMIC AND SECTOR STUDIES, FY82-83

I. Regionally Managed Work

PUBLIC FINANCE

Task: Public Sector Investment Survey

Staffweeks Required: 5 (FY81), 50 (FY82), 25 (FY83)

Description: The lack of a consolidated public sector spending

and investment program has been an important
impediment to economic management and a subject

for some time in our dialogue with the Government.
The study would build upon work begun during
FY80-81 and would also incorporate the relevant

findings of the work on tax incidence (FY82-83) and
those of the planned surveys on education, health,

transport, and urban sectors (FY81-83). It would

review future government spending plans and prior-

ities, including sources of funds, and analyze the

effectiveness of the planning and budgeting process
with particular attention to progress in rectifying

institutional problems that have impeded control

over the budgets of the autarkies and state enter-

prises (which account for the bulk of public sector

investment). The work schedule for FY8-2-83 is

still tentative, and its realization will depend
upon further progress by the Government in the

elaboration of a consolidated, multi-year investment

program.

Task: State-Local Finances

Staffweeks Required: 64 (FY82)

Description: State and local governments, particularly in poorer

regions, are experiencing difficulties in financing
services for which they bear legal responsibility.
Many are unable to cover their current expenditures

from their own resources and all but a few are

heavily dependent on transfers from the Federal

Government. This study would investigate the basic

causes and implications for public sector resource

allocation of this fiscal imbalance. Emphasis
would be placed on the financing of education,

health and transportation -- sectors in which a

shortage of local counterpart funds has frequently

impeded the timely implementation of Bank-financed

projects.
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Task: Tax Incidence

Staffweeks Required: 4 (FY82), 36 (FY83)

Description: The Brazilian tax structure is characterized

by a large number of fiscal incentives, poor
tax administration, and heavy reliance on

indirect taxes. Little is known regarding
the net impacts of these features on resource
mobilization and allocation and the distribu-
tion of the tax burden among income classes,

economic sectors and regions. This study
would quantitatively measure tax incidence

with a view to recommending ways to improve

the equity, neutrality and resource mobilizing

capacity of the national tax system in line

with structural adjustment objectives. It

would be carried out in collaboration with

the IMF and Brazilian institutions (principally
the Institute for Economic and Social Planning
- INPES) having experience in this field.

AGRICULTURE

Task: Tree Crops Survey

Staffweeks Required: 18 (FY82)

Description: Current Bank involvement with projects in the

Amazon and pre-Amazon regions (i.e., Northwest
Integrated Development, Amazonas Rural Development

and Maranhao Rural Development) has indicated the
potential of agricultural development based on
tree crops like cocoa, rubber and oil palm. Such

crops, in contrast to most annuals, are ecologically
suitable for the regions in question and offer a

sustainable-source of income and employment for the

population. This study would emphasize government
policies, including production targets, pricing

and special credit lines, in respect to selected

tree crops. The findings of this study would
provide inputs to the economic evaluation of

projects in areas where the role of the selected
crops is predominant and would complement our
ongoing work on policy analysis.
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Task: Northeast Region Agricultural Studies

Staffweeks Required: 83 (FY81), 9 (FY82), 40 (FY83)

Description: Although the Bank has played a significant
role in the past (and will continue to do

so in the future) in financing rural develop-

ment in the Northeast, little sector work

has been carried out on this topic since

1975. The first of this series, now underway,
is investigating general socioeconomic trends

and policies since 1975, with an emphasis

on the progress of the POLONORDESTE program.
Subsequent work will concentrate on specific

problem areas identified through the first

study in the series.

Task: Selected Agricultural Policies and Programs

Staffweeks Required: 32 (FY83)

Description: The precise nature of this work has not yet been

defined. However, several issues have been

identified through ongoing project work and through
sector work carried out in FY81 on agricultural
policies, energy resources and financial markets.

These topics, which could be organized as separate

informal studies, include: an analysis of issues

related to national agricultural planning (the

efficacy of institutions and mechanisms), energy-
substituting crops (including the possibilities of

using vegetable oils as fuels and the possible

trade-offs with production of food crops) and rural

credit markets (the nature of delivery systems and

the economic impact of interest subsidies). The

manpower input listed above is our current estimate

of what will be needed to carry out studies on

all three of the proposed topics.

INDUSTRY AND TRADE

Task: Trade Policies Review

Staffweeks Required: 10 (FY81), 44 (FY82)

Description: Trade policies have played a key role in the

recent evolution of the Brazilian economy,
with export promotion and import restraints
being the primary mechanisms with which the

Government has confronted the balance-of-

payments problem. Trade protection is now
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very high and uneven across sectors and,

along with the exchange rate and incentive

policies in recent years, does not appear

conducive to longer term industrial competi-

tiveness and sustained export expansion.
The proposed review would analyze exchange

rate policies, tariff and non-tariff barriers,

and related fiscal and credit incentives

in the context of the need for medium-term

structural adjustment of the industrial sector.

This study, which would also draw upon the

work and expertise of the Brazilian Center

for Foreign Trade Studies, parallels and
complements the recently completed review

of pricing and other policies affecting agri-

culture and the proposed study of the tax

structure.

EDUCATION

Task: Sector Survey

Staffweeks Required: 12 (FY81), 54 (FY82), 30 (FY83)

Description: Given this sector's considerable needs and

potential benefits, a larger Bank lending

program may be possible. Sector work is

therefore planned to proceed, over the FY81-

83 period, in four areas which require closer

analysis: (1) basic education for the urban

poor (to assemble and analyze existing data);

(2) industrial-commercial training (to gather

information on the supply of middle-level

manpower and on the functioning of the labor

market at this level); (3) agricultural training

(our rural development project work has indicated

the need for a systematic review of training

for extensionists); and (4) higher education

(certain areas of this sub-sector -- possibly

training of university teachers -- may warrant

Bank support, but a survey of the major issues

is required). Much of the work would be

carried out by Brazilian institutions experi-

enced in the specific sub-sectors.
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TRANSPORT

Task: Special Studies and Sector Survey

Staffweeks Required: 20 (FY81), 10 (FY82), 64 (FY83)

Description: The significant changes since the early 1970s

in the availability and relative prices of
various energy sources, as identified in

the energy resources sector survey (FY81),

have had profound impacts on the transport
sector. Accordingly, the general theme of

sector work over the FY81-83 period will

be to investigate the policy implications

of these new energy parameters. Ongoing
informal work on road freight transport and

intermodal alternatives will be carried over

to FY82. At the request of the Government,
there is a possibility that aviation, a sub-

sector about which little is known in the

Bank, will also be studied in FY82. Work

completed in FY82 would be brought together

in'a sector survey to be carried out in FY83.

Overall transpor policies would be evaluated

(emphasizing pricing and investment decisions)

with a view to exploring future opportunities
for Bank lending.

URBAN

Task: Sector Study

Staffweeks Required: 24 (FY83)

Description: This study has three principal objectives:

(1) to update and consolidate our general

understanding of the sector including urban

growth and distribution trends, deficiencies
in urban services and employment, and national

urban development policy; (2) to investigate
the extent to which institutional arrangements,
financing procedures (including cost recovery

mechanisms) and other factors act as constraints

on the effective implementation of urban policy;

and (3) to recommend actions that might improve

the way in which Government carries out urban

policy and areas in which Bank intervention
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through loans for urban investments would

be most productive. This study would emphasize

the poverty objectives of Bank lending for

the urban sector and would supplement the

study on state and local finances (FY82) and
the DPS work on industrial location (FY81-82).

MIGRATION

Staffweeks Required: 45 (FY83)

Description: Little is known about the extent and causes of

internal migration in Brazil during the decade

of the 1970s except for scattered studies carried

out for specific localities. However, Bank
experience with projects in the Northeast and

Amazon regions, as well as the preliminary results

of the 1980 Census, suggest that significant

changes in the size and direction of migratory
flows have occurred during the past ten years.

This study would analyze the migration phenomenon,

primarily on the basis of census data, with a

view to measuring the principal flows and iden-

tifying the factors causing these flows. The

findings of this study would have important
implications for future Bank strategy in rural

and urban development and would supplement sector

work in these areas planned for FY82-83.

II. COPD - Managed Work

HEALTH

Task: Sector Survey

Staffweeks Required: 44 (FY82), 10 (FY83)

Description: Bank activity in this sector has been limited

so far to the inclusion of health components
in several rural development projects. In

order to increase and diversify our partici-
pation in this sector, more needs to be known

about general health conditions and trends

as well as government policies and programs.
This study would expand and update the work
on health in the "Brazil Human Resources

Special Report" and followup the ongoing

work on health in the Northeast. Health

indicators would be assembled and analyzed,
and government policies and programs would

be evaluated with a view to defining future
lending opportunities in the sector.
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III. DPS Research

INDUSTRIAL LOCATION

Task: National Spatial Policies

Staffweeks Required: 200 (FY81), 185 (FY82)

Description: Much concern has been expressed in Brazil

about the diseconomies of urban concentration
and the need to decentralize economic activity.

This study, now underway, is assembling existing
data on infrastructure and labor force on

various sized cities in the most developed states

in additon to carrying out a survey of 600

industrial firms making locational decisions

in the state of Sao Paulo during 1977-79.

The principal objective is to determine the

impacts of various government policies on

industrial location decisions. The findings

of this study would provide an input to the

work on state-local finances and to the informal

urban sector survey scheduled for FY82 and

FY83, respectively.

INCOME DISTRIBUTION

Task: Studies on Income Distribution and Growth

Staffweeks Required: 98 (FY81), 40 (FY82), 100 (FY83)

Description: Relatively little is known about the socioeconomic
characteristics of households in Brazil. Research

now underway is assembling detailed data from the

1970 census and 1976 household survey (PNAD) with a

view to analyzing the evolution of income distribu-

tion in Brazil, with particular attention to the

determinants of labor supply, the demand for

schooling, and infant mortality. Related research

now under consideration includes an evaluation of

the 1974-75 household survey (ENDEF) as part of the

larger cross-country "Living Standards Measurement
Study" and a project to derive a macroeconomic

model from available household, industrial and

agricultural surveys and other micro-level informa-

tion. The findings of these studies will help

define poverty groups in Brazil and better under-

stand their behaviors. This should facilitate the

targeting of Bank lending operations in such
sectors as education, health and rural and urban
development and should also throw greater light
than heretofore available on the distributional

impacts of Brazil's rapid growth. Finally, an

important component of this work is an effort to

upgrade the analytical capacity of Brazil's own

statistical institution.
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COUNTRY SUMMARY TABLE

BRAZIL: ECONOMIC AND SECTOR WORK BY TASK, FY81-83*

Total Staffweeks Formal (F) or

Required Informal (I) and

Task Audience* FY81 FY82 FY83 Year of Completion

I. Regionally Managed

A. Economic Work

1. Economic Memorandum S-B-G 22 F ('81)

2. Economic Memorandum S-B-G 15 21 F ('83)

3. Economic Update (BTOR) S-B-G 18 I ('82)

4. Special Economic Studies

a. Financial Markets Survey S-B-G 4 F ('81)

b. N.W. Regional Survey S-B-G 25 F ('81)

c. Public Sector Investment
Survey S-B-G 5 50 25 F ('81, '83)

d. State-local Finances S-B-G 64 F ('82)

e. Tax Incidence Study S-B-G 4 36 F ('83)

f. Trade Policies Review S-B-G 10 44 F ('82)

B. Sector Work

1. Agriculture

a. Agri. Policy Review S-B-G 6 F ('81)

b. Tree Crops Survey S-B-G 18 F ('82)

c. N.E. Agri. Studies S-B-G 83 9 40 F ('82, '83)

d. Selected Agri. Pol.
and Prog. S-B-G 32 F ('83)

2. Education

a. Sector Survey S-B-G 12 54 30 F ('83)

3. Transport

a. Special Stud.and Sec.
Survey S-B-G 20 10 64 I ('82), F ('83)

4. Urban

a. Urban Transit S 12 I ('81)

b. Sector Survey S 24 I ('83)

5. Energy

a.. Energy Resources S-B-G 40 F ('81)

b. Power Sector Memo S-B-G 3 F ('81)

6. Migration S-B-G 45 F ('83)
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Total Staffweeks Formal (F) or

Required Informal (I) and

Task Audience* FY81 FY82 FY83 Year of Completion

C. CPP 25 25 25

D. Other Economic and Sector Work 80 90 100
(EWO and SWO)

T 0 T A L 347 401 442

II. COPD - Managed

1. Health Sector S-B-G 44 10 F ('82)

2. Refinery Subsector Review S-B-G ___ _ I ('82)
T 0 T A L 0 49 10

III. DPS Research

1. National Spatial Policies S 200 185 1 ('82)

2. Inc.Dist.and Growth S 98 40 100 I ('82, '83)

T 0 T A L 298 225 100

IV. GRAND TOTAL (I + II + III) 645 675 552

* S-B-G = Bank Staff and Management, Board, and Government, respectively
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